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Jonah, softly, breath, as if the word were his To 

be to release sum his afflictions to the sky. His interior 

men, rowing for the beach sight, but thwarted, ever thwarted, by 

like a 

mighty tenlpe:st 

would 

of 

the 

sea. ship, feels, mind, may What then? Would the U.'-U.LVUJl...,. 

rest among the broken coral and lost of his sanity?-Dream of solace, and 

hearken, the the tolling of death? Would 

The storm bulges, overstuffed. It cannot but break worid, through 

into lungs, which spasm as He coughs several 

wishes Dear again for some outlet, some soothing poem to chant, or a song 

ancient, charming powers to Sing, l","'.'''''''':>, like a mourner who lost faith. 

He spoken aloud. He sees this ., ...... ~"'U.0 at desks front him 

and tum their They have heard the word clearly. They greet it not, as one might 

expect of students, with '"'v ....... ,"'.., .... .., .. , ...... ..,. 

hints at an infant ambition, orc)cel;eas 

a of the which 

halos their polished hair. 

Jonah sees, with butterfly nets to swoop on any words that might 

He to with some IS my at 

pnze It is what he intended to not this sing foolishness, this 

some comfort the a cre:swall~:n room. 

But to students announcement only confirms they had 

Let them 

betrayal. He 

luck 

today. it is obvious first-and last-Shakespeare's Tragedies lecture 

of the year, is to be scene a Moment. bend fiercely to 

to ..... ' .... ""', .... 

sea. 

rest """'VA',,", 

some 

to 

it is 

is to 

were 

OUl:terny nets to 

a cn~stltal1,en room. 

announcement 

scene a to 
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The New Suffolk Hymnbook Jonah 

paper, hardly believing their to 

upon the slightest further movement from they 

And years from now, they will show their notes, 

utterances master is about to speak, with happy condescension to 

surely-their hopes spur their expectations-this moment 

moment when-well, that's the question. When the author 

brooding years and a particularly 

not 

more transcendent, more luminous, of poetic greatness? Or 

first publicly romps through the meadows of the mad? 

to 

dishevelled state would lend itself to either apotheosis. 

is mis-buttoned. He appears not to have shaved for at 

"'''c''''''' gaining momentum, of the new book. An 

seen. A new if predictable title has been 

a Ull',","','V, ... <UH,V triumphant greatness? or ",-,~.u,-,'ua"",, 

students will have Been There. 

are not 

master 

It 

"'t't'~nt'lnn to milieu. They gather the sun slanting through the 

surreptitiously check their watches to be sure 

for equal surety of faces-so no outsider will 

vv;hen Jonah speaks again, with rather a lot of 

the hour proving that Shakespeare has no 

district, the hills, the entire country, they think 

with fury to copy every word. 

are careless. They take the lecture, its dips and 

common to many in 

It is rote. For Jonah has that gift, 

-~n"'b something and thinking something else. He 

2 

The New Jonah 

to 

movement 

now, 

utterances not 

are not 

master 

It 

sure 

to 

no 

common to 

2 
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The New Jonah 

come to the reasons he not 

=n'''~''·1 It true that he is stubborn. aOllllea by a 

even deliver a final 

closure born of a volatile 

childhood. there's toward 

university's neck. 

an • ... "u .... v." wish 

to damage. 

reasons, 

and 

lecture is empty, it 

not see. They 

hang goitrous around 

the TO',.',,", nT',-n 

these 

He 

to do. lecture is something to and 

the 

as Jonah is ...... 'au ..... as the students 

And Jonah mused about content some 

not or 

what amounts to hooting of an owl, looks, what 

amounts to the inscrutability a vagabond. do not write 

.... H'.v" ... ", for a 

clouds would clear, that 

nothing common, so 

I curse 

nor do they record posterity his TPr"Pl'lT wish that 

to 

believes, with what he is "'U"'-LUIS about. 

moon and a 

their is how begins. He 

means much. He directs them at the rlpl",<lr1"rn·pnt At who, 

ironically, sparked It was two years 

rPTArrnu"n the 

name. 

amusement later that over pints of beer. 

as befits nodding 

wise 

a staff meeting. 

the 

but with the slightest 

of a for Jonah, at odd moments, to acknowledge conspiracy. 

ribbons, his 

nalJpe:n to as happens to Jonah at least, an event. 

snot, 

with New 

on the table. His clothes shivered to 

mournful like an abused but dog the 

Shakespeare amused 

3 

The New 

come to 

It 

to 

reasons, 

not 

not see. 

amounts to 

I curse 

means 

amusement 

as 

reasons 

cornm,on, so 

at 

nalJpe:n to 

Jonah 

not even a 

IS ..... VULj ... 

at 

It was two 

to 

3 
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The New Jonah 

was not a not survived abroad. Too many QuncrL>'" and 

about. thought not scuttling away, as eX1De(;rell. Rather 

u .... , ... .",,,..,,~.,, of tiny complexities work themselves out, 

Suffolk. 

barrel, to be 

It was all Sllrmo:sea 

his sick mouth, no 

a messy 

asks himself 

student's 

we a 

the white. This is not 

poor Caliban been 

to 

the 

Shakespeare does not U,",'.VH.l::: 

middle of the staff meeting. Malcolm's .Lu ..... UU.l 

::::in;aK(~spea:J:e and notion rolled 

by that unpredictable vintner, 

now it brown 

muse. 

out of 

night in fact, delivered, 

maw of his fireplace. What, he 

to drop out of thin air on to the 

But no. To proceed, declare their pens, 

the world to two types. The black and 

It avoids certain delicacies. Now how often has 

swift and 

neat marks. The Tempest, Act I. From which the master me:m(}rv a not 

unexpected ability. You taught me 

The red plague rid you for learning me 

Jonah 

Cal, write the students, and Prosp, and Mira. 

on the argument runs. is man. 

They usurp Cal's domain, 

He back. The 

to curse. the modern man. So the 

or is what the students think, 

4 

I can curse. 

to 

are 

master 

to follow next 

The 

was not a not 

to 

It was 

a 

to 

we 

neat 

man. 

or IS 

4 

to out 

no. 

to 

Jonah 

muse. 

out 

on to 

Now how 

are 

a not 

I can curse. 

master 

next 
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phrase, IS a tell me 

Suffolk, down 

Cals you 

still 

personally, 

pens. 

Jonah 

In 

Jonah is not 

indeed they know 

contemplation 

for is not so they can ponder "!t'Lpn,,,, ... 

It is because 

"'''T·ri"""", .. who is a HH.'U.lIJ"L 

The gardener's 

Jonah 

has he walked to and not seen The 

which the walk has grooved into Jonah's 

single as at the ",,,y·rto',,,,,,,, 

which starts with strains walk to 

minutes on a 

and Wormwood Streets. 

a small house two 

neglected streets 

Honey 

V1V'Vn.." of 

perspective. 

up 

with 

up 

that somehow seem 

head of it all, course, stopping 

glory, town's " .. <un'"" 

vomited for 

set of ,-,UUUUL''--UV'-,"-,UU'JULJ,''', 

pleasant without 

over the 

a music box, at 

down from 

a relatively 

comer of 

town. 

the town nrtU"F'". 

foreshortened 

a cork, 

fell, it seems, 

walker's 

an 

17th-century Middle European and now rides pastel hills a 

castle the ocean. It is difficult to it without chuckling, as at a fat man who 

wears nothing on a must go to get to work, a means to outflank 

the '-""".u.n ........ 

like 

getting 

good 

and "" ..... 'u .. ,'F. the other side you enter garden, compact and serene, a 

after exhaust, In IS It is you 

on the It is the same face cn","",-,u years, 

with your own, weathering caprices of facial with own, bearing 

new furrows around eyes mouth with own. It In 

5 

The New 

IS a me 

starts 

millUtt~S on a 

1 

ocean. It is 

wears 

new 

5 

two 

streets 

Jonah 

over 

at 

town. 

an 

a 

man 

a means to V ... 'Luuau," 

own. It 
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The New Hymnbook 

among Carnations and 

upturned, it r ... '· ... "IP<.: its 

among the ['(W''-Pl1", 

Elm, at 

and way to 

dew. It 

roots. It lunches the grove 

bark. IS 

which instructions emanate, 

until, at 

Jonah 

of Bamboo where, 

.tHU,AUH Rubber 

a hoary 

the 

is 

reached, and government are with a sober the 

.... UUV,LL. Attention is .~ .• ~~ to the A leaf, IS 

sickness UU""UI,,:> growing ever more insistent). gnarls whorls 

of trunk tree is must not die). then the 

face is is like the 0U,"'UHl}5 of the some town 

hall, and the is done, the creeps up, the gardener wanders to the Camphor 

where aroma like 

back to 

dawn. 

to make bed. His face 

Or so 

gardener """ ...... lL '"" in A 

imagined, as 

Hymnbook, 

sure gardener is still ignorant 

that count the 

will do, 

They 

up a 

ecstasy in 

entrance to 

H!p<lrl! gardener t'TPpnQ 

red for 

familiar. 

was years Jonah 

doubts, never 

they have VA'~H"HE;""'" wave. 

V'-!"-AHv. Blocks F.'-U,"-'UJ'F. cattle on 

neat lawns. walk to his involves an so Jonah breathing 

pleasantly when he <lTr"""" now a dull computer-he 

all his '_1"\111' In summer, In a comer. hasn't turned 

it on. 

6 

The New Jonah 

to 

is 

rov'enllTI,em are 

town 

entrance to 

to a 

so 

sure 

wave. 

on 

summer, a corner. 

it on. 

6 
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The New Suffolk Hymnbook Jonah 

And " .. "nnn his has view)-the Suffolk. Suffolk's thousand 

in the tourist literature. appear at to OttOITIS of mountains, but no, 

you would expect a mountain are only more heaped upon one 

until, at a altitude, 

day. 

cannot see mountains Suffolk, 

on 

understand 

prominently than 

hills, which 

........ ~~u..,. in A Suffolk 

of 

and 

appearing freakishly, as on Mars. They hurt altogether 

non-committal poem. 

The North. 

1-' ........... ''-4, once you come to 

at sunset and feature more 

mountains are far away, 

m a '::HH'''-J.v. 

Coal 

The North-where 

Not all 

might flee? soon as he has finished 

his 

motions 

Now up once 

Jonah '""'".,"''''.", it, many 

during 

m umson. underline 

mad? 

question posed 

you know? 

furtive, 

Two reasons you know none. First, the 

Cal do not curse. On town 

of our land supposed to ... ",,,',pn-,n 

When they are by 

In they are more sophisticated. red 

point out contr~dictions. They grievances. talk of cruelty 

that it is which to worsen. 

they are wholly mute. Mute as dogs. Bending 

to Saving for It is one or 

UUJlUUsm as as ours. 

Miras do you Second, Cals 

know? Think yourself 

IJ1""''''''''' and Miras. 

you command 

how many 

spirit That noise, sound, that 

7 

The New Jonah 

on come to 

more 

our 

In 

out COl1tfliOl!CW)nS 

to worsen. 

as 

to It is one or 

as ours. 

7 
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sweet vnr,,,,,, all of life apart? Cal eats 

what dreams and that weeps to III) 

with whom? What's more (Act V) '"'''' .......... .." controls 

sings everything to But 

where sleeps 

Jonah 

and 

And 

black? Who such command? Who keeps magic books and staff at home? 

None. not a is a a play. more than a 

IV). 

is the 

free from stutters 

not He 

Constance is 

the 

distilled, at put notation. 

Jonah is UH,lllU.Ur; rapidly the 

repetition. 

on, to King 

course. 

Constant 

What is not important 

shows up as Upon meenrlg her for first 

of '-'Hun"", (yes, 

chance, Fate had involved Herself1)-he went straight home to 

me:m()rv from ofa name. 

it was not true, of Constan<;e. 

His Constance was sweet, unprovoking, thoughtfuL 

smiled at She wore a 

look as pretty as a He wrote a nr>,p<rn_ 

three caused face, upon completion 

as which 

ten-syllable furrows sown of his own, woody iambic 

8 

~v."" ... ., have 

too rapidly for smooth 

master 

race. 

his mind she 

The beating 

Upon 

was a 

on page. 

queenly ambition. 

It nearly 

grew and 

The New Jonah 

sweet eats 

not a is a a more a 

is 

master 

race. 

was a 

as 

sown own, 

8 
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The New 

neat and fruit. admitted to UUJlA...,"U. it was a good poem. 

boldly. Later said it was this OJV1 ........ ,",,,,,, that t-tr<'f't,>(j her to him, not really 

U1<''>''''-''''', Happiness. three years. 

Then One she she that thought 

A Suffolk Hymnbook, gomg the U"'F,1U of his influence and 

a year! 

Jonah 

it to her, 

is 

laurels, most 

few invitations 

the sudden title Poet Nation. International even a 

have 

different. 

through 

didn't them. himself content. And was. 

O. have followed trail 

from Suffolk, returned every years to acclaim and adornment. 

should 

would be 

would she still have 

would be no cause for storm. 

him in 

night then house is 

attlracted him so. For a moment in to the paranoia bred and "'U'AH!,,'" 

feels left it behind on ..... ,,,. .... ,,<.,, In "~L.'b".'b lopsided on 

symbol woman! to torment him! For does expect to tormented. 

will be rClrrnp·nU'ri She moves to a with an aunt 

and 

miserable. 

by H!3 

he is not. Without a wife to 

habits. 

expects to be tormented. He knows he be 

marked 

With Malcolm, an institution, their 

friendship ..... .."" .. .." and their private communication, at first Ull(;OnSCI'01 grows 

over the years into a closeness and an ability to anticipate that 

'''u' ........ with a man. not his who war 

as a rifle, Old Jonah gets odd from Constance, which only 

9 

The New Jonah 

neat it was a it to 

to not 

is 

even a 

storm. 

VVJ.HU:U on ",n ....... r,,,,,, 

an aunt 

over 

as a 

9 
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The New 

skims. 

was a 

that 

Malcolm's 

Care and he 

and think they're better 

sends very short replies to 

come to mean to him! 

attended this 

and the gardener have in fact ..,tJ"'~,""J". 

staff meeting of the Saturday before New 

Jonah 

once 

a on 

Jonah's arrival at the university. It is like a court, 

vlal""'.,", sense of the word. Everyone gathers and we try to set a 

that 

the rest 

it works. Bring wine. Jonah brings wine, nice gathering 

through all the is warm intensity 

more often than not acts as a to 

come, one is one values trends more exact 

of course. So when Peter 

on that very Saturday, at that first U.;>":'''UIV'.IU.''; 

As Jonah likes to call 

old, staid, readings and to advocate what 

involving Theory. Jonah feels no alarm 

be disrupted. He reads the year's 'llmanac 

are bemused, nowhere near 

which by now can be 

a certain kind. The kind that 

his bungling child, which 

There will be no 

And of course IS none. on, 

10 

To 

as An 

are obvious. 

head of 

""'-"'I".lH at this young blood, but 

the delight a father 

But wonderfully 

to plant around the Peterweeds. 

""441"-'V'HU maintains, and winks from time 

The Jonah 

once 

to a on 

come to mean to 

rest 

not acts as a to 

come, exact 

course IS none. on, 

10 
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The New Jonah 

to time at the poet. poet who speaks voluminously as he 

<uvvu, a placid like that of a child who 

an from on 

students """":n7<>£"1 of him 

can do no right it lawful 

1"\("\'''''''' (King J, King P, 

days 

Pan, 

as the gardener's 

English 

-'-''''''"'",''"' me, sir, are you 

Jonah words HUL",. .. n and 

will 1"1""''''''' The who, as 

their notebooks words When 

which is Con shouts at the men 

what two 

\.4UJ.vn,., and 

are almost of 

student notebooks. Instead "'I,."~""'''u in his mind to a 

which approached too dose to own. 

I'm 

he has he is 

deepen. 

only he hesata1tes, you never sit, he at park bench. Jonah 

not It has waiting an excuse, rage 

preferably one mrlocenc:e to ca,use Jonah to do things. that will 

this lTCn't1p1np .. and half. it be that IS 

shaking? meeting, 

Can it that is ~H~~~""o But .... U' .. AU,.:>, squinting, approach truth the 

begin to consult a reason can't fathom, 

but t\pT,r.rp they can write man or frail or most diminished the master speaks 

and they are to instead Con is as good a for our man as any 

11 

The New 

to at 

an 

can 

only 

are to 

too to own. 

never 

not 

UUIO(:en,ce to ca,use 

IS as a 

11 

Jonah 

as 

a 

two 

are 

to a 

IS 

at 

It an excuse, 

it IS 

our man as 
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Nay, better than Caliban. For does not Constance tell 

If the law does no right then let it stop no wrong. 

their sophistication. These are our words used us. 

Jonah 

through the whole of the play Con supports own cause. no 

if it dissents from hers. The mark of true a 

curse. the power is with the kings. So she uses words to curse. 

our and Shakespeare's too she's a shrew. In then man. Words spoken 

curse gardener, rave at him in fury, were clear on the 

overtaken, 

clouds, on high 

themselves 

matter. But since the afternoon, the traditional 

boarded, scuttled. Now as 

seas, and has no time to dread 

at any moment, like looming 

time to cut the sails hear 

overboard, to call for oars, to 

human strength is left to row, row 

And dismiss 

The gardener removes, 

trees. Today is 

Malcolm is dead. 

why did we who 

Con 

Or so on 

as 

IS 

as 

IS land. 

There's only 

mast, pitch it 

roar 

today is different. 

of apology. Jonah continues to stare at 

decide on Cal the wretch instead 

when Jonah arrives at the department tea room. 

no reason great sanguinity about the acclaim 

12 

is 

The New Jonah 

not 

it 

us. 

own cause. no 

a 

curse. 

our too a man. 

curse rave at were on 

matter. 

at 

it 

oars, to roar 

to row, row 

,",VJ'UULU"".> to stare at 

trees. 18 

we ..... v' .. ,.,,,evon the 

on at tea room. is 

as no reason 

12 
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new poetry will receive. He thinks with joy It has been a long time! He carries a bottle of 

very fine wine that befits his status. He repels, with humility, thoughts of himself through 

others' eyes, words like dapper and sagacious. He opens the tea room door. He is 

momentarily taken aback by the viciousness of his reaction to seeing Peter in Malcolm's 

chair. Peter rises. The others in the room betray alarm, or guilt. Someone seems about to 

speak. But Peter moves forward. 

Jonah you'd better sit down, Peter says. He gestures to Jonah's chair, at Malcolm's 

right. 

Jonah stands and the students write. Why was Con not chosen over Cal? The 

answer's simple. Cal's a creature. Not a man. Act 1. Scene 2. A freckled whelp. Not of 

human shape. Earth. Tortoise. Devil-bom. And Cal justifies these base and damning 

names. He would rape Mira and people all the isle with Cals. He's adjudged a monster 

precisely because-he IS one. (Act II) He IS in fact of the devil. He IS in fact bom a slave. 

These are not unhappy chances. They are his role. It could not be any other way. After all 

his mother was a witch. Now we must be honest. Do not old books that fetch great prices 

see the world in terms ofProsps and Cals? The missionary texts? The early town gazettes? 

The decorated colonel's memoirs? Cal's a black because he fits the shape our thoughts. Not 

because of what he says. Cal because he confirms our fears. Mutiny and rape. Not because 

of weak red plagues. Cal here in Suffolk,because he's brave to curse? Cal the dispossessed? 

Only because we look at blacks and see not man but Cal. The model is as flawed as Hamlet. 

To whom we tum. To show the falsity of Shakespeare in 

of models. 

Suffolk. To show the easiness 

Jonah does not sit and he senses vaguely that in not sitting he has created a standoff, 

two men facing each other with implacable intent until it is seen who is the quicker. In this 

case it is Peter, who employs a strategy beyond Jonah's understanding, who proceeds by 

13 

The New 

new 

names. 

his 

see 

of 

two men 

case it is 

will 

we 

we tum. 

It 

room 

a creature. 

Now we must 

see not man 

not senses 

13 

Jonah 

a a 

IS 

or vun",-'''''' seems to 

was not ... U'J" .... 'H over 

1. 

a monster 

in fact born a slave. 

not 

not old books 

is as flawed as 

not 

",.'-'.BU,LH)." who Dn)CI;eC1S 
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behaving as if Jonah had in fact obeyed the order to sit. Jonah fails to defend against the 

intimate, crafted barb Peter looses when he says-

Jonah, I'm so sorry, Malcolm's dead. 

Their echo strikes him, but the words themselves remain near Peter, swelling until 

they've gained mass enough to rumble forward and release a deluge, pummel him for forty 

days, forty nights. Jonah reaches out. Perhaps his colleagues see an attempt to push Peter 

back? But in fact the gesture mirrors Jonah's mind, weakly fortifying against the sudden 

catastrophe. Panic, indigestible, hardens in his stomach. As if something has now been 

asked of him which is beyond his powers. His hand affords no resistance to words building 

charge, producing heat. 

Like Hamlet's Denmark our land is one of poisons and ghosts. The lore of pilgrim 

days supplies a lode of omens, armies and confrontation with false gods. Ancestor worship 

still competes with our cathedrals. Albeit in guerrilla war. And gremlins on the plains are 

reported in the papers as in the early Mail-and-Adverts of centuries ago. Last but never least 

we all know the beetle crouching under its special bush. Crush its grubs. Mix them up. Dip 

your weapons in. And you can kill a man with one sharp poke. Who knows what happens if 

you pour the grub-glue down his ear? Hamlet does. Hamlet could have lived here. 

Jonah's hand floats to his brow. It is cool and damp, qualities he would expect from a 

foreign object. His mother, perhaps, in cl1ildhood-a towel during a fever. There's nothing 

to do. The many sitting faces follow him. 

Hamlet is the black man, not Calor Con. His inability to act, paralysis, fatal flaw, 

proceeds from strife between the old and new. Tradition, old tradition, is his father. The 

sledded poleaxe is a stabbing spear. Father-ancestor haunts and urges action. Against what? 

Against the new. Against Claudius. Claudius the white man. Who got his power by devious 

means. Who refuses to follow the code which Hamlet lives by. Who strikes the blow to old 

14 
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as to to u .... , ... ".u 

near 

no to 

IS one of 

and confrontation 

"".<1H.'" on are 

Last but never 

we all 

a 

a 

to 

to 

means. Who to follow Who to 
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tradition. 

Gertrude Claud's 

all call 

has tossed 

new order. And now ...... Ll .• "' ... 

on aheightened of defeat. 

in and 

is control. 

We were 

concerns 

Peter means 

continues to 

We that 

of the 

so won't be a problem. We 

things. 

a converted 

"''''LJLA''''''''''. The Church. 

Powerful but 

an elder, has the wind 

Jonah 

own to Places not knowing 

others but are nervous. Nervous u"""au~,,, Peter 

of the 1'1.,. ..... <>rt·1'Y\ Peter says. more ...... LlU ................... , ..... 

day-to-day matters however immediate 

.... r",roc>~.rI as usual. Malcolm wasn't .~~~U"UM semester 

Malcolm have it this 

from a man known HUl,H"''-'H>! two years. Jonah sees, are 

dullards. is Jonah's own voice now? this The only 

word that he can tastes like meat on his 

Early 

hospital. 

He ate a bad of fish. I was with him. I to the 

could be 

others murmur sympathy trouble a scene to Jonah's 

mind. It is a pantomime UTnprp all actors are mute. restaurant. A particular type 

fish, Malcolm's beloved found only Japan's "l""cpr", notorious 

prepared. in a 

needing a taking for a walk .u",."""",.. Malcolm on 

Malcolm 

outside 

15 

The New Jonah 

an 

own to not 

on 

are nervous. 

is 

were more .... u.u<u .. ,""u ... u 

concerns 

semester 

so 

sees, are 

own 

tastes meat on 

ate a I was I to 

a scene to 

actors are mute. restaurant. 

a lY.U;U,",VHU on 

15 
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The New Suffolk 

finally in Peter's car, but """'''4IJ''''''''', driving 

powerless, choking, turning left 

and understanding. The UU,;:)'-'.LU .. too late. 

Ophelia Polonius are the peasants 

when Old In Claudius's rule their 

parrot. His comes unsinewed. 

selfbut long LLU-• .J.H'UH, UH"HUJL custom now 

Hamlet kills him 

often with our 

,-,H..<uu, then doesn't mourn. 

the young have 

natter!)ox~es. And so they 

Jonah 

route. Malcolm 

wild with 

Wise and good they were 

Old Pol prattles a 

own selfbe true? But what is 

.~"'_ ... _. in Old Hamlet's 

own confused uu"."."",. 

old? Because they see 

own. Ophelia the LH_""UJ:" as broken men. 

cannot bear It was once so calm Tradition reigned! She 

Her 

foes, 

His end by 

and .:><AU,""'" 

Jonah 

it is 

All 

death. 

sown. Thus Pol and 

men throughout this 

no family so the faculty 

more attention to the 

estate? 

dumb like a shipwrecked 

have all agreed, Jonah, that you 

rest who listen. 

become Head 

Hamlet and 

upholds the outer 

The 

shantytowns 

funeral. 

law that march and turn, 

is impossible 

own. 

non-familial funeral. Then who is 

out at sea. 

deliver Malcolm's 

of a juggernaut. 

to come 

is 

What will you do? You will 

now. It is 

You will 

as LU,,""'-' ... 'HU would want are not young and in touch current thought. 

16 
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route. 

were 

a 

is 

as 

cannot It was once so 

own. 

no 

LL'-'.ULLVU to 

IS 

to come 

it is out at sea. 

now. It is 

want. are not current 

16 
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But you have ~U'.H'-'''' <J1Fr1r1nn these ""'-',~u ... 'uu And 

of IS 

and it arsenal confidences and ""E;,UUJ'.:l 

would no doubt 

But .l.YA.~""""'U 

Jonah 

passed 

dead, 

been retired or buried. 

wound. It is a modern Gloom to gather. 

finds that he still, like an antelope on side, breathing quietly through snalttereCl 

follows those meant for 

Sunday. Will he the announcement Peter 

as course not """"nUlTl can the 

university memorial 

It is after 

Finally, will speak to Peter 

he Peter are alone. 

The likely on 

inform Malcolm's closest 

will have to a separate 

the meetlIlg 

.LUHU"'. is alone, see. Noone to pilot h,pj'UT<''''" Claud's coral Ger's 

cannot help ponder suicide. To be or not to that old days are 

old. knows leads to knows has some 

among crowds if he can but 

something I 

but never could. 

Malcolm's 

will not 

suddenly, 

to act. So how to act? 

you Peter. Something Malcolm wanted to say 

our relationship I must .. <>",,,,,,",c-t I know were 

18 to come will 

Jonah tower in a fury or keep him seated and docile. 

course I expect you to 

I offer it 

and 

still works. 

IS But 

ways old 

this UU'JU1,'U m same 

are baubles proffered the man 

with ease. Show to all it is good to spurn such 

mam To triumph over keep 

Loyalty to and to When right is 

17 

The New Jonah 

no 

on 

announcement 

can a 

It is 

are 

some 

SOnletlllmg I U'<'Int"'" to 

not our I were 

IS to come 

tower a 

to same 

man 

to to is 
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The New Suffolk Jonah 

ghosts and politics? 

the a half, Malcolm 1. ""nnrn,p but 

cannot hear 

enormous, the 

His ears ring as though a bolt has smote him. The is 

now holds m hands. can to 

and roar "HU,~H,", indignation, and ruin 

They believe will ride to on a wave 

outrage. That is ifhe trusts the truth of this C011!eSSlI0! 

department's 

he trusts this images 

now Jonah's are to him. there was indeed a flabby 

Malcolm aelnOlt1st]ra!(~a seamanship ,'''',,,,"" .. '"" muscles. Malcolm who 

knew the sail-smile of young 

UU'-'UVA down below to weigh 

course Jonah cannot find m 

to Jonah as a 

Ridiculous. 

But on other hand. 

white teeth. Who saw 

choppy passion eatem::d force 

of his It is a trap. 

greedy man. He Malcolm, he will say 

to which that old poet will 

and an 

to 

looks, even, as had some grief oflate. Could it 

true? Is it ,-,v."""v,,, taken 

has now nr~'U"'nT~'r1 Jonah 

Jonah 

wrinkles barest mfances in Malcolm's lips, which thought, 

that only could 

to Is Malcolm 

F ortinbras is 

withstand the 

By 

True 

mark 

to 

too. But is 

this possible? is it are you 

repeats. Poor cannot 

own 

Martyr and 

of we so The 

18 

The New Jonah 

L 

is 

enormous, to 

an 

course to 

it are 

cannot 

to 

too. we so 
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revolutionary Hamlet's dying "'U'JL'-'v. always rule Ull.JLU".H black 

Norse 

Peter 

may not 

the room. Now 

It 

too. 

just Malcolm, the Malcolm who or 

his Malcolm was 

him the time. The an amusement, u.., .... , ... ", .... naive. Jonah 

cannot stay of his thoughts. 

(Jpr1lpr~,tprl by the of waters in 

into a feeling 

mind, by close 

define, 

vV'",U!.;;:' clouds. 

I Behr am Horatio. I complete the 

»LV .... ,",! till it's But see how 

he wishes could it all! he has strained the 

Not even a 

two days! But 

Until now can the No " ... ' ...... 'l ...... ' 

brought him quiet. Notes words. But no Ln."H'~' no v ..... .au ..... , no 

Beethoven, no none of his own humble He must simply until 

the world the storm away. then? until then? will 

o Malcolm-were true? 

He his best students posterity. No one ifhe will 

seen Now hell I-probably. .LJv,#" ..... ~" isn't defeat? hang 

and do what's said? to the horrid 

speaks loud. 

lead a 

shout lecture trust nobody. 

solved uv,unl Some ... " .... n'., note has Who can the pain 

that sweat on his He's HH"U .... ' . .., mark. looks 

tired, even I boldly will bec:oIT.e a recluse 

fellow. 

Who to put a ona It is so can't you see, to a model. 

19 

The New Jonah 

too. 

or 

cannot 

I I vVl11jJ.Lv 

" ..... .au""'., no 

storm 

o lVlcUL:I,)lIIll-W 

one 

seen 

trust 

"",,,'v11I'., note can 

sweat on 

even I bec:oIT.e a 

to a ona It is so see, to 

19 
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Con, Ham. can do it to 

think of 

the Richard 

not 

With your minds 

Jonah is finished 

looks. 

Lights on, np4lrn'l'" 

trauma that whips 

cure utterly to 

when you've been 

Suffolk. 

Not here. Not 

and 

podium. casts about again 

abandons a poem. Then it "'''1.n.",,, him 

mind. 

IS 

whole? 

20 

Jonah 

Shrew. of 

Read 

out brave and 

something to \..LA"""'''' 

he can ....... ...,,, .... 

is the 

The New Jonah 

can it to 

out 

20 
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Arpeggio, 

the out 

smiles this boy has no 

two notes of a 

scare him they are 

hannonica flashes between her 

Secondo 

are all right you are afraid 

it seems to take some of her teeth with it, 

about big and wide black gaps. 

UUJliU'VU •. "' ... , cupped in her hands hope this 't 

out of the shadow of the trailer door. 

is like the expression on 1 was 

searchingfor the right approach, '-'U',. .... 'UCI ..... '" is 1,oy.,n,·/rnh'o provides a path, no 

as coincidence of course brow squeezed at 

ground, the sun shining on but played one at a 

The hannonica thrashes in into the shadow, her elbows 

back and forth, and shuddering, 

and drawing breath, Glory be to God! except IS 

no God per se lo-Ann says, the counting a sound and then 

one two one two one two one. kindly, without opening 

"~"""'b her eyes. She is expecting some 

or jilrious 1 can '/ tell which my 1 wonder 

about the only Italian you are up you know you 

see what you done. 

does not want to wake. Memory 

"',.,..." .... , is a bad counting of things, she 

this life and others patterned 

But Mama Kosi's 

this bad counting will go, that 

insects around him, 

when 

the memory that he has 

to follow but that boy just stands 

but 

so your eyes 

rea:mei], U',""'\..HUJlU':::' to Mama 

are awake he 

then 

all still he 

are are 

two notes a 't 

scare 

1 was 

as at 

IS 

no 

one two one two one two one. 

is to 

you are so 

not want to 

"'''''''''''u is a 
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The New Suffolk Hymnbook Secondo 

shivers and shivers. Then you a all 

strict all at once, like a poke the ___ .,.., .. and 

the belore today. are awake though can count 

that. Jo-Ann 

dark faintly reddish lies fallow behind an uncountable number 

in a out which VV'CU..,0V .. ,0pain Jo-Ann her 

instrument teaches if you heed Jo-Ann's advice and concentrate and if you will but let it end. 

Mama Kosi that was a bad between on 

the table. has opened it and spilled contents on the table, 

IS city he is me on the "' .... ,' .... T~'rI 

make and blue crumpled hills and here is Suffolk a 

white brat further away the are like a child 

you employing the tried-and-tnte method of deceiving yourself closest to Mama the 

low-lying box of see of these 

I said that was a bad yesterday did you hear me. 

o how old women 

You are lucky it slowly, slowly, 

lvfore promises 

remembers the 

this one. 

than 

time, he's very quick 

But we a 

home God 

some 

us though. 

I lost my flPI1!YP<;! out 

ever 

Yes 

name Secondo is why you are Gordon came this package u,,"<aPT""" 

and to tell him it burdens a I will tell him some of my 

I waited until now to it I.),-, ... ,a. .... ",-, it comes from 

comes from and it is important that you know about your name 

an so when you speaking 

Can I have a chocolate. 

Of You be patient now. 

22 

where your name 

how you can know about 

The New 

I 

are 

one. 

we a 

us 

eCIOllirro is 

comes 

now. 

a 

a 

are 

concentrate 

contents on 

is 

me. 

some I 

are came 

I 

22 

Secondo 

can count 
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to 1V "'CI.."".u, 
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to me surfacing. 

one on floor than dreamt Mama 

Kosi tale, down 

The truck, a truck that once soldiers, down road below 

six a.m. The a.m. truck. It might be a.m., the a.m., truck 

but awake on side, the six a.m. truck does not stand out 

It is a not too it moves like a 

bark-black 

contour of a 

road turns away Secondo, 

hill the top 

hill. a story, it has reached the turning point, it turns the tnlck is no 

under the of you lrnow is any point in 

landscape Secondo must be brought to an understanding of the """,cuuu,, • ..:> 

possibilities a here. The has toiled the hill. are 

potential beginnings of distraction, Jo-Ann you are IS an truck, full must drive this 

slowly now 's set to plenty spill all over damn 

road. 

's slow. 

eighteen outside. 

23 

The New 

contour 

It's 

I 

I 

's 

water. 

I a 

not so 

's set to 

we 

no 

23 

to 

tome 

one on 

Secondo 

are 

must 

over 

out 
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is no 
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'll that kid. 

Let be. 

I'm to fist and knife of tin roof boards kick ~~UjV"~ that 

woman's through with anyway. 

The has halfway the sources in hands IS 

up but when it 

pulled too taught truck 

Mama 

to start now. 

then a rubber 

Your one on floor. Now I had a husband but 

he bless no to go HElL''"'''" but I'd happier. not 

so long but you were born a war all yes fought us 

and lived he almost once is really this useless 

Mama. 

son how was work today. 

a back car 

Again. 

And 18 

And tomorrow? 

I must go 

I Mama. 

We should tonight. 

I'll some LHU.LIS.::>' Hello 

this world. 

Hello. 

story. 

Good. you 

my husband was UU,lAV,,. the snow days now. Each falling bit carves 

air a drops and sand settling sand, 

24 

The New 

I'm 

woman 

so 

was 

a 

18 

I 

some HH.UO ",. 

air a 

sources 

to start now. 

one on 

car 

snow now. 

24 

a 

I 

Secondo 

IS 

not 

us 

carves 
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indivisible. 

hands when 

is frozen water, snow weightless falling 

ball them to at the playfitlItalians. 

snow petals in your 

Italians aren't so 

curse their £'11".0'0 I n but show your and they will humbly beg permission to 

shovel the snow out way as you bar. 

I was not VVUI'fHf,';::: to bar. 

you can with them. 

shift to 

the guns we taken from I was 

home. I'd start and down, ! was a family also a 

about this vision! couldn't shake, a farm somewhere in the hills. An idea I have, ! was 

it. 

All things whisper when snow is falling. My boots did not thump, but whispered, 

the only other sound was my breath which the was to the 

ground by snow. Good God how it That is why! had little shovel, 

that spider around town, the rUn"TN1,··""· the 

was I the 

Italians. are an easy people. They might curse or show but usually to other 

Tm of a so 're OK with me. I was a path 

that only we soldiers nmning from town to guard house. Most a 

I liked this one, deserted roundabout. The were 

forbidden from all paths to the I liked to stroll through town before 

me something to think snow pour down for next hours. 

Italians and some would even a 

I saw it before it nair)n~~ne,a_ had on it for some reason, knew along 

that instant my hits there snow which covers the clears like smoke, 

blue, my out a ,..tr" .. tlL;·/f bird's the gun 

I saw it all. enough I Td name my son a 

name, a strange my cracked my heel it 

sounded a and gun splashed soundlessly into the snow. 

Someone came I was out. I see the footprints. 

they around, someone shovel left. I 't 

25 

The New 

curse 

I was not rvu:tr.,1H:: 

snow 

me'lOnflel,rll 

name, 

a 

I 

I saw it 

a 

snow 

't 

snow 

out a ,..tl'l,vtlo/f 

I 

I was out. I 

someone 

25 

Secondo 

in 

tUttUf,h:l aren't so 

to 

to 

a 

I I was 

not 

a 

were 

next 

even a 

on some reason, 

name my son a 

my 

snow. 

I 't 
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want them to hurry can '( sure an Italian will do with a shovel or a 

and something was wrong with The snow came like rain. I was wet and 

cold. just that. The I would I thought. work 

my way South, stock of the situation, a family, and then this idea I have which 

is I the name of restaurant town. ofItaly. Now 

own, at that on us a year or so 

husband on that mountain strong they never met a man before. That Secondo 

him was a from my husband reckoned it mean not 

what it means look at him look at those but only an 

and then the whole family such an when your mCHn€::r ~!"LLLUJ<. 

blowing hot the poor one on the floor I couldn't believe you no 1J!l~,U"'UH" at all I shouted. 

mother was have a son a son I am going to have a son. I did. I 

just said it was last 

came to it was child is my son I can think 

name not same at all as I couldn't believe I can't believe how so there you are. A 

an the poor one he's buried out there so beautifitl the 

you want a chocolate that poor one to dust to Secondo it's 

better to awake. 

body nested drooping, brushing, 

wet leaves of some out of An 

ant ona a The ant the 

They are perhaps over his body as well, searching dew beaded on his arms 

to teeth now 

sit up, to take automatic note 

down. The 

that will 

the 

In 

body aches 

Now he is 

foot. It is not him, it is a 

terror the bush in 

leaves passing by his throat thirsts. 

26 

someone would 

his legs to 

wet rodent, the 

a cool stream 

The New 

want 

is 

wet 

ant 

an 

I 

to 

on 

can't sure an 

restaurant town. 

us 

never met a 

came to it was 

as I 

one 

26 

in 

out 

to 

Secondo 

a ora 

rain. I was wet 

not 

IJU' .... a.ivilC> at 

a son. I I 

it was 

to 

to 

a stream 
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groamng. His foot is "'VAoJV ......... meat. It has given has 

foot during the And 

and steams 

to 

no because the fitture 's never out on a leash " .. :"ntH It 

instinct there in the garden, this is good and this is bad. A lot but 

garden YO U DOING. 0 

Now it's 

it fails, it works no 

this andyou 

is no more for you. 

't that tnie. This 

to me 

waters 

soon hundreds 

two-by-twos on a 

Land! The ship is anchored, 

incomprehensible things 

It's a new world. All the delightful 

is a who keeps the 

the 

a man who is satisfied with 

Everyone stands in 

who missed the 

their eyebrows swaying at 

whyfor 

women try to 

who knows 

white men standing up 

with it. Secondo walks ~""""""rI 

Good morning 

swim to land and dry 

back and forth 

things. It didn't use to 

is his watchdog. 

memory when you 

's held tight 

everyone who's 

must still be drunk. 

Secondo would move 

a quick dash 

children would 

children. So many 

don't look 

Auntie. 

..,~uvv. this one oh now, what will he do. 

is bad. 

women all 

tall 

Memory now 

his steady 

steady breath of 

's 

men, Zee and 

to knock one of 

legs. But the 

a dozen 

today. And the two 

something to do 

SIS 

He stands below men. The one man is 

out she's 

no water. No 

written, she's got God knows 

buildings of 

nrl,n?'r sanitation. 

many children out 

illegal commerce 

domiciles. There's 

single code ever 

mothers and fathers, 

27 

The New 

steams 

to 

It's a new 

is a 

a man 

women 

out 

no water. 

is IJV'o.>VAA"' .... meat. It 

's 

one man is 

out 

27 

Secondo 

It 

is 
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's 

two 

to 

commerce 

ever 
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knows 

notice. 

UAUU",...." excuse me saying so, and the bottom line is I am serving this 

You don't understand. all, not her Y'HH&;;'. 

but even not important as far as court is concerned. obtained 

.-••••• ~ •• 1""> to ....... r' ... "" ...... until court Hia."-"',,, 

you notice. 

E,V''''UUUlli court i.:)"'.1"'U of paper not leaving it 

my atl.<.1..,..:). 

Well then a that's all I can tell our not 

expIre. 

There's no schooling no waste removal, he LU.!]lUBE, and looks 

sees Christ I can't what's going on out Wonder what that kid would think 

lawyer son of a off this can 

you expect anything else from a flecking OK. he the 

he it go back to ask 

judge what me another green 

But he not vVJ.HUJ,vLv his thought for the opens 

Everyone in the 

out 

yard murmurs still in her bathrobe her covered with white 

is this. 

H seems the court rn-':l,n1"r'ri a warrant to the 

May I see it. 

I wouldn't you 

then come with the 

Oh. I to do 

it's OK I'll see the judge 

looks into and 

as the 

day soon says. 

28 

probably a HU,"U",.V. 

it can you aC(;eDleO the and 

Good morning. They all say good 

The New 

UU>U4U"" excuse me so, 

not 

a I can 

no '''_>lVUHU"," no waste 

sees 's 

IS 

It seems 

I see 

court (IT'",n1"r'ri a warrant to 

I it 

soon 

28 

Secondo 

is I am 

court u",,<xu,., 

not it 

our not 

can 

to 

out 

murmurs 

can 
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Yes yes the lawyer says. 

man to car, a front yard stirs no he can come 

here what am I going to do laundry with today I mustfind David we out of bread hey 

do we could get one now. lawyer on the porch, at 

door the whole time who knows why came behind 

until 

driveway school 

it a way out it's probably up 

1'",<:'1c<,>01" plane the toward them ten times as 

III and 

around the on his 

will set him but has already Lv"vU,"'U 

a why did you for what purpose he 

as has palcke:Q her 

children have Qrr",,"" 

billows Qrr,,,,,,,,; 

the dust has not yet 

it 

at 

rrnllQf'" Secondo, 

as 

is 

the moon 

they are shouting little I 

already. 

of the 

LV'''''UJ'!; chairs, it 

of rain. It will rain later, hard, the dust resembling VVJl.l,.,""," 

water. '--',. .... 'u.'" later the 

applr03lcnles slowly. la-Ann 

will want to football a pity as 

seen III of the trailer door, she 

while she 

today is big brother big day so brothers find your 

n!lrtnplrC and while everyone jumbles 1"f'\fTPtl"lpr like rolling in a cup like children he 

slouches to that we call it a classroom for that is wher,e we 

learn. Jo-Ann him she can to today pretend 's hurt she says 

OK OK down sit don't want to Now. 

today, brothers and come and of They dash 

like at a outcast says me 

started. 

brothers and sisters we know our 

I want you to write and when I want you to show your 

29 

The New 

a 

water. 

IS 

at a 

I want to 

seen 

come 

outcast 

we 

29 

no can come 

we out 

are "u\.,\on" .. ,", I 

it 

SO 

we 

me 

our 

I want to 
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brothers 

write 

how to write A. 

understand? 

them the pencil when you're done and let 

And then B and C and and E all way to Do understand? 

one. and croon and ah he 

them toward I'll be back back I want to see 

two <"'VUUL''''''''' on every 

Have a seat. 

a 

students are not working 

in one window 

can see out 

door, are of 

foot. It stops U.5'uu,,,,, the nnr.r.""TP wall, on 

brown carpet. 

I was you but he's going to nV"';?fiT! no 

moodfor it OK. Did do your homework. 

.... n" •• v •• ,'-'-v has an idea, turns his head toward the students glances coyly 

toward her and says the Alphabet. 

stil1. breath comes out like a someone vexed with you 

good reason is there any way you can call that the advancement of anything much 

She says Secondo. Secondo I try hard not even sure it's to you, 

due. as 

understand me, they're a 

you do your or do you 

I did my homework what is fairness is it 

things to those best able to make use of them. 

me see it. 

than you when this. Now did 

me. 

time to all or is it 

a 

rightly so far 

paper pocket, pulls it it to 

.LU"'·""'::> who rule a country noun, a 
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coup good did all but what about do you remember what a coup 

~~·~v"~v says koo, noun, a take-over government by a 

with hands 

Very he needs a horne. Thank you. And now your """"'U'r! as 

on of carpet, 

consults a the box. 

were time. 

Now. Your move 1 saved that pawn with rook last But no, Jo-Ann 

overlooked a salient point. Knight to a4, a salient point. has overlooked knight 

over pawn to a4. has waited for in the board glows of him. The 

figures past, through one another, a luminescent queen, there's 

a the moves around a but 

gracious, bumps elbows, ' ...... '.HU·..,' pawn, the a knight, queen a ""p" .. pt, bishop 

-.0 ••• .,'0 illness, one back obscurity, could even be called a misstep even, 

it invites a haven an opulent room 

such a ",r\,-nTr.1'T<:I you can tea 

mown c5. Jo-Ann, queen to 

Up it will come, four a 

saved a pawn go 

overlooked a salient point. 

" .... ".., .... ".J. .... II-" A4! 

your 

of 

d2 a "" ..... LULlLU"'" nostrils, a flesh-eating horse, pillaring 

up 

it 

knight charges it will into queen, two 

moves 

I see it than I 

out the door, the students are working now, heads bent, 

un">.u •. ;; on stilts across the yes I can see 

cranium dented football now 

are all me and 

topples back in days, Monday, we'll start another game. I won't 

you have any questions. 
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Very are your Monday should J my 

paper the mutters. 

What? 

glances at chessboard. 

no one in the world but us what it's searching for the thing to 

to she 

he is off what it's it's like this. walks 

past the "LU ......... '" • the "H ... ..,"' ... 'V\.n.u a brutal use of definition the children 

... .l.Jl ... UJ'F. slowly. One yahs quietly one hisses it's this. 

yahs then turns and tramps on. does not lower his 

the trouble, what flflJ'HJf~fl to 

but throws it emanates a wall that delimits where 

eXten<ls across dirt, up UF.<UH.'" the 

an act offear. children can see Hr"", ... '" 

still pointing, takes them all in now. 

aloud 

what it's 

ride 

He rests on 

back. 

blunt rim of his until he 

other hill. there sits 

his thoughts shallow in the the 

at 

not look back 

children may walk, 

and Tr"""''7~'C 

it 

over the hill is 

worn-out 

between down 

hill 

this hill rests on a PTUIPp·n weeds that trees 

the him into the 

says it is 

duty down there. It will us good 

over the next devils 

in between. Jo-Ann says 

and 

dropped. 

they may with 

I walk 

bobbing 

more it is also our 

raises them. 

.. "u~"'., . ..., all 

the valley 

the shadow of Christians say and they're not far either. That is death exactly, 

a least our worries. What get wrong is we come back. You 

that, you see the you're on your way. 

says tradition respel::mll our luck. 0 Jesus how we miss you us. was 
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a thoughts dropping like a neglectful H ... U.uHj''''f;V'' 

lies on the hill what it's like it's like the blank 

soar in static blue. The weeds blow like trees 

duty, there's luck. His luck is only for the 

npT'nIP,>n the valley hidden from Mama Kosi's front door. 

out 

and 

Christ unsanitalY decomposing Secondo's 

over the hot valley, hissing and crackling. 

He skirt the graveyard you may not skirt the urn'lJ""!" 

"h~'''Qr·1"", .... to experience passage through the 01"!1I"P\T~1·n 

a 

Secondo 

IS a 

next 

'sa 

it is in 

But that one particular it is in your jitture. Our duty 

the in big aware 

you will never 

never not taken this route. 

hn .. nan weakness is not an untruth is seen. will 

saunter among the shadows crosses 

his feet. The brownness of the 

elliptical around the valley, a 

sprouting from it, their shadows toy 

FELLOWS then TYE just TYE perhaps a 

passing right and left until 

RlP 

version of a renaissance, you see it will 

do it right, the children can inherit 

cement block 

B 

concave 

on 

V..,""U<L""'UU.l", under 

the curves 

the valley, crosses 

that's all I need for this personal 

a community of one-hundred adults 

additional property. But the one 

the other nearby a well or two 

one-fourth fallow all 

midwife, my wife, 

show world a 

's no stream, crop rotation to keep one-fourth 

two dozen farmers a couple of carpenters, a 

smooth 

as 

watching over hill 

and the rest working out in Stiffolk I tell you a man can 

out in it taps the concrete with foot it's 

a month, everyone rooting out weeds 

further, pay your respects boy as 

it possible and who knows but they aren't just 

send some luck your way. The concrete 
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sun at a ,...""-1"",,.. but the do not it into the 

our 

So the 

quadrangular 

concrete individuality is what 

toward want to 

u,-,'vV"y.v feels and hot, his 

0"""'1",.",r", but wet too. 

start of the 

you must respect 

the 

shadow, 

soul desires to 

before. 

I 

ABRAHAMS, it 

were to ma 

not. goodness is 

you. 

looks at the he has 

ancestors they've made place 

to that I wonder he's so curious over there, one, 

thick as over the grass. 

those 

shadow "Ul(,Wf"l1ntT into it as noon 

rotates away 

gone 

a line as as possible. 

hills along this the next wave roll to his will 

way, stops at goodness. Mama says I will not "11,~r""'1('1"r>t 

It is made of two tree branches, not slats of wood, two nails. It pokes straight 

stout out of A straight, stout body was my destiny. Beams for thighs, to hunch up 

against sky, sturdy as a horse, the sky on shoulders. if I was to 

a shade more athletic than my peers, in the of thought I was to make them appear 

hobbled, motion even. swpasses sweetness of my soul 

the goodness of old 

times. water from tflll'ltt{J~ 10' wells. 

straight nose a new city plan of tidy streets. In my eyes the sweet 

pure through which men and women walk with ease and clarity. I was 

finding my way out guided a woven dream, eyes were as if 

Secondo at bottom a wave of hills. pulls the the ,vU.uu." 
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a 

valley 

,",VVIU,",,".:> of shade this 

his duty. He looks up at 

slowly, ~;-,"""U'" 

crosses, a small army 

up the hill. The 

Jimi says, from the of the hill, you are scene 

mind before, on crouches and to head he UU''''S4,U''''' 

over the hill, a moon. is Jimi, with disputing 

You are 

schooyard always, 

again. Tall lL<UlU.:>VU"'" Jimi, lurking on the A.A.."."""", of 

ground he has 

course of things to see them tum away from him a statenlenlt, 

particularly confidently delivered. 

locked place, no 

limi of course. 

Serious 

gapes ugh 

consider. 

A."~"'U'LUl". in her blouse and 

come now you know it's true 

arm away 

urged with a 

a strong girl 

But is more handsome than ever arm 

so strong he twists tall command the man-boy sixteen 

with such you are my what is a girlfriend, is it "nn/1>,/1'" 

so 

a 

that to 

is a the way one would a person to act toward his but 

what has Girly 

not his limi 

run the heel 

so handsome now, 

tall as he once was, ",tC\C\1"\',n over Girly 

about no, 

-;:,t, .... ,;:, with him, no 

bends so 

better 

who is nallosomle 

panting, she 

his tone 

they are both 

head, 

will see 

forward, supporting 

before almost 

she is 

III is not quite as 

arm until she 

been mastered. They both He 

He has warns that she 

tearful. Such compared to Jimi 

They are now, 

free arm. twisting, 

to that she can she wants. 
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The New Hymnbook Secondo 

bitten will "u.J'JlJ~;fL C"',,",V''''''U, ... Now has 

fallen on lips are behind her speaks only one word. 

will 

mouth. 

every ",,"" .. "",., rocking 

to brittleness crack 

Secondo 

suppose this 

twisting 

HhUU<O/h' the 

rise from 

H"'J'~UA"'" a ...... , .• "u.'E> 

belly to 

from hilltop. 

limi . leaps from Girly, ......... v." .. Girly settles <lrr"rn,1'1 

balled body. Jimi mutters to up on the hill 

should I beat and arms waiting. Secondo cannot 

help what you know. barks in For a moment it seems this shit 

somewhere something but it seems he of something points at 

Secondo then trots off with shoulders in direction of the 

Secondo is unprepared for scream. W",.4LU'.., washes body, he starts 

stares down. is staring For a moment are the same, struggling 

knows for about the screarn. she rose from the dust 

to that that demon it is intolerable, wild of her breath 

body, runs too. 

Secondo down never helpless the teasing you with their 

a shout would scatter 

cowardice he leans two p.<A.jlL'"'' 

dark. 

away 

is to his and f>lI;v",o'n 

doorway. Two triangles sun cut into 

But can see except, 

oflight, the busy 

there is to eat hardly an excuse. hunt for at 

shack, made mostly of wood, is cool. 

Love, I it than most say they it acting 

like hawk they think but world's 

an aroma for course 

is a bit young always admired Jimi 's body has walked me 

before I was standing Shirley walked by a man had a woman 
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walks so purposejitl he passed us looking straight ahead. Shirley and I looked at each other 

Oh! what a man fortunately I feel them both towards someone in town or perhaps I should 

say the feelings are allowed, freed when I am with my love for the soul tends to goodness it's 

just culture gets in the way. It took me long enough to peel the layers down I'm forty-two 

really why am I saying this what does he my spirit's not nearly that old perhaps love reduces 

what is most important about you to its most and while he was doing it to me 1 tried to 

pretend that I was back in the mother's love before I even went to Jo-Ann's school I 

remember the shadow of no the light of the sun from one window would creep down the wall 

and across the floor getting thinner I never saw the part where it was too thin to see while he 

was doing it to me I pretended I was facing that wall watching the sun slide down it and bend 

on to the floor but it took so long it took hours and hours. 

Can you imagine hours and hours. 

The crack between the planks in his doorway has gone dark. He uncurls from his 

half-mattress and smells the air. Smoke. Dinnertime. He doubts everyone will have 

something for him, he goes there too often. But perhaps ifhe comes tonight again I need to 

give him something may even have meat tonight. Auntie Sisi often has meat. 

He stretches his arms, lets them drop in his lap, resumes his hunched form. He stares 

at the dark crack in his doorway. Meat would be good tonight. Meat is a man's meal, Mama 

Kosi says, quoting her husband. Bone for the dog, meat for the man Jimi like I was a dog a 

DOG I watched the man's meat. It seems like forever since he's eaten meat. He can feel 

emptiness in his stomach. 

Do not leave he hears noise incongruent with the night. Murmuring. But no one 

comes here at back end who want's to live in that beyond the it might be Zee, a party, yes. 

He listens. No music. Just people out there talking, several do not go out. As he leans to 

look through the crack Jimi's voice knocks against the planks of his doorway like stones, you 

better come out you black devil. The murmuring rises, falls. Secondo sees arms and legs, 

crossing like tree branches like the limbs of about a dozen silhouettes in front of the dark blue 

sky in a night breeze don't go out there heads like black heads dark bobbing balls. 

Can you hear me devil you better come out. 
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Jimi strikes a match and lights a he is Girly's No, it is 

Girly's sister, a breasts too churchy near Jimi, Ui'JH,",'''' 

them to see will happen now shuffling 

Girly's you devil we who you are with have 

caused children to 

Jimi come out or we bum you out holds up a A 

Cotlce:ntnltlcm oflight a diffused on one shiny ", .. ~'",n. It is obvious that if 1 can 

put on a enough show cure my tonight. 

again is nothing a valley a a pasture a process stay 

handsome no one ever doubts. sister is 

thinking did Jimi What did death is You 

must AI/>I,n"" ... " inevitable. 

Come out answer to us. 

all watch It throws no shadow in torchlight. No no 

movement '-''-''JU,",'V is still and as a hunted creature. 

Jimi get out he has children corrupted soiled them 

Jimi one last come out go out live with to what will force to do. 

~",·~v ....... v it is in giving in to that you compromise yourself returns to 

closes and of 

events. their ..,..." ..... L'''''5' 

Jimi asked for damned. 

Secondo muse upon death for a lifetime it is into waters it is 

finding in a woman it is singing are redeemed from fear curls on his 

mattress. 

The 

smoke hangs 

can you 

as still as a man 

shack U""',t;UJl" 

retreat as starts to 

above head. 

yourselfoutside your 

ice, the heat will 

oration. Loud round, the 

38 
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The walls will ,",VLiU.I.i'''''''. but not Derore the roof falls and UJ.,",.,,,,..,., UU,"-.I.U,I:'. earth 

cross blood dirt duty reverence empty things death is positivity stay right 

where you of the man who feared death .""','YIH an antidote succeeded 

suddenly is a wound oh how he he would die of his wound, 

breathing exclamations thunders as I walk 

through wonders 

imagines that see a square of whiteness 

open his eyes. He 

dark figure should 

presently 'f move curled like a sculpture HH.ILH'v.l. panting hu .. t'l-un 

the poor one death is preferable to Mama Kosi realcrumg mother screams 

through Mama pulls out a wet she cannot believe what 

cradling it should I show it now gift 

out 

anns 

fish no the floor as wet 

as a carving 

put in her anns 

are unprepared for the 

almost ... AI ... "", ....... ,.""" T a shape blending into 

moment, ann in reflex catching Secondo's 

is too fast for the rest. 

an the awareness that 

mother looks ,\e{~(Jr.!a(J 

as ice she wakes numb 

mustn't you mustn't while in her 

from the shack. 

It is true Jimi touches him a 

but loses 

leaps until he trips, 

ankle might be too 

the stuffs of life, cars apples and outrage. Memory 

apple lifted and eaten memory like coins, two men 

is a arr.roofo 

in the same land, 

at sunset. A man 

thing. Why bother with 

a 

own memory will find for you 

.......... ,~v ..... v is shivering in the 

the mint hills. can 

been tough. He stands, 

workers harvest, 

of tea, explanation, 

ffll:ClrlCl/l!::.'I: are made as easily as 

nowhere to go. IS 

is 

pausing when 

He can stagger, p"""H~'p"', 

He spends the "'~'U""'b 

rings loudly in his ears. sun BU'.,:",:> 
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his brain, the ground 

growing heat, he 

that what he sees on 

curtain, 

troubling 

A 

used to carry .,v" .. ,,,,,, 

He stands 

Secondo 

When he 

not know what will happen next 

which shimmers 

trouble believing 

of the road is the end 

a sweeping toward 

then, it will be the 

pleasant. 

It a truck like 

casts his arm into the 

next few moments are 

on 

it is, a brown 

guesses that it heralds 

world. He experiences a 

this morning, one 

it 

is worthless now . 

will not haul oh damn what've I brought into town now. • v .. ,u .• ",ujuices cut into the back 

his throat as upright and in a straight to He lifts HUJ ...... ...,··u 

canopy, ten men sit. They stare could or bad solemnly, without 

UU1U,",U"U".'y will we have to nrr·fHl1"H/WL<,." him, or they 

canopy, or we are men now him, it is 

It is 

care. The truck jolts +r,.. .. nf"'~rl 

but everyone vv".u,-". "'''v'~ •. '>' conscious, finds UUJl~""lJ. 

almost an~an[11ng men the back it stops they 

He lies 

roof 

man. 

follow 

cannot say whether the UUJ,,,n.u,,,,,.., front of his eyes is 

is taken for refuelling. 

walks around, 

what are you who are 

IS to keep 

fumes and sits up, 

the darkness and sees the 

greatly muddled. He formulates a 

Who are you. 

two. The answer to 

seru:eIlce's, but they stop at 

'u"' ....... ,"' ... " at last. not 

or 

a bit. The 

a young 

and he is 

tongue. 

say or worse might think that ~'"'·"VL ........ V 

name. The 

what did that little to me. It can sound 

a curse, pronounced in a certain 

now. struggles to think of 

truck moves. 

man might going to sort 

But the man 

it stops again, and two 

40 
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bad shape drunk let's a look. 

Secondo is truck ugh and is laid on a concrete bench somewhere 

inside. The bench is """,,",au,) The voices say thanks a lot for back and tell them OK 

shit thanks. 

do you 

water. It is what 

41 
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a 
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Ants sun, is what Miss V clucks to when out of the school for 

a are like ........ ''' .. 0 about. is order to 

supposes, the lunch as supposedly, a thronging 

ant But not from 

corner of the yard-this is what has brought from 

Two not red, really, TIn"''''''''''' red 

not 

but 

would 

will 

have 

sends him 

she 

toward the playset. 

knows what the 

a lecrur'e--s 

why ""',,,',",VL'Y. 

Why waste 

to the top of 

would never a and oro,"""", 

the facts. This is playing time. Much further 

counting spelling to use in the 

other admonishes. 

him 

seem inadequate to the 

to that 

and, eye-to-eye, in earnest 

war are quickly as 

to fight? Who will 

but 

playset and 

a 

that can be 

look back life, ruined and echo of a tealcner 

reprimand. he pay attention now, certainly. 

IS 

boy 

not 

to 

sun, IS 

a 

ant 

corner 

not 

now, 

to 

out 

as 

arC[--ill'IS IS 

nnn!F'ras a 

to 
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For war is bad, Miss V thinks as she crosses back to the school. The heat of the sun 

has already drawn moisture from her skin. She hopes, at least, that she's too young to 

perspire from anything else. No life-changes yet-it's still too early, if you please. Then, 

regaining the shade, she thinks again, war is bad. Her eyes sweep the playground. She 

cannot help it-she, a teacher, a progressive teacher in a progressive school, with 

progressive ways of teaching-not spelling, not counting, but thinking, supposedly, 

nurturing, she, above all, a woman bounding with a new life, cheerful, kindly-disposed to 

children, sees only preparation for war. Conspiracies, spies, parleys, allegiances, kings, 

knaves, princesses. Ants, the lot. She mystifies herself sometimes. 

Her misgivings are related to her new vision of the world, she supposes. A shocking 

vision, all-encompassing, exceedingly vivid. Provoked, no doubt, by the reports of war on 

every continent. The front pages, the incessant, dreadful international news hours. Or worse, 

the local bulletins. Names, cities, atrocities, population movements, an in that blindness to 

self fault which is journalism's universal accent. She can't be bothered by it. 

But of course she is, it has had a cumulative effect on her, building up in her 

unconscious until, in a moment of passivity, during a vacant tea for instance, or after reading 

poetry, she suddenly sees it all-thus. How to put it? The swarming world? Ugh. Red as a 

blood orange, with great, dark, thriving masses of people on its surface, encountering other 

masses, penetrating, dispersing, all without a single face. Or all with the same face. Heads 

bobbing along in waves, with no intelligence but that of the herd, which wants only to 

trample, press forward, angle and det1ect this way and that, fill, empty, above all cover. And 

this, she thinks to herself, watching the unbidden spectacle, her vision, this is history. It's not 

something that can be written about. One has to see it, from above. 

A stray cloud puts the children in shadow for a moment, as though some huge figure 

has stepped between the sun and the school and is contemplating scattering the colony with a 

stick. 

A quarter-hour remains oflunch. Time enough for tea, she imagines, to cure her of 

this foolishness. 
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* 

But is actually quite pleased to host VlsIOns. To look up and it sort 

of unexpectedly before Called forth by does not what. She "'AL'LUH 

to 

can't 

two' 

born here, J 

only to J, who is rather UUIV1.""" .. ·...., I 

says to V. country is 

so profound! It is a mad .,... .. _._.J mad. And ,",pTnrp J, no one for a 

long her husband, not her a childhood friend now then. 

only childhood came like of articulation 

for instance, the birds, so blue, so so which 

told father once. His was the same as he found she 

the standing orchestra hall, catching at 

spent 

something like, rubbish. it house. Won't you 

doing me, I know that comes from. High-falutin' 

or to to console himself for having a blooming for a 

So to live that ~~""'~"H. in those Ages, without learning or barely 

even literacy, with 

of the workers, '>'"HB"A 

so to parse, 

That sums it for V. 

J it took so 

must have V's 

MayDay the 

With Bread. says J. 

now-beautiful 

are 

never to have visions, but having 

out 

other thing, 

assess. I know J says, but you can 

to admit to 

or 

Typical. 
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But now, in .... L ... 'JU~. V thinks as sips her tea, No crowding 

grandeur visions (thus J) spreading out over boundless tracts, Vl .. ,a",;UlL 

secrets that allow her to a bit to herself, for when 

someone been think-Ab, but I have seen bobbing with the 

over the cliffs, and unawares. 

a SIp. V walks to 

classroom a particular phrase of 

Lunch is over, time for H ... '.''',,,. 

ringing in her 

* 

barbaric customs are their own ,"''''"...0.>.'''-> This is J what Miss V 

recalls as to the C1a:SSflJOrn, of her father, British, of all of 

island. enters the vision has pa~;selC1. children 

are fidgeting, They a bit when see She 0"'''''''''''<' 

them briefly with a mischievous smile says IVHum;-u 

The with it is one of famous '-''''CU'JVt 

which she is to spring on at any moment which, when are 

inside ""ltV\.)'l, is the object most fervent and go outside 

so soon once more rest of the to 

They line at the door, well-dressed sparks, to pop back into 

sunshine. Outdoor time for Absolutely of. 

,-,UCLU'JVl Expeditions are only for Science, for and leaves and of water to 

under a or sometimes for But today and subtraction and 

multiplication-in the sun! is nice, oh, very Almost there's 

Miss V, at the line, to the outdoors, to a comer the yard 

last blades have been to dirt by their energetic 

Miss V her pocket a tlnroll-wTarme~O IV,",VltU...,. which can only 

mean one that's a Story today. They are so very UUU"" .. i 

netlmt~S impossible, un,) .... "' .. the stories are nice. Miss V, she looks them 
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never on, has as trouble with as the do. She always 

problem firmly pickled in U~"",","" by time. 

into Maths and says, now children put on your thinking caps, 

and I..H'-' ......... ''"'".., the chocolates, wmner, person who solves problem, 

comes from Brain for 

When heard problems to children, 

there were usual prc)te~;t But must you """{JT'pU1OI1'p them sex, on 

altc:!rnate n,"''''t,r", the problem was girls. would reply the tenets of the new 

school-progressiveness, equality, thinking-and mixed in all that, own opinion, 

but didn't we see the month that study which showed that U1T." __ 

paused emphasis-don't to contribute as much? 

Today it is boys' turn. unruly boys, she put on 

thinking and the class a circle around the and dust. She has been 

this problem some time. It is rated the 

first saw it it Adults only, one would have thought. 

days it came to It was a 

this "''''''''1£''11 

Eleven All 

problem. It was 

the 

was wrong with the world. 

HU',HUll"'- unusual, had 

level 

mf:m()ry for 

shudder to 

at 

Her 

wouldn't 

what 

a new one until next winter, out of principle. You don't around 

HTn,rln>rl hard for. sodden, a seat, 

remembers 

to 

test. Two 

confused with 

She to 

disapproval, did not ~~,~,"'_v, she 

which water 

Do, 

She even complete one 

Atkins, who rPf'pn,prl it with same 

downstaring doom over her "", ... ,,"'"''''. you have failed 

to public school, you can't to Varsity. 

as he predicted. Sewing cleaning, said. And so it W:1LS--alIer 
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and cleaning with her mother. 

time spent wandering 

working at the pub, taking 

a bench with a 

hall. 

to 

Vlew 

a or perhaps, rarely, ..JLUHUJl>"6 

* 

a a pointed stick and 

the as Whittingham has marked 

Then 

problems. 

now 

on 

danger only 

2 

quiets 

very tightly, because 

2 

a man 

ifnot her 

very grave 

He lives on an un"."",,, far, far away, this poor shipwrecked man, where he has 

suffered, because is full of lions and bears and horrible are 

chasing him to eat him up. 

giggle with delight.) 

But it is worse than 

ability to make fire. And 

sometimes even snow. It is 

have to run h""'PTr", 

esc,aoe from the wild 

because turnips stop growing 

AU ... " .. "'", as if to tickle one of 

is beginning to fall no 

• .;au.u .... , a very cold winter 

icebox, and soon he will no v',"-'"'''''' 

and bears and climb cold, icy trees to 

only food will run out, which is tll1"'nu"'" 

it is cold, and you can't dig in the ground 
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because as stone. have to eat old turnips which he's 

So 

winter too, 

man will 

that a 

are especially 

a very state soon, shivering all the time always 

might be next lions 

when hungry. what if over that next there 

IS a dogs? and look see him tJv'-'t'-iAJl."" 

over rush at barking their sit 

with his bottom on a tree which is as until they away. 

But worse than that. a tribe cannibals to the each 

Each week they a party and eat their awful, horrible lunch. And have 

seen footprints! and want to eat him up. is terrible! But 

it even worse because don't want to eat the way eat 

but a more way, will cause him all sorts of u,-",,*"vx,",. 

here at the children and they are all at not 

of them, some boys at are not attention, but don't ever attention, 

so judges has most of them imagining is the next to 

'-''"'!",XU'' again, a VOIce, ..., ....... XXUU .... h' just 

put you in a these cannibals are very 

They the which, didn't it, you'd a cannibal too. 

* 

don't eat up, says V, they make you one of them, pretty soon 

you have to eat someone else's too. like to with 

they eat and so have left a note has problem written on 

and the ia",,,,..,,.,,,,,, can solve won't eat him, in him 

world he 

save poorman a 

question. 

fate, and help him 
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in the dirt, a 

little bodies 

VV.<'-'H.L. she was 

misery. She had 

familiar, only to find 

written doubtful 

quarter of the ridiculous questions, which A<~'-''''''''''''U her, cavilling from 

less than a 

with the 

find it? She There is an of certainty an 

thinks of those 

penmanship 

halfway through 

test. It was that day, hands shook. 

and scrawled into They would have \,U".HH"" .... ,U her test 

Three boxes on marker's desk. Pass, Fail. 

in the last box. public school not even shown. 

Varsity. Put box. are the life. A few 

more of "VH'VVl.. _~~"UI'" a Iwo-r'Oom~:a 

stomach, until quite by someone invites 

Abroad who's but it's the second 

building, 

XL« •. U}. .. ·.", a man who 

a polluted 

no enthusiasm and 

at 

a foolish 

near a drab city 

run higher, until 

to and turns into a man whom even 

she has seen HV',ilUJl", even 

boys move circling the 

questions. Of thinks two 

it was girls's tum she perhaps, three. 

quick. Already 
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control. seem to approve saying and cluster about 

........ "....,'" sense they say. The as if to an ... ", ... (', 

confidence. 

some seem to 

Miss V's 

What 

raH;-me square Indeed, 

Vv'J" ... ·u is too large. him, but yet some '" .. '" .... E>.'u~ 

a group 

prodigy is in the group 

mostly of that type 

It is, she sees with no surpnse, 

the darker type-which not yet 

Or comfortable word. It is more 

to be sociable 

Yes, she 

They seem is not 

secretive. 

leaves 

It aDt)ears that the 

But Miss V senses 

J, IS 

stems from their 

and pull into new when 

V with utter with a 

surrounded. can never tell what to 

In the moments .... ""TI"\ .... '" nuances of tone 

whether she will encounter empathy or 

"' ... ,_ .. ""'''" consensus. 

concern. The square 

'-'VLLU ... '''' • f people 

Suffolk which 

would-be leader's 

be too large. 

would have 

she told once. It usually runs-a 

predicament, a vv, .• U ..... ..,lU 1"\T'''''''''''' UU'.vB"'" and vUUUVl 

misunderstandings, 

sort of, how do you do? 

are you married? And J 

so it goes. 

smile so 

-b"'''',-" given his consent 

The other boy, ",,'tn .... 

have solved the 

shrugging consent 

you come sit by 

brilliant V! Poetry! 

of the doubters 

kind, spoken 

IS 

Miss V 

family? what 

smiled his opaque, 

ungraspable slang and 

Miss V for her confidence! 

insecurity of her "''''.JV''' days creeps back 
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good. turning to 

a square that is actually 

The boy, not so 

of the can you see now that you 

as 

as at mutters. 

to do? You see how clever cannibals are. 

want to eat 

one? 

man a very 

up. So now who, boys, can make me a 

"'" ...... .., .... they much 

twice as as the 

A horrible, improbable follows. 

boy, who 

boys hold further conference. v 

surreptitiously the just it, but fervently hopes 

not. The mutterings are stymied, confounded with important-sounding 

ueSUOIlS which are put immediately with scorn, as, what about No, 

is just no Oh. you sure? three Oh. 

about to which Whittingham 

we 

out of 

children, 

success or 

of one 

the 

as one half as as 

two boys to the answer, when 

must have come from the of the crowd 

simply noticed being preoccupied with 

boy-for 

the 

Tn"'D __ 1T was 

anything 

(at first thought he was 

has ever 

falling in on 

was positively 

to 

concentration a thundercloud on his to 

draws, 
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And then, with the same sharp strokes of absolute certainty, of knowing nothing else in the 

world but this, he draws four more lines-

Which is of course the answer to the problem. The diamond, a square, is eight square 

units in area. 

Miss V advances on the child, perhaps too eagerly, perhaps with the shock showing 

too evidently on her face, or perhaps it's ~)Utrage at this overthrowing which the child has 

performed, outrage which her face expresses, for the child starts, stares wildly at her and runs 

off: but not before she identifies it by the smell it exudes, which is the reek of the street, and 

by the clothes it wears, stained rags, nor before she sees the grime on its cheeks and the bits 

of paper in its tangled hair. 

She calls out, and even gives chase for a few steps, but stops, conscious of her 

audience, which is as confused as she is, and probably more outraged, though they don't 

understand what the boy has done. Besides, never has a child run so fast. She would not 
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catch him-nor would any of the boys in her class, though they are undoubtedly better fed 

and rested. 

But she must know. How? She can't help herself. Turbulent thoughts distress her. 

Was it a plan? Had this child been following her? Been in her house, rifled through her 

desk, seen the Whittingham book? Was he sent by someone? An enemy, unknown? 

Briefly, treacherously, she thinks of J. How could the boy have known? 

So without shame she runs after him again. The children, she is sure, are aghast. 

They will tell their mothers. She rounds the comer of the school-the boy is at the far end of 

the yard. How could he know? She shouts at him. His figure is obscured by the playset. 

But she hears something, a response, something which makes her shudder, she can't say why 

to think of, something which she isn't sure she even heard correctly, or at all, for it is almost 

more absurd than the child itself, but nonetheless the high-pitched voice floats in her memory 

with resounding clarity, it visits her dreams, like a wandering ghost, with the boy's gruesome 

face, it comes to her suddenly in the middle of the day, unbidden. Behind it lies a vast, 

tumultuous, rollicking meaning, she is positive-something on the order of the ocean, or of 

the spinning globe-something which may yet one day visit her as a vision, but for now 

remains trapped, caged inside the tremulous, shaking voice of that little boy who, she could 

swear, answered her question as he disappeared (when her sight line is restored the boy is 

gone-there is just the yard and the fence enclosing it, nothing more), shouting 

unfathomably, preposterously as he melted into the air-I remembered it! 

* 

The day is ruined. She wanders back to the children, some of whom are crying at the 

shock, and herds them into the schoolhouse. There are two more classes left. Reading and 

Crafts. She copes, dividing herself into two people, one who can teach Reading, one who 

can, sheltered from the elements of the school, explore the dizzying consequences of the 

afternoon, tentatively establish the degree of damage to her psychic foundations, clear her 

thoughts ofthe bracken of false logic, such as, ifthe mothers hear of my chasing after street 
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children they out the truth about J, or if the child 

answer, then cities will to be P1'"p·<,rp't1 populations women 

She is much more calm at of The that threatened 

v_,~" .. v to half an hour the final class, the children quiet school, 

who come In hallway as if in some for 

sits at Perhaps J will come. She J now more 

ever. J often comes on J will her find reasons the child, will take her 

into town for a will see she been will something about it. 

But even now she knows that she mustn't be too shocked. For since she set in 

moved away that """".""''"' tobacco 

UH ... 5 .. u.......... Things sort of 

South, if you looked for if you her 

of, probably. this maybe, is one of these 'U"'b0. 

she 

down 

never 

will see more it 

now, as she with other and will still 

J, who always lived to help now 

steps the hall, trod in a way, and I'm going to right, 

it's J, and she gold just week, one of the 

,",U,."'U,"" to be sure, it is a symbol, because J wears one as 

wen, lJ,-."Q.L." pooled their and bought two chains at a discount, exactly the 

and the sounds the hall come to a halt, and senses SOlmemlng, 

perhaps perhaps all the 

now. there is J, with the of in the a 

vision, a np1'Tp,~t vision. 
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Music mUS1C the next not ten not twenty yes un-un-

un-interrupted says radio. it all begins with little fab four going all 

the way back to sixty-nine. 

radio shit days and it out the middle 

of the morning street, sunshine pooling into filtering through skirts, pants, 

hats, only half-real at hour, 

their on a line IIVUl,UTl about on the sidewalks, street, straight, 

purposeful na.IT-1Je(Jln 'l/ soon U[J,U",,'''' into P. 

all the street they be pushing into walls, melding with the brick, and 

when noon comes around 'II come out solid, heavy, Ut::1JUtt::. women's 

never look as as morning. over here for lunch, 

see what have I today? sandwiches with roast 

howcome 't comefor 

Quick money. Quick easy packaged brealifast foods. 

that kid food. 

Yup Bobby. it will 

I mean news, and 

Too Frik. 

Well you what I think tourists can do. 

got the money. 

all kinds of sandwiches, 

me. 

I knew I should never have 

about the 

what want in 

next not ten not un-un-

it 

it out 

noon comes ut:::UUtt:::. women's 

see 

me. 

I I never 

it 

I mean news, want 

I can 
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We've a uveLva that like is how it's going to be, n?'lv?'r,p.nllln'v shamefitl at 

eight a.m. Tell me what 

now. Which one. 

They've lost 

is over there drinking 

for sure. 

my ass. Music is the same as my 

Good one, 

The will rest for a moment now two men stare 

in Decorum the music 

I only start it work. 

street. Frik on 

elbows, which of this I am cornered, a counter over serves food. 

no the sidewalk on a that 

'U'V'HUUF,' Near Bobby a board reads 

WORK. Bobby the sandwich obstruct which diverts a 

curve to the sidewalk, then 

to do about 

No one steps to Frik's counter. 

What am I 

1-<£"\'''''''' doesn't want to what you you just on him 

don't look at him 't talk to him, he's a burden to you, I you can 'I deal every 

single 

haw. 

's in the not until you more at 

This is 

what I saw 

third morning in a row 

my look at that 

Frik to Secondo who I tell my Tl.U.'IJIUIH 

ever to the counter the of 

Secondo. Then most I'm I'm 

resumes gazmg Bobby into the he V", .. "~·~ him up, 

I reckon one 's Ort~aKTaS no, he's nol anywhere, 

to do is wear him down no don't when no 

'[ him in not even a toe in the doorway, know the the 
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morning street. A man a woman are on opposite 

Bobby Frik what's this now. The man and woman kiss china dolls 

work at lunchtime tUFLUt",y at my counter on two 

walk off in opposite directions. Bobby stare at wall the has 

unscrolled, the 

Bobby draws kid says don't just on. not 

's the word to anything today 

to run a V ... 'UH' .... "'''' an like an ideal 

human or vice versa. You must sound, things must sound,freefrom 

the was about society muses wistfully over street. 

Secondo stays put. 

where Bobby 

stares did you hear what I said on. 

stool, an 

apparently of Bobby's morning, don't have to worry only when 

""",,",u .... ,v my place is 

stool axis 

stands up do you have 

to worry he is to and meanwhile I have regularly proven either a 

so GOON 

appeals to with a of I'll tell you hand, 

important now no tftL'tlUfL 't nor: .. n"yourse!f the 

bookshop not not the museum not that lady <,,,;,.,u.,, out of her car though does 

now in the TJni''Y"fll just stare at tree remember the 

last you want world 

He no hold out, expand the possibilities amuse 

Do know what it means to a job. It means 

number of possibilities you need to start inquiring 

Buy. give me money I food. healthy why 

then come back I'll you abandoning it 
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man a woman are on 

's now. man 

turtutrty at counter on two 

stare at 

on. not 

street. 

to worry a 

a 

now no tftLlt1UfL 

museum not 

success out. 

come it is 
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never "'AI'UL~.HI""", and standing my options are radio to corners 

to gibber, to eat the air as rust an apple a new song a steady uncorntpted sequence of 

tones. ;J"'"~V'LU.V count to boy, in scenarios of brinkmanship eyes look at 

concrete rpl'1'lp;rnniPr thing you want find spot betwel~n sandwich board and 

Bobby's Frik success mutters the OlSaot)ea:rs from window-

counter. 

says 

Frik recLDD,emrs with two a 

paC:Ket from within. 

I've more to throw anyway pick 

anything it all the same. convenience convenience. Sure. Dick 

Doolittle drives profits twenty percent with instant whatever, for years now, and when 

into a slump, Brealifast down the before work, that's 

profits crowds the too. of the damn things a and I can hardly 

the rest to cases. I've or go 

eat it all up certainly had my fill. Convenience suit you just fine. Only only if you 

come tomorrow, days in a row I can't be expected to do, I'll pretend you 

even born. He re'lCfLes with +r"",,'>rrl like a 

born pelfect coming out of mother immutable, , out of all the fluid already a flower, 

tasks, nOl"U"'~T to mother, 

infecting thank you. 

It's but remember about tomorrow. Don't push me on the what 

tomorrow's I am cut charity 

and nuns as 

in silence on the stool, his contempt, contempt is the word the little 
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to 

concrete rpl'1'lp;mniPr 

counter. 

eat it 

come 

even 

nuns 

success mutters 

two a 

more to 

nOYT£7r>T to 

tomorrow. 

tomorrow's 

on 
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shit is me with, contempt. 

now till noon. 

Thanks, eh? 

snorts. 

Secondo saunters because the pecking must Bobby, crinkling the 

pac:1Cet what on tv 's it how to me and stool is 

to Bobby as the to Earth your show I 

It's not like I open for people with a 

Secondo either I must let of her hand or we both must jump into street 

to seen 1.1<£"""",," than /JU,J>lHftJt: 'll me it a show of 

need of togetherness 

the bank opens in five what next in our town really 

oh shame 

the psalms only, yes, put a sort of social twist on words, obligations, as 

wherewithal a young man his 'll do, 

without our Ill/TT/IH/S though I shouldfirst 

I must speak to man it only nv.,n/H,V...., 

a look to look soon 

mmmmmm ass YVU',l>H,U:: that's whoops, 

't covet after humble 

papa captain I says, I says I see you I 

knowhatImean, we tlyin'to 

humble wares, 

what are you doing 

never seen 

said 

a livin ' knowhatlmean, no 

's a fine hat we laughed 
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is me 

now noon. 

snorts. 

saunters must 

is 

to 

a 

street 

me it a 

next in our town 

a sort on as 

can, 

our 

I must 

a to soon 

mmmmmm ass 

now, 's 

I 

, 
't no s 

's we 

are 

never seen 
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her arm no pull her move her to wall 

now my stove's I've a trough filll black coal out in 

the and! coal is 

saunters up Church Street, 

clean .... V'HU .... ' 

from the .., .... u'"',.u which looked back 

would over town, wound 

jowlish, a smirking moon, the blazing with the early sun the in the park is 

dry by now, we'll expect but 't forget first corner of Church and Snowden, 

white wall, waiting to see if anyone can cautiously turns the 

comer into Snowden, 

. pleasant an 

the 

against the wall and looks his packet the sun tolerable-

and warm, loudly and 

are closer to the tntth, what can be about the 

WSlJanerS except that are the noises offootsteps, c"""",<:;.). 

on the other rests his 

on knees which under many circumstances it is .... VL'''' .... ' small. Last night did 

not dirt is 

the wind doesn't blow, 

your 

Sleep 

warm not as as na\lem'enl 

you can shelter your face, nightmares. 

on warmer nights straight are ok. 

not ;;:nll?'<-'7 

on 

down your 

pretend 

but not tell yourself that it is that it must sleep. Sleep during day is foolish 

hears voice v .... " ....... u .. on the hand the voice is tool 

prevarication vv.uu,' .... out through window above his head. 

Mornings mornings 

'"'«.UU,'S in breathing out. 
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Well at as as the other 

Listen, the reason I was at the mechanic's 

two can 

It's I understand one hundred percent. 

So what needs to-. 

at door you 

Secondo 

I've 

Jackie moves through the shop to the door, heno there, have you come to 

car me. 

good, Deb I'll back. 

No, no, take 

She leads the way to her car. Now just had it at mechanic's so please 

a bucket, here is a bottle of water, 

like done 

that's wonderful. 

is soap, here is a rag 

you soon. 

Well my car does 

Touched. 

it can tell's well sort of 

no. I think he just a home. 

park. 

over on 

Thanks. Mornings mornings how can I 

I have a look around. 

Yes do 
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at as as 

I was at 

two 

one 
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at 

moves to come to 

car me. 

car. it at so 

IS IS a a 

soon. 

it can 's sort 
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canl 
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Secondo Jackie, you a dependable person but it is important to remember that you 

are not a mother You act one, and a while you will He is one 

golden loving moment from you a week. had to three, Jour 

a It so and then will 

an individual by yourself 

two women, each a 

it's tnee, is only 

basis oj individuality is 

oJthe women 

desperately wants to leave husband herson, The wants nothing more than a 

happy Jamily. 

them 

other """'TlO,"', one with 

others, so that no one XI' '"'''''''''' and never acts on her 

women are laenlu~a 

two ""arlEu"rITO women are to Only a "I-';"",j''''S 

car tnte individuality said to at work. 

rags soap ill bucket and walks back to 'n He 

is busy. 

nine I thought it was seven hundred. 

You buy then it's with the contract seven hundred. 

Nice con. 

You so come at noon it's 

to money all the are 

How 

rate is nine two seven eight 

Jonathan handed the Post Office, to but then 

to pass it on to central mail, it could up to six 'U~HH.U", yes unfair I 

you but his 

Ok onlook when in doubt book 

further up the past they'll cash 
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a aenenaan it is n?r,.nVTrnH to re}1lemi'Jel 

are not a "","_n',,:' one 

an is 

two women, a women 

more a 

women are IQfmCICQ one 

so no one XII '''J,v{' "X never acts on 

<'01"n:'-rJl'0 women are to a IJI-"'-WJ''''s 

to at 

to 

it was seven 

contract seven 

COll. 

so come at noon 

to are 

to 

to I 
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Yes. 

living "'_'U.tHU 

Jackie. 

a good 

what do I 

asking 

you can see it in his it 

I am insulted twice, by 

exchange rate. Ridiculous. 

attlernoOJrl. He's to visit 

Nathan marbles 

Secondo 

and 

a drama, a drama. 

Hello have 

I'll take Now let me you a DOOR. 

But walks back to the far cmmt(;r where two women to two men. 

watch, nothing what's over just 

cards, Vvt:;,~t-Vlltt;; mat but why on Earth would he want the LlIL,U .... tA on business 

who knows, who can know l/o::;t-'l/H" think, watch enters a back room, reappears 

quickly something murmurs to the two women behind counter, 

starts for the but JU,"'U'-',"U halts as useless I know it is even ifi! is 

at it's it means to him that I am I have compassion, a of 

compassion, it could a but it 

I know that I and dips 

she to the door. 

go. a bill Secondo's 

YOUR 

Secondo eyes and 

to now or women start to mutter. I'm sure 

apartfrom 

into a basket on 

And 

it actually to 

counter. 

hands a 

his nose. I got 

Thanks, 

another 

off or worse. 

you next come see me then, By-ee my 

heart, is it 
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to now or 
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a can see it 
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's over 
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murmurs to two women 

iris 

it means to 
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start to mutter. 

next come see me 

worse. 
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money. the only gift is a 's gift, my 

no place, whore,oh enfolding lies on 

His propped up, could almost a wann mid-

morning 

boy, 

work, but after forbade him to always move 

-fo.'-'''~' not always about, sundown, walk purpose 

are going over to do that one specific nothing on your mind but 

ten to one U.YI1.tTL.H officer handed a bottle of 

one 

caring. A 

work 

Then wait over at that bus After 

pick you listen I must never pick you said, hey. 

hurt more than I thought between waiting and is sitting on 

over until they pick you me you. 

Take two two things I am sure 0/ never 

is not to and 

will 

on that '-H" ....... ". is so easy to make the jump. will 

0/ heed plenty nllfnnt>l' one on 

things will learn is is his enemy. Not just me. A away/rom 

a person. is the matter a/his soul. u<:,[U"or: in his in 

society you ever come across a newfound situation will nnrn""n"o it 

extensively. own <:11/1110'» kind is what will him end. Not me. 

destruction will stay here some HHH ..... ".., more however. park is 

only hope to 

except 

for one a small lady She is upside-down, a 

sticking to a vast green of turf. turf, the wide of the entire 

their cue the "'U.vH' .... "' ••• sunshine encourage The woman may 

to acknowledge that motivation is directly be thinking 

proportional to and fl1r.wotrl1"·O to the moment if you can it seem so. cannot 

tell she is LV'-"""L!!"., but it is not at I must I can't 
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is a 's 

no on 

on one 

ten to one UY'-UI'L.H 

at 

you, 

two 

is not 

is matter 

ever come across a 

own <:11/1110'>1 is to 

to 

111£;>1I'01>'} .. 'o to moment cannot 

it is not at I must I can't 
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with each one t::"'CUlL'" me lea/a 

come here my little one come It may even be 1"'Ir<>n<>,", 

soon IH"<I_nCIf my own noble parliament 

how we shall test today our 

oh! how grave shall our 

the strong shall be to 

indeed a momentous is at but to give someone an excuse is to put 

their mercy so over a slouching rough 

upon our peace. scatter us to 

and thinks of the school to occupy should 

v~u~~, and perhaps the teacher will out her class again. He 

we must be 

recess at 

across thither 

about Jews not your steps, 0 beast, 0 son or was it Cain, what was 

to abide and 

It is full, he can 

but the voices 

uninteresting creatures are 

is the one thing you can know, only before 

be full. 

The school is 

nest in the 

kept away from, 

comer 

even 

up the 

lice. Not 

possibility, yet you open your stable doors wide and nt/t'/alB them over, 

"'1",."",.'0 nesting hay at the tree they charged out a/the swi on their 

they round and dragged half-drowned to shore. Full 

seven people 

cache 0/ acorns. 

in on In one a/these a 

with 

DlClnlea. but what they could 

second growth, all 

commemorate, 

slender saplings, was 

makings 0/ a town, a church, the school over 

as a/home. To 

\)P!-nr:np!'!T houses. The ae:'\cena,al 

o/the tacked in these streets this tree stars these buildings 

.... V1UUll.5 to rest upon two he can cross 
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one t::"'CUtL'" me 

our to 

LIll.I.'-:V:H a momentous someone an excuse is to 

over a 

scatter us to 

to 1>1'1'111'111 recess at 

out 

not 

one can 

It is IS comer 

over, 

seven ue;,:nne; on a 

as 

commemorate, 

TrU'JrD'n in 

.... v;uuu./5 to rest two can cross 
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and against the can see most from some 

areas are out of his vision by The school a back lot, which 

appear, 

from 

wrestling, 

~~~'''''l:> at full speed. 

jungle 

to the hubs 

schoolyard is clamorous. 

box to """""1"\t'I"'""'" 

mesh fence that ~,,~~~,,~r'" the school, ,,,,.><.u'r; 

in a 

themselves uEi .... UJ'.., 

are numerous fights how shrilly can scream 

to admiring in the tree '"'-"Jevu"," the reddening we cry for our 

mother, we we are rW1nznv bumping in the 

dark, which will turn out later years to be ottomans or we dream we 

or are powerless on until at last they corne to the crib. on the 

we are lifted and carried by father or mother until at last we are 

/'>0:"'017tl'1 the mother. 't remember the 

FlIJ' "" of the crib, UC:;'~Utt.}C:; it no longer and '''v'H''~1 ULm".nr; safety 

is real, the only tme happiness, the reason we curve our v,;-,e<"u., into a 

awesome fulfillment It is the next that we are taken to see the kittens. 

to us. us above, then us until our face speech 

a kitten's are weightless. seem to float in the 

substance we have ever touched, as suspended a 

world. But the inside us, .,,,,,,,,,,-,,,, register 

's later, when a 

have snagged our own 

ourselves, then we are told of the 

much. For our senses grow more 

carves a our 

of the objects 

our at 

the first time. 

by the day. 

we have 
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can see most some 

areas are 

a 

are numerous can scream 

to our 

to IIr,vtlJm we 

weare 

we curve our V""",,,,,., 

weare 

us 

ever "",,'Yl'v/! 

us 

carves a our we 's 
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it ho:fnlL-on 

that it met our expectations. 

smell "LU'lI."~.".' our noses. The 

we clench it tight, 

it is suppertime, 

nlshing, 

Secondo 

with 

same familiar 

a 

Wherever we a new sight trailblazes our mind and keeps us Wllle-,ev<,~a 

instance, we take in most transfixing images. it possible to forget 

No. It 

drooling 

us so. revolve in the flat plane of our yard, find a 

coin 

and evelY moment our 

we know like we know ourselves. 

on on our bed 

as 

no window opens on to 

a 

at all our room's 

on things that 

Heaven. 

cannot see them. Yet they are the reassurance we are at 

the evils of the dark, we are told. We fret. Invisible, 

are not But can that brought us into 

angels will 

intangible 

we are asked, 

us to come to harm? us here? We remain doubtful. Close your eyes, 

we We see our father 'II know 

them in your imagination, you'll with them in your ny,or",.., 

our 

when they speak, 

cast tentatively 

they speak with other "",r',,,,' 

sleep and hope, 

we told, you see 

love They 

must listen ,-./T>,'/>1"" 

continuous with at home, But we act differently 

out of doors. It is as if a us, 

wrong. It might emanatefrom our parents, aPlvun'n 

sometimes, a 

and then we think we 

we 

The 

IT/"',""',,' will bend over us 

are 

too. Or, 

yes, yes, no, 

to a room 

whether we are 

their ~ut.tu.e:n 

or 

us on the head and us a sweet 

playing in the yard, "",-"JUL.'" 

no no not ever, On .'<71.nrT'·lll<· 

week we must a 

is 

sentence from the ''''''''W1rl It becomes our our LUIL."}U and we YVtL.""",,, it rapidly to 
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it ho:fnlL-on we """'>""'<1 it 

met our eXI:Je(~tatlOns. 

our noses. 

we a new 

a 

our room's 

moment our as a 

we no ",,,"n.n"'J on to 

reassurance we are 

are not 

us to come to 

we see see 

must 

our 

at But we act 

out weare or 

us a sweet 

no, no no not ever. is 

to a room a 

It Oe(~On1£S our our LfJrL.'"'' we YVIJ:L,"'~T it to 
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one when the adult's out of the room, everyone pray until back, and we 

what shall we eat what shall we eat what we eat. An not 

are out in the 

with little 

to say goodbye, and mother us up as the car pulls out. 

this we 

watch 

mother to us up down, turns us toward 

father 

a baby. is to 

softly. Bye-bye. sounds like 

Something us "''',''''1V-'' 

we are flooded as our mother holds us. We understand, in that two things. 

is same as 

behave, are the 

learn and play, and our 

voices we been 

we understand. 

to know it better and 

gossip as we of sexual parts, 

that us how to 

the day we 

new toys we have 

A whole symphony of angels thrills us, and we crow crow. 

we are coming alive to 

shuffling our 

angels soothe us. 

recess is over. 

seems 

we are alone they one note at a time, and 

great spectnlm of subtlety in the tones. We n..:vrllvpeople 

or beyond at school. We of demons the trees. 

don't really form any part of the plan until 

up along wall the school, then 

tro:zen in new.,,,'U,,.-00. 

bell 

The 

proceed. Perhaps the woman will lead httr outside again. They will 

events 

around 

where she A will follow. the 

to abandon tree, to a bush which on side 

and listen with better we hardly hear a word he says. will ""H'"""""!",,,,, the students 

with a that but it is in our 

a 

corner of the schoolyard. 
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one out room, we 

we 

are out 

a 

we 

us to 

day we 

one note at a 

we are 

trees. 

recess is over. 

seems 

at a 

corner 
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ofthe woman's academy. He has dreamt that she would allow him to join. It would not be 

long before this boy has done this boy wrong I must take him at once to see her voice soft and 

equitable. He has caught her looking off from the children from time to time, as if observing 

something out of everyone else's sight. She is privy to glimpses oftntth than most. But the 

academy does not manifest today. Secondo descends from the tree. With the second school 

bell, the bell of the distant church also my unwounded hands, my beatific countenance eleven 

o'clock. An hour before noon. But reiterate, you can manufacture luck. Only push Secondo 

walks off without haste 

what are you doing in here hey Hey I said this house must be clean everyday I walk in 

the front door what do I see socks filcking toys c 'mere c'mere Come Here 

are there damp unclean corners, stagnant wells of pain in which to pitch a child 

The scientist, as Secondo suspected, has come out for the day. He crouches on all 

fours in his yard, bending close to the dirt and watching the activity there with great interest. 

Secondo stops on the walk that leads to the house. The scientist scuttles to the far end of the 

yard, his nose close to the dirt, squints for a moment, and hurries back to his original 

position. Secondo cannot hear what he is muttering resembles nothing less. The scientist is 

observing miraculous ants. The dilapidated house and worn yard have become their home. 

Thick arteries of ants pulse over the floors, the walls. Their small outposts dot the straggly 

grass. The scientist holds very still. He tJ:rrows a sudden look at his watch, then resumes his 

breathless attitude. Secondo a man's giving is his most capricious, most unfathomable, 0 

you must waits. Presently the scientist yelps with satisfaction and stands wonderfidly and 

sees Secondo. 

Hello, how'you? 

What do you want. 

The cardinal rule is never to ask Secondo down. 
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are 

you must 
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do want. 

is never to 

can 
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No, no down a plank of wood yard, this I truly 

want to understand what is it exactly that you again my 

is no so pure as an ant's. have undone me. I would give 

analogy with a few hours of simple research, I know, I know I would 

undone. That does not mean I cannot plan, indulge myself with fantasy, even develop tools 

it would be 

less 

same as with ants oh you I..Uvu,""u maybe I could give 

some lunch the he looks upon in 

theory, but firstly not ever would I 

down the true source and status of the 

you see, the object of the experiment is to 

as far as controls are co,nCj'i!rr.rea 

position is very ,,:>"',UJJ."'. You want food. Having procured it 

with 

as someone 

I'm 

my 

or you 

success, I know how it 

will always 

so you know 

or 

you 

that's all, a 

open 

zero one a one, no each individual the same exact 

It The len:melf"all of the hive is one I1Pl"Yrp'p higher 

is more mysterious so I can't help nq. 

me now I am to of all 

me on more one 

source, a source 

more and 

stop 

trying to 

have undone me, ants. 

a 

And yet it lives! 

of humans. which 

one. 

immobile, and of course must not be any possibility that subject 

influence conditions with must just what is to happen and in 

'sown f;;.Hlnf;;.IH will its own anger. 
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No,no a I 

want to 

some 

troe source status are co,ncl'!rr.rea 

is me on more one 

a source 

as someone 

"'HUUH"" me, ants. 

a 

zero one a one, no 

It 

is more """",0'''''' so I 

me now I am to one. 

in 

'sown own 
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This ""'r\"~''''H'T1",n is finished I'll say, quiet and still, 

heart rate and might be "H.lftLLllH interest's 

delicately, the subject cannot withhold and men--one. Only a 

And where's difference, at Ut.l,eLUI'1! }i-om 

. day. 

Secondo 

this is >A""",V" 

"·""OI1J oh so 

will 

Good 

shuffles to house when opens the door ..... "'.~v •• ""v sees 

am not 

of town 

person who 

clutter, an smell is to his nose. 

this fever must pass, it regularly 

the wide street. There is no, or so, so you can 

red and yellow of the trees 

scientist's out of passions are 

church bells ~~~m.' .~~ 

more aenejf1a,2nl 

it in another 

of it is to me, when 

abide people so most valuable a single basis 

wonders 

in, say, 

a 

which your 

for lunch. 

"',."JH\.J,V has much 

never done one before. It's to 

will Well 

to one, but to 

some love{v d 'oeuvres, I've eaten 

nice white 

mousse. And of 

don't think it will clash do you, course cake and and things, 

no, De,ome want a little something more, you see, All paid for 

it's a beautifid cover he's quite ofcourse. 

that's I'm about a in my little 

had to move will be his for 

Well, 's of course, I know who but to actually man 

intelligent Yes (,O"IUn',71 books, let me see, one on oriental mythology, a 
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novel I was quite surprised, and some other odd Oh a half 

hour That would wondeFjitl. 

e.:tactly, how did you 

ok 

or he will 

A 

hour so much I 

you Just hold a moment. Yes it 

me throw him something call you 

want to cover the 

they come up afternoon sir afternoon ma 'am afternoon. up the stairs. 

In 

'$ I move a /trlM"'>V and I can see that it and you 

know I'm to feel the difference in my pocket at the nlsh. Down I and 

coffee. Janice is doing ok on but soon the place 'Il be full, and down, 

Coffee, coffee, hot Have you decided? I hurry 

the orders to Cook '."I a couple waiting. would you like a seat by the down, 

window ahead with soon. I wink at Janice. Afew the 

bank me IVI",","'.I ... menus. I make sure to 

smile. They love it but they in a huny. It's twelve back down step step 

step step Cook 's the 

time I'm backfi-om that in Janice '."I section, who one'll be ready by 

already seated Ulf"':TTI.','~ Janice is busy in a corner and she's already stressed. 1 

over. allfour 

Cook is "">'1171>1'17 the bell. I scoop up the platter. I steam. 

now and they know I'm doing my best. I spin with my counter-weight 

of them 're 

lap. 's crazy I know could hop into 

orhe 

there '$ only 

liberation! Liberation until two and then Paige can 

1 wish she tell me what is 

of it. Rome was not in a 
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floors. And twenty half-wits. And then comes Paige. You can hear her a mile away. Like a 

slow machine gun. No that's unfair. It's true though. Clack. Clack. Clack. Clack. You 

understand of course, dears, that Abraham Meltzer will be standing right here tomorrow 

afternoon reading his keynote address. You understand of course, Paige, that we have ten

thousand bits of sparkle to glue to insects' wings with tweezers. She asks too much, she 

doesn't understand where she is. Suffolk, babe, Suffolk. No decrees in Suffolk. 1 can't wait 

to see her on her hands and 

or he will 
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Gayle hums, as after he has switched and they are about to 

turns away 

hum. Her 

convulse. Hum 

his way, too. The 

musky imprint she 

very good. At a 

inarticulate, rest. 

Tonight, 

comprehend how 

lowers the level 

black out. But 

what 

cursmg 

she 

wish I could 

the noise, but it to bother him months 

which he might lips to pacify, shake and 

will subside on 

acquired a certain power over It suggests a .LHVV .... 

on the sheets and his \dV.U ... "'. are good. 

impossible to state of happiness becomes 

up at hum hum. not 

musical breath mOllet'S own rest. 

, ..... "' .... ,'""'"' m your bloods;tre:am. your blood 

that. She insists that never falls unconscious. aware of 

takes to a She sleeps. It is than 

uninhibitedly, in other situations. In traffic jams 

bastards I would 

bikes, he has nu,"rh"'''''r! 

her voice 

muttering, in 

winces, I 

DO. At 

gym, 

to the cunts to the right 

excuse, empty v" .... 'au;:' ... 

cunts-they're-all-a-round. 

slip too easily, too 

cannot think of another 

her fits he makes 

into place. 

to 

her control, cannot help it. not 

to put it. It's out of 

fault. Just weather 

as are 

on 

state 

rest. 

at not 

I 

to cunts to 

excuse, 

to out 

cannot not 
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should have a veritable thunderstonn 

it never dusky half-light 

and peals. work. 

with the maiL He without much 

on Islamic call-to-prayer, until she said-What's 

ofa smiling 

asked me to write 

come see him and av'-''-'LH 

Mrs. Philip Williams 

and a brief note. 

This is your son 

responsibility. We are 

evening, but that's 

bedroom he's still 

home, sitting on 

the news 

out ofan 

is fourteen 

home. 

a 

a 

A telephone .u. ... "u .. .,,"'. and an address instructions and a handwritten map. Two 

questions occurred to and weak, as 

mugged. How did people find me, ~nd 

The first question was not as have sounded, Piety 

was genuinely until now, of Samuel's But he found it that his 

early life so effortlessly to You leave 

fourteen two an international now, 

though you've to the general national tenns--of childhood, you 

are utterly that life. Yet were Jeanne and this Mrs. and Samuel, 
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like phantoms. .I.J ... J. ... ., .. u'''~n would have 

second question over like a sword, and 

crossed more than one divide. In thoughts 

his He 

the 

Gayle had 

had acquired the immediacy 

current season. had leaning Hn""'T'" "",'!"t,,,,,,,, plans, .1"\"""'1"£1 a 

look must have been Hal..l.:lvaUJl~~, 

what 

would do now? for 

forgiveness, a fearful eX1Jectatllonofjudgement. She it for once 

completely calm, stood and walked to the .n.""''''''''', Noises, smells ensued. to 

finish his tried to watch television. was with dithered on the 

clothes. At ..... uu .... about his He 

replied 1-",.."1-"1-,,,,,, of "''"''''«u. She would not meet his 

but demurred sadness or incipient hysteria could not tell. No 

storm, no a\A.,".:l,:UH.IU.:l, 'H"''''"''" the first the rather 

jumpily, she SUjl;geE;teCl bed. 

Her humming He She visit 

the Question Mrs. Williams thoroughly, and Jeanne accept 

responsibility, in all the education, which probably what they want. 

But Gayle. Suddenly rolls over, embraces with leg. 

him her whole body. a HU'''UOVHJ'v She 

of his arm, turns back with a j~rk. Presently, the humming begins 

hum hum. It's easy to after that 

next morning Gayle makes toast, and scrambled eggs with bits omon 

and tomato embedded eat It is not a nr{'l,nrl1lT'1 quiet, 

is glad to perceive, but the which might to prodded with a bit of footsie 

or a pulled According to limited experience, lovers a secret which can't 

en" ... ",," but is fully .... Pty .. ", ... '""l" .. "..,. Late one night, III he 
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Gayle were kissing on the couch, he was cautiously undressing her, and the television 

showed two stars slowly spinning into one. That's us, he whispered, ludicrously romantic, 

and she giggled. In the next scenario on the screen-Piety and Gayle, nearly naked, had 

begun to fondle each other-a third star pulled the first two apart, having made a trifle of 

their mutual attraction. Finally-they had made glorious love, they held each other in 

silence-the gravity dissipated mysteriously into space, leaving the two much-reduced stars 

quite aimless. Piety's secret with Gayle-generated, perhaps, in that night-has not lost any 

of its pull, he's glad to perceive. He feels joyous. He and Gayle mug at each other over their 

plates. She is especially adept at mimicking his face. He tells himself to enjoy the moment. 

Later, perhaps in five minutes, he will have to answer questions. 

Something in the eggs reminds him of something else. What's the spice, he asks. 

Nutmeg, she replies. Nutmeg. The taste is less familiar than the smell, which is forever 

trapped in the curling steam of a cup of eggnog at Christmastime. It's been years since he's 

tasted eggnog. We don't drink it down here, people tell him with a jocular laugh, or have 

you forgot. That's for fancy out-of-towners. It was a fancy drink, indeed, ladled out of 

crystal bowls by pretty, soft-voiced women. The circumstances summoned the essence of 

ivory-the woman's elegant, gleaming arm, the silver swan's-neck ladle that she held, the 

egg-brown drink, spiced and brandied and molten, that she poured without losing a drop. He 

would never stay to chat, but would hurrY,to some unoccupied spot of floor and gulp the 

elixir down. Then a lonely tum around the ballroom-Christmas trees with white lights and 

red bulbs, wreaths pinned to gilded walls, a fulminating chandelier, merry talk, introductions, 

deferential smiles, older men and younger women. He never failed to secure an invitation to 

an important Christmas Eve party. Most years he could choose between two or three. 

Always he would find himself back at the punch table. The prototype woman, serving 

graciously. Patent leather shoes, velvet dress, red, red lipstick, a cataract of wealthy hair. 
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Some please, would say in his most channing voice, liquid 

eX~lggerated to always yielded to its With she would 

say, and 

expectations, 

with the stylish competence seen a curtsey. she had 

never went unfulfilled. 

""OT .... """t",,,; to a comer where he the drink, snuffling as swallowed. 

Despite brandy, the 1'",~.",1"t" .. ,> tang, egg-white texture, HUtH'.., smell more than 

else over relationship 

Gayle it okay? 

he says, it's Nutmeg is you on eggnog. 

Oh. 

No, I like It's subtle. the smell that would probably me m. 

It was an afterthought I just skipped over to the 

snaKes ofthe nutmeg. 

can imagine it 

Myself, I it, she She grins at him. I like says 

They resume breakfast. contemplates day's plan, 

Jeanne Williams. Eleven he decides, will be the 

and 

time. 

call to 

o'clock 

IS eager nor unconcerned. He will conduct a brief conversation. I received your 

letter, I would like to meet with and c.uu'"",., will tomorrow afternoon a good 

Piety never "'tJ"' .... ., .. .:> at .L'-'H,r;U.L on the phone. The phone is to 

you may coax, or bristle, or with when 

isolated office, SULH'S blankly out the window. Part acumen 

essential, but not unimportant-is his -...",'u.U'U""E;, VVLL''''''''''', or, as it is 

disarming warmth. A laagered chest. A friendly 

sitting mild voice, ¥H'",'''UF-> to 
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person want to please you. Piety has few friends, but his rapport with the people he meets, 

with the people at work, is excellent. 

Mrs. Williams will screen him before he will be allowed to speak meaningfully to 

Jeanne or Samuel. People never change, they never apprehend the degree of reconciliation 

you must achieve with yourself for true change, and Jeanne, Piety remembers, was a 

maddeningly reticent girl, with hardly a spark of volition. Mrs. Williams, who wrote for her, 

will surely also speak for her. Her letter, though terse, animates her. He calls her to the 

breakfast table to account for herself. This number rings a phone in your home, does it not, 

Mrs. Williams? You are--or were-a housewife. Too old to be Jeanne's friend, probably. 

Aunt, or older cousin, or employer?--or merely a guardian-friend, ifnot legally then out of 

concern for Jeanne and Samuel's welfare? That you are a truculent old harridan is beyond 

doubt. Your address, Suffolk, out in the country-and the instructions entail a good bit of 

driving, but if you reach the actual town you've gone too far. So you live on a farm, or what 

passes for one, and Jeanne and Samuel are staying with you, working for you. He grimaces. 

He knows what to expect. The rural poor. A musty brick-and-plank house, dilapidated 

stables, an emaciated horse that has clipped the grass down to the dust. Mrs. Williams, 

would you be grateful in looked after the education of the child? Perhaps you, yourself, 

could use some assistance? He must be careful. She will have worked out arguments, 

requests, in advance, and attached expectations to them. Samuel may indeed be his-the 

photo doesn't imply otherwise-so he will make concessions, but only a few. At the 

interview's end, Mrs. Williams must concede that she also sees his point of view. You do 

understand why I can only do so much? 

Gayle chooses their kiss goodbye to extract from him what they have come to call, in 

banter, a coupon. With the extraordinary calm that has marked her morning-no doors 

slammed, no singing or shouting, no cursing-she says, Can we talk tonight. He detects 
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U.\,,;UUUvlU and sobriety once m 

commitment made. She'll reOleeln 

eyes. course, says. Coupon clipped, 

They agam. Their u.un ... ,," .. he 

is like an moment, up between on a .. u", .. -..'"" stem, 

understood oec:am;e smelled 

takes He 

sides of the 

unforced """"Tu'1", 

use it. He 

to work. 

likes 

in that phrase, 

1.1""-'1.1'''', has no 

touched by both. 

would drop 

the bus I 

people, bemuses 

a people. The nr.t'f'\n 

notion, a Father. Gayle is his His ULVLU'" 

son or daughter, will his people. for the 

description, black, U"'~AU.O_A."', 

approach to the 

has had a m 

than addiction, which, 

undergraduate studied psychology, misled by an intellectual 

brought him 

they on opposite 

1.1""'1.1""', she 

has never felt obliged to 

Ifhe ever a 

following 

take a 

last years. 

an 

which, achieved, would 

four of 

privation and aspiration. is no smooth-running ..... rr ... " ... "".-.n 

from bonds 

peculiarities, and 

for next his inclination to 

was bolstered by his new acquaintance with the mind's 

... UJ' .. VH .... at a man the H'V".L.L"'~' who is man. It 

not uu .... " .... as Gayle it without a trace of irony, connection. 

at of Imagine 

the which r-n-n,Tnn U'5U'5 from the comers of the hours, ~V"'''''IJ 

chattering, suspicious, Gayle a thousand a day, a thousand guess-

nRl-l-~:;a"'HI111S-am;:mI00I1S which ripple through at dusk, ... L .... ''-'''' ..... ,' .... ..... <Au.· .... 
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conversation, backyard talk, phone topics. But Gayle works 

makes syndrome, explains it to those who will 

same day, 

names it, manages 

of her own, usually by 

been assigned to 

An hour with 

an elemental cycle 

it, as 

means 

her, and 

Gayle and 

ofpain, 

tiny 

same day she has generated a 

arrived at 

you can take control. It's as 

past from her core, and 

rudiments of Earth, lovely 

the call of brotherhood, sisterhood, with unconstrained 

like a 

She responds to 

which rings either dead or 

ears. That is partly why she he Like a Christian, 

soon as 

TrlII""f textnC)OKS. and 

love. 

went to 

section on 

wholly suc:ce:sstlul treatments. He seemed to 

around one of the thick, 

the tentative and not 

would not let Gayle 

wryly curious about his suddenly ",,,,uvH,that 

were meant for each other, has out by his response to 

To be sure, the syndrome late new, massive 

pleasure. Like an down to my fingertips, she says with 

'''''''"'''''','''''1"1 her tapping turned to High. 

over agam. She would not 

Rather than to eXllsperatlon, the fits reassure 

fundamental strength and Isso()thln~--the' rernlDlO that 

IS his house, part IS to the inner 

~U"""'''LL spontaneously entered by his 

mannequin of some mad puppeteer. 

just as, imagines, she O:>U\.lUIOill1 y Oe(~ODleS 

goodness suffuses him. with 
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toxic frustration and UH.lCU\J'\J. 

all his good fortune at 

are moments when can euphoria at bay, 

found her. 

He parks and walks briskly from his bay, which name in yellow paint, to 

building's tinted-glass doors. He can make out a leaning against the 

counter. through the revolving to find Lester's grinning 

should TYlP<JHl shoulders. corporation's lifers. 

They all present 

proportions, a 

whorl at the top 

kindliness, 

of their 

mmor 

university 

uu'u.-AJU."'. married 

buttondown shirt, of year-old 

ofthinning hair. A fingers 

no doubting it, COlltentnnerlt. The lifers know and are 

wondrously, dependably, of their hearts's 

hot food, 

teenager, 

the facade dlSCernlIJlgl) allowing for one or two ",,.,,,,,,r,,,, 

and son chess '*''''UIJ''''' 

is confident that he 

horrors. 

Good Pete, says Lester, 

Lester. Morning 

says Reynelda brightly, who would probably like to 

of Trust School-? an eyebrow at 

Are you ready for with housing now. They 

want to electrical cord right in two. They've 

a possibly do it some chief, van Rooyen 

no so on. Can you no lights, no hot water, the 

test. 

If it turns an call me. 
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take it Lester when they urn"'v~'n together, 

Board .. ",,,1,,,, .. ,,, Up-upstairs. I wanted to talk to you about sornetnInlf! else, a 

questions on 

"""""11"" three. Vicky to expect it. 

You're says Lester, ClUL,uU5' man with law 

didn't use to be a fact that 

They take of Reynelda walk together to Piety' s UH''''5~,au •.• vu u.~.~.> .. ~u 

a dramatic account of the next moments, action blown up on a screen, 

slides to 

Lester's 

pocket, 

vB"''''''''' dull lead, yours 

wallet. 

transformed-by 

an <,uV,''''''LJ'''.J that you right without a complete erstanC1Inlg of the mgreC1Lent:s, your 

quick mind, some good luck, you've the beady-eyed 

to a 

"'''' ... ,,, .. ,,1'''' turnstile, glides "'ll'J .... "',H the """'rl""''''rl'''''with the elegant click of a gold ,-, •. <.I,.un,.,,,, and 

ushers to a carpeted 

you may 

stinkwood-framed or 

himself 

straighten above 

the newspaper, 

table, until F'VClITnr amves. It is on the 1'ur,,,,nt,,_c,,,,,,,,,nt floor. It 

The elevator steps into is UMJ ....... J. .• "' ... 

the heels shoes like wet 

than pushed, and alight to 

vu,,,J. ........ wood. 

there are only 

Overhead, a 

cavernous 

the great, 

long. 

are touched rather 

"'ALL'''''''"' softly in a 

plate lamp. Piety'S monitored this elevator, into a 

string "»UJ,H<.U enclosures, ...... n,vn.'v 

He's will not 

boardrooms, penthouses, 

of power over wood 

a spellbound 

lem:ner soothing. 

ride these UIJ""".L""" heights, LtlUllit< .. No-at 
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some point, transfer a city of greater and once stood on the top 

of the highest building in the 

on "'''''"' ...... ' .... the ""U\.U,,,",'''i:) 

a young hero antiquity, 

It was night. huge square gave out 

fancied uuu,;), ... u, queerly, a kind of heaven. 

~V\.lU,,",'''i:) into the 20th century where, all the old 

dead, was stranded outside U',",UUJ',,", with the another 

time, .... ,,, .. ''''. race. He .... ,.u'""u diamonds below, feeling that 

OJ" ....... ...", .... he would om;ses:s. satisfying. when 

reacn(~s the twenty-fifth of his building, sccmr:ses with his C'or.,..""i," .... takes his 

plush and out the window at what is admittedly a pleasant panorama, sees-a 

city shoaled in a bowl, over the of which spills a successl of drab elevations cut 

, roads which III one vV','OJ~'V" distance, to to the by two 

sea. The twenty-nine 

most part, to 

tall _ ... ~.~.,.,~ downtown. 

people 

needs 

banks, an oil multinational, and an insurance '"''''''1'>'''''.''''''. 

the 

Medium and 

good ten and cluster around towers of are 

buildings the vicinity. the city fails to achieve any measure of majesty. 

When the sun settles and the buildings stand forlorn 

a undergrowth. future Piety sniff at thirty stories, gazing 

his eyrie. 

The smoothes halts. The part. He to his office, 

door is puts his Ill. 

Vicky. 

Good sir, she Vicky never yet Piety with 

Mr. not sure to not rule out she simply 

cannot herself to do but it more she has the for a 
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olJvvnu day. wears her brown hair down, 

what ",,,,,",un,,,,,, are Italian heels, 

name-a name on a nine-carat plate, "U"'L,"~,',",U 

OO:lraroolm--tlnen she will esteem it with Mr. Good LUV'L.UU!"., 

JUnior who turn over once a year and get sir. To 

Lester. Lester Ellman from UT will 

I've put Mr. Sinclaire's morning memo on 

away. 

He continues down the to 

a and 

a 

door of the 

so 

I wants to 

of his office. Of course 

with Sinclaire, who on the 

i'h", .. t>+", .. "" Mr. Sinclaire. He is nervous 

is to Sinclaire what she is to 

come when he will wince every 

knights him with her sir. you call me Piety? 

A sure path to sidelong 

to with irritation, a showdown would 

it were to become a problem, 

would accuse her of 

nosewrinkling at his skin, and she would 

tears and reconciliation. 

promoted or poached and each 

himself he senses Gayle suddenly 

of him. Remorse, 

~_.,.., .. ~,_ deep friendship, 

in their own offices. 

H.U,""""F.ULF. him gently at the shoulders, """""" •• 5 

Abashment twitches at comers of his mouth. Of course Vicky won't be a 

could she 

The phone 

to inform him of the 

repercussions we looked today, 

nothing about her, except that a 

Vicky would buzz Philip '.UL"~U."U 

him to hush. Sinclaire is LUll"H',5_ 

referring to 
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much lobbying, were A little late but as as we 

thought. memo? I you on Mickleson. meat 

breakfast talking a ninety 

wanted to me warning, he's land. We want to lose 

seventy percent of Mickleson. I two things by three. of his 

he 

those 

she 

them 

but 

spreading them 

we cando 

or consolidating them will taxes. B, if 

a spreadsheet of 

Walk it up 

hangs up and Vicky 

has fetched Mr . .1.Y.I •• V.l.U,",,,\.'U 

drops the files, 

property trusts, and I 

and he knows 

sir, shall 

round on her rails, 

to before 

are to a secret about him-the doctor 

She chugs 

out. Piety wonders 

'"'V" .. UVLV .... them, informed 

lead a normal he will soon, might as 

too attached. Gayle he should 

<ltt",·.,.",,; by their lack of personal,nt,"' .. """t which entails an 1TY>,,,,,, ... C'n... in him. 

Vicky. Hold all my calls doesn't aUll-C from misters. It's 

people, Vicky, are efficient at least, .......... u .. " .. u,' ... for him to measure 

to. I1'H:·tr~t .. ", his watch it in a desk always does to 

at work. Time is now of which he must tinker into two 

He bends to the files. shrinks. First to view, the 

world outside obliterated by replaced with 

GlSaPlJealf. the fringe is eaten to his desk and 

walls buckle and 

Nullity's final triumph 

at last, by a a legal pad, a \. ... ,,, .. LLH;V 

two Mrn,U11"l hands, "'.U' ... .L'L"' .... which 

abruptly when Piety strc:::tcJles and stifles a 
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rate. 

are building in the distance, perhaps it will his desk drawer 

finished, on the legal pad at any first report, mostly common 

execs will be congregating a 

quickly became aware, 

wondered aloud 

He supposes he can 

.......... u ..... ~" palate for tea. 

to rehabilitate 

no, he has 

body big enough, 

water four or five times a day, 

as a substitute addiction. Forty 

amounts of tea. His mother, 

dipping the same ration of tea 

as he sipped it. It kept 

which was comparable 

school, she told him, avoiding 

.... "' .. , ....... "'''' in the fairy tales. During 

was taken for gr~lntc:d--m::>t uuU\"U"""', mind, with destitution~and tea 

a ,",VJ,U.I.'JL a memory of his a to remind him 

went hungry. He never broke steeping. 

advised him once to switch to is like having a a 

fairway, the professor said. It is to the climate of good 

business. A polished phrase. not golf either. 

Among the junior execs 25th floor, only Piety and an innocuous man 

also reports to tea. They raise eyebrows at Piety enters 

the lounge. 

water. 

So how's .... '-A.v ..... " ........ " ... 

Piety bites. 

of Tiny Tim in that 

They talk about 

S[VrOIoruTI cup in hand, as Piety 

dangling a 

is a rich SOB and 

removes his tea bag, drops it SO(lae:n 

SOBs of the world, attracting a 
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crowd of the other 
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are 

rate. 

as a O"'J'''JL~"','-' ", ... .u,-, .. 'vu. 

a me:m()rv a ,",VJ,U.I.'.JJ.. 

went .. " ... ".,., 

water. 

'-'LUUU.:> it 

at 

a can 

tea. 
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man 

as a tea 
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who like roll wealthy names in their UL,,'''''''''' like "",,,,1',,, .... ,,,,,,i- mints. 11:30 

reach an agreement to about tycoons of industry, and disperse back to their 

oIIlces. Piety stops at Vicky's 

anyone call? 

Only a Mrs. 

a note. 

who was very clear, but left this number. Vicky peels 

paves eyes, "U~~U.l."5 inchoate sees with relief 

she has not, contrary to adopted a pose 

... .,+,u,_n Irony mouth, or UU,.,,,," .. ...,A 

He it. Thank you, he says, 

Williams hired a private oi-" .. ~Tn,'", is that 

following 

would 

Tn __ n,-r n1~nrli"lpr her It cannot be 

at planning a surveillance, at ..,v~;'''''"'~ 

had watching him, surely he 

then unconscious would have 

disapproval. Nor does detect 

her brow. She holds 

Has Mrs. 

Or is someone 

She was not an energetic 

the idea much less minding it 

have her pre:serlce. if 

her face a not C0I1SC]lOUSl 

windowpane, a nebulous unease would have visited him, not a of which felt. 

His entertain 

could DelDm~r him with 

possibilities. With his address Mrs. Williams and her 

or, "v",YHHU,''''U1;;:' resources nerve, 

number at they have power to They 

who would come down, a 

things out. their artless "''''''",,,,'1-,,,1'''''(,> '''';;:'1VH stereotypes 

to ....... .I..HU .. " the man. 

for a 

black man. The C'Tnn,,_,""",,"""">r1 wave Mrs. Williams and Jeanne might 

swell with a few words! Washing to previous depths. 

surveys wasteland of his desk. was to called at eleven 
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How, or why, did 

his detachment, 

case .... """'uu. Or, worse, he allowed his work to dally with 

that as the true Piety, who takes 

interest folly would be to covet as a businessman, only as a 

are numerous. The topic agitates him and <UU,LV" .. daily. 

a'-'l.d,I.1),CUl\)ll;:' ...... un ... -.Lu'"' in the car, across the dinner table. She blames Them, 

blindness. He concedes that her position holds the 

muses about susceptibility, Our repression, Our greed. She 

.:>Ul,."""" under-represents the force that motivates certain 

she said. He wonders to himself.-From 9:09 to 11 :09 

LeVIO!elUCe creeping about in his heart, restringing it for 

writing on his legal pad, UmJfOKelU. or 

seven beyond his control, will know 

It will call Mrs. 

of his intention to visit. He 

will tell Sinclaire about the SK11Ppe:Q 

want a junior exec who needs extra 

<11"11'\"'<1'"'' in his office door, confident, voluble, ext:enumlg 

Sinc1aire will note that the newest protege can handle, as was portfolios at 

must, he and take reassurance. Piety can ac(;onrnnOQ;ate 

tells himself fiercely. 

He lifts the receiver, punches 

ear, a phone starts ringing. He lets it a 

watch sweeps its fine circle. may 

to Or if in fact she lives on a farm 

exchanges click in his 

minute, as the gold second hand of 

may be hanging clothes 

fields, the stables. He places his 

in the drawer and to 1:09 notes. 
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After he 

takes out his 

a half hour has passed the receiver and -n ... ~.C'C't>C' redial. He 

12:21 to the is raking leaves 

Vicky buzzes. going to take a 12:30 if it's all right. It 

replaces the works for what is half an hour, then 

while the hand describes minutely difference between 1:01 1:02. 

be doing 

in disgust. 

and begins 

let calls 

directly 

national 

the 

returns he knows 

to the 

for what he 

It's 2:14. 

Williams through, 

It is a quiet day. 

he cre~ate~a a 

on a hunch. 

it comes to him 

puts the watch 

enters the 

HUj,OU, allowing ten 

with two 

but can't imagine what Williams might 

sudden 

what But Vicky 

not write notes for 

replaces the receiver 

,uu"ou',o the first report 

tell 

taken only a 

report, but types it 

eausneeI for land two ""r\YlTn just 

an hour UUUUj,,,, agam. 

were to answer not time to 

activates the spr'ea(]sn,eet 

out 

finishes the 

through he 

and the 

watch, sees that 

and vies a to UUj,VJ. .. ,U race. 

his, arm he tells he's going to ' .. HJ.,'VUl,UV 

to the elevator. Hannah, private secretary years and 

of envy, conspicuously behind a broad polished desk. Mr. is 

but should 

corner room, behind 

office. newspaper rack 

",,,,u,, .. ,.n'~ soon. She 

towers a 

two daily broadsheets 

to two dark leather 

books. It 

the day's 

the 

outer 

between the chairs is an objet d 'art, a leaU-llmU-glasS mosaic oftriangles (:1n"l.1'\("\17,,·,-I by 
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four was a he'd be a drink--coffee or tea in 

office, scotch point of these offices is not to display 

visitor 

who 

I so. 

will acquainted with wealth-but to prove taste. man 

appointed environment will be trusted to arrange words around 

is line, line is history, history is stability, stability is 

to ambitions. He discreeony observes the outer 

Sinclaire's ready, go on in. She opens the double doors 

UVl<UU;'J5 out the files like a handshake. Sinclaire, who has come ,,.,,,.,,,"nri 

the files and places a hand on his ",,,JUjU,",! 

thanks Hannah. The doors click "iV",,",U • 

• "' ....... "'. chairs in front of Sin claire's 

Mickleson? 

withdraws from sense 

us next portfolio and we're better with trust UVA<!Ul'kiVll., 

That's what I'm going to tell him when we have ,"UU.u""'l .VJ.l<l&Je.. 

wants to keep us on our toes. There's a SPI'eaClsneet: 

Yes. 

Good. Do you have time for a minute? 

Of course. 

Good. Tell me about yourself Pete. are 

Well, sir-. 

Phil c'mon now I 

I'm doing well, thanks, PhiL 

No reason to complain 
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boy 

one 

Also quite well, 

Any plans for the 

No, we'll stay at 

the trip a 

you. Working every day. 

But Piety refuses to recount rest of the conversation to HLU"" ..... "'. as 

floor 30 to 25. He is fuming. harrowing moments ............ '5 

that Williams somehow Sinclaire and 

Piety's dread switched to 

It was Sinclaire who 

was 

stamps his foot the 

eXj;CllLU\I'enOOCl. Sinclaire who was ""IJIJ'V.L" by the BOD to select the next ... rr,t",c,po 

..... u" ....... ,' Sincliare's brief to acquaint the Circle of Kings upstairs with the n1"i'\(Yt"p",,,, 

career and He can ....... ou.'" the men around 

new 

,,."',">rn,Uf" and chuckles. UU;',",Ul>L.l me 

Nods of "nT',,.,...,,,, 

a bit too confident. Doesn't talk 

a while now, so. Nods ofknowing, nods like winks. No resolutions 

passed, 

knowledge 

earflesh, 

work. 

UIJ' .. HUI,;i. a report that will to of girth in their tree 

Piety, counsel taken 

chemically, like ingested 

a bit secretive. On 

he's black. 

a 

oleaginous 

one hand Piety does 

meaty hand, he's black. 

will accumulate in organic 

policy on the matter, 

On 

over until at last the Chairman moves to 
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Piety will promoted again or will have to work Because 

How ask about Gayle! What ifPiety had Quarterly 

impetuously, He slams office door, glares 

the city bowl. He buzzes Any calls. the one from Ellman you were 

..,"'~,..u ..... sir. Of thanks. a wonderful says to the __ AU ... ,.,' It 

indeed been an unaccountably wonderful day. Made a slave of by 

Williams, blocked, and stymied implacable 

Menaced by Mrs. 

phone. No lunch. 

too? But 

out 

Hiya; 

How much you want to 

VOice on the line after only one 

to this bit of luck. 

I missed you 

No problem, 

This is 

my contract to loyaL 

Piety misses working <1mNm;talrs 

Upstairs the chauvinism is c.u.":;.'V'" into 

Lester won't around now 

and 

Among 

satisfaction 

irony 

remark more an 

admittance that 

upstairs, irony is 

would side, a with the tycoons of industry. 

emJtorc:em,ent. And right to 

higher, Up-

a brute 

there is a place for irony the conversations of the world's men, -'-'''','''''A. is concerned 

the nrr ... rI" .... a couple ;School exam When this year's crop of 

MBAs and LJIL.- 'J<1 kids LU.,,,.un,,, the three-week school, sponsored by Piety'S 

comes enough j azz to stump the greenhorns for a little 

while? He suspending disbelief that two of different 

lrO][llC;al castes can work Lester and 

leaving a dullleH~g;nipnlc 

and, when himself hangs up, with just the ULL'"U''''''' 3:45, an a quarter 
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he can drive away from a miserable o':.:.:;rnfi![',.,. day. He his watch on and spends 

time 

unanswered 

ug~~eSl[lOtls on his legal pad for a TP'\,r1C!£!'rI equity-to-Iand policy collecting 

from Mrs. Williams's line. 

4:55 Vicky 

retrieves 

him a good weekend, through the 

a moody ....... "~v.''''. the urge to resists 

departs. are three rosy-faced men 27th, '-'i".~UV," 

about Piety does not join them, affecting self-absorption. 

tidies 

redial one last time, 

inscrutable-if-not-

morose-black man. The elevator's speed is a wonder. Up or down, it never to cull 

a meniscus of pressure his stomach. to G in ..:Iv.,uv,uuJ'Alike 1"("\1"1'1'':'"," seconds. So 

you to of other junior execs for 

On of his dashboard, hanging over partially obscuring the Piety 

taped some note question 

in the habit the note 

yellow, but toward yellow and the 

It used to be 

powers Now 

always 

a 

rainbow of notepads at white, some some oddly-shaped, 

some fringed, which he Cll()OSC;S at next note It has 

become tradition among some of his notably, a few of 

with a notepad. latest looked like a condom 

wrapper and a condom-maker's brand name. The question mark ..... r"uu,~"' .... condoms, 

fact, to among items, as you Do you milk? 

butter, hot sauce? Fruit? Tomatoes? Chicken? The of the device to get him 

have an after-work 

coming 

irrevocable .rp''''u/", 

want 

!l1T1"'''''' home without thinking 

to shop at suburban U,U,"LL"""'O, and a 

95 
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guilty dog, etc. In car before <H<llI"TU'lCT off and 

and It aPt)ears to be a rare day-he can 

breakfast's commentary 

He double-checks his 

for commonplace VUJLA"''''~vu". 

starts the car. Lester's 

Fruit, Tea, Gayle-no, nothing. 

figure urn.,. .... ", across a far 

jJ<UA.HJl5 lot. watches climb into car. For a moment the as 

has done. the car out, and rolls 

home. for-. children and books and computer "'''' r .... ", thought 

in unreasonably but then does not seem incongruent-silk underwear, and 

a blonde pink pumps. I've pegged you now, Piety aloud. It is a 

joke. He ........ ,/'> .. "" 

Rush hour 

eyes to .., .... ,., .... "',u, his 

hnages 

his engine. 

him. 

fade, 

.Ll",',",U" to low music on the allows 

a flower bush. The drones around 

on water. Piety's person knows 

who this of the day. So long as are no ~' •• i'>"U cessations of progress-the 

car inching 

drivers 

particularly slow 

and he's leaves an elastic berth in front of him so 

because they will anyway, and he can caught, in 

head back, closed or glassily on the etr,,,tt'l'lpn 

white vinyl of the car's ceiling, which periodically into a vast snowy plain. Today, 

however, at 

ahead U"'!".'"'' 

mouth 

his way 

Se(~Onla slowdown, a car 

driver 1-1"""'"''''' 

small blue job with 

has or cars 

Piety's berth 

word ,-,r"'JJJl'-.H,JLJLJ 

on As soon as he was the driver tweaked his knob. 

palme,Q. in italics, 

music crows and 

out triumph Piety a "pre ......... listening to an alarm, he must 

a ur<lIr",,1h, nightmare of endurance. I .. u-..'..I.n .. ., between 10 and O. snarl 

crawls for ten ........... ,,," mUSIC gold out car's 
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perverted and Chinese dragons. It towers and swoops insolently 

at other motorists. their too, are frowning-their anger, too, 

towards He promulgates, psychically, a plan to car on to 

shoulder just long for the driver to the spite that he to 

him down into grassy ditch the two 

he will tumble canlmagme this man's 

up to he is sentiment of his stereo. 

white and he's about himself. just 

acts in the city and now he's slotted perfectly into traffic with a HU .. UV."' .... .., 

on his white of victory, emotional 

high and mUSIC. When LI~"""'U"""" out of his and 

was through the sterile to nursery his was foreordained. a 

dollop among forty dollops and awaited the of Destiny, which ...... ,Ju •• "' .... 

him jackpot future, upbringing 

slung schools, an suc;ce~;sl(]ln of simpering 

~a""~U flexing throatily, their oily siren to a frenzy 

white """",,.u,,,.!">. that consultant work. Spacious one-bedroom near the chic coffee 

shops. A 

IS 

walks into his life. 

SIX cars 

the 

with him is nigh, and 

strokes his head from 

it be added-white 

about ...... ", ... ,u" 

he convinces his 

he's 

with a song. He 

to assume new 

cloning will begin all over 

crooning to herself, JeVVAU':;;::' out the side 

a 

window at steady suburbs. 

of his 

body relaxes. muscles 

of his stoml1LCn 

, shoulders mud. There, 
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Besides, traffic is livening up. Piety's needle hikes uphill. As soon as he reaches the speed 

limit he watches the Cabriolet drift, cut loose from his anger, for the next exit, its floating 

gnashing menagerie in tow. Piety's own exit comes up soon after. There is a pleasure like 

rest after exercise in downshifting for the off-ramp, which coasts him to a stop sign, a series 

of arcs through the wide humped streets that the car practically knows itself, and finally the 

slow drive-chain keen up the inclined driveway. The lights are on. Gayle is home. 

The sun, sinking, displaces evening, which pools and rises like placid dark water, 

submerging Piety and Gayle's block. Streetlights pop on and hiss like divers' flares. 

Disembodied window panes float, unsocial glowing monsters ofthe deep. Inside the house 

Piety and Gayle drift around each other like affectionate ghosts long-drowned in the same 

shipwreck. They perform familiar beloved routines in silence, imprint the air with faint 

aquatic ripples, arrest each other with the secret, shy, longing gestures oftheir eyes. Gayle 

makes chicken and Spanish rice. They cling together in marine suspension above the 

diningroom table and take in the spectacle ofthe food's disappearance. Then they find 

themselves sitting in different places in the living room pretending to read but really 

concentrating on the great eye that hangs in the window, a charcoal disk hooped in thick 

silver, sole representative ofthe fascinated inky whale resting on the silt floor outside. 

Finally, Gayle says-Tell me about Jeanne. 

Piety sighs long and blustery, then pauses, not to collect his thoughts but to squeeze 

out reserve and sponge up frankness, the things Gayle hates and loves most in him, 

respectively. 

Jeanne, he says. I don't even recall her full name. Jeanne was-. 

Gayle mutters an insult. It is her version of body language, made vocal instead of 

visual. 

Jeanne was my first love, emotionally and in the physical sense, he says. 
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Jeanne was your 

makes the .... ""..,~"j'v .. 

she responds offhandedly. 

over 

returns to 

to it over a 

rerlecnons. VQ ... u ........... untroubled, 

dockside town childhood. 

His story 

what it appears to be. He 

was his first summer fling. 

He was ""F".,.lU"''''U, being interviewed for the IVH~CKJen.DUlrg the first summer real 

They met on beach. 

remember 

was they met. She had things to do during the 

day, at a textile mill perhaps. He was eatlcat:ea, she was 

not, or so it ""'''''H.1'-'U because she hardly talked. He would walk, she would follow. She was 

so quiet 

developed. 

to 

know what to so kissed 

or otherwise, 

1./\j\..QU,)\j her silence "''"''''u .... u. to indicate a 

him pushed back a different, bad world. One day he 

bushes dunes. They 

won the It would 

Mecklenburg, drew up like a 

a 

and plunged into his veins, of new 

recollected years. 

him. A .... ,.,1-1,"" ..... quickly 

would acquiesce. 

manhood, as 

a blanket and 

grew 

with 

went to the 

he 

had to accept the 

destinations and eXt)enlenlces 

hasn't seen 

manner, as talks, his feelings of self-pity and exculpation. was 

eighteen, was smart but poor, she was dull but poor, this liaison is not uncommon 

among the poor. Among those who live an outskirt city " ..... 'u ..... u ..... n where LUUUU'.",' at)Oelaf 

and plunge like in the streams ram. 

space, 

never al.one on 

it be in beds .or ro.oms or streets .or on 

"',",<l',""U, there were 

And yet he renlenloers faintly, more ... """e ........ 

dozens of other 

image, that 

are as common as 

He and Jeanne were 

girls, men 

s.omeone 

women. 

wouldn't add her ........ , ........ t.o great 1'9iI"nnlrlnrru was like being a deserted landscape. 
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severed 

water ... v ............. u 

beachgoers. When was and air and 

,..,_ ... __ and calls and 

Jeanne. But that time splashing a 

and that 

which everyone else was 

activity quite remote 

of beach, 

exist in 

boy on that 

OUneI1Sl()llS which resist deep probing. cannot even up his first 

Syndromer's Ball 

".,.,..u<>f1 at the 

encounter 

at the 

ballroom at 11 

compared to the first 

on clean-up duty to gamer a 

fifteen minutes before the music <' .. "."" ...... >..-1 

headlocked him on the sofa in front 

was an elegant unmercenary 

in a shell ""UUV'-', 

polished a diamond ,",U,'UJ.J."'iS 

immediately cursed the 

all night. For crossing the 

beauty, soft cotton black dress on 

shoes, eyes wide and merry, a 

nose. He had thought he 

would ball guessing 

U'-"kU<l"'UJ',,"U''''.;;o on Prozac huddling in 

hop, but now he was prepared to make a 

..... "'1'""' ......... "'VB'-''''''' here, COAA over a 

.au"' ...... "J..uJ'iS like a malicious bell 

this woman, 

want. 

sits low on the sofa as 

boy leaves behind a little bundle? 

She asks, Do you suppose 

understands that she is .,1--"' ....... ".LJ.J.iS on 

all women. 

I know, he says. 

It wouldn't surprise me. 

No. 

What are you going to 

Piety can map the 

feminist's righteousness, 

and tributaries. The social ",,.., ... IT"" ... • 

uncertainty, ramified into 
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like thread ....... " .... "' ..... tightly-bound of nerves. moment. 

prove yourself to someone you women, through Spclntalnel for men, 

consistency-the of lifestyle No. You knelt once in obeisance to a 

that approximated a martyr's fervid paS:SlOn, you know provmg 

"' .... "111,..>1'1 your ..... Ul-U.IV .. ,"' ..... ,LU stupefying the noose 

" ... "',:1 ... rI your with V--In,ere is a self, .u.'", ....... ' .... to be proven, a 

... ", ... uu emotion as damaged as brain-matter. Your hand not convey, 

in wild stricken nnrrnr another amber to your The IS 

smlpl,e, but eludes most. prove ....... ,,,,"U,,I". and in motion and 

She you-What are you to do? She herself with 

She is not to leave you. seems fragile but it as bold as 

(. ..... UU.lE a line in and you are of her 

vulnerability with an act is its due. himself is going to visit 

[OrnOlTO'W Jeanne Samuel and Mrs. Williams, whom he couldn't reach on the 

today. It is 

boy. 

I pay for 

a fund. 

nose 

hoped 

is good, she 

leap from 

whether 

inconsequential doubt. 

nods gravely. says, agam, y-~-,--,-..., is a handsome 

....... , .. "' ..... "'J .. , if it isn't too 

seems to want to 

like a 

be ,,"r'>---'T 

is, I'll apprenticed, maybe 

watches her 

ceases. He had 

uncertainty can't banished-

It would be nice to acknowledge that reIILDellnl;! if 

Jeanne Piety might win. Gayle. 

She never lend herself, even by uV"""'. to amounted 

to l'l'\rn"'l""'~'" prosecution. Drc)soect of a country tomorrow actually LI'"'''''''-''' him. 
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lateral, meditative that rolls out and of 

never a In cramped front room, presence 

enormous and directing the talk. A little talk, nothing an 

to talk an appraisal of his son. build, mental none 

of which are apparent in headshot Mrs. Williams The speech-slow or 

and alert? Or just a son in the father? IS no 

Samuel what things the boy, aside 

that his fate more into a of his mother's than fathers? 

Gayle starts to her 

............... ...,. a kind of dance 

torturous-c'onfiguration 

a 

ree-{lImenSl.0nal letter in 

his jealous eyes. 

and china, 

makes stormy headway toward the kitchen, a 

her at the 

body through 

complicated-to 

venting emotion, 

Piety likens 

writes her secret 

watches her half-step 

to a fountain pen, and the a 

The letter is "",,,,~,,,,,,, away 

whether, v",\..,u.u.,;:,,,, 

descerld to mean, material a single breath and 

has just done, 

world while she 

vv""u~"" on Gayle 

will you marry me. Will list away from 

drawing with body a 

leaves it U .... U.HAU He stares through 

Williams and 

that imprisons 

top of the COIlee 

care shouts from the kitchen. It is as if a child has 

tickled 

she stands 

must 

when he 

face jumps into a 

and creeps up on her 

waiting for his 

both hands on 

or 

he laughs. He bounds 

a panther. But something 

~.u'~"',","""''''~ of his nH;:seIlce 

makes a quick 
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against him. anns water from 

blouse and pants around before it 

splashes on 

into the 

skin her 

She does not 

scream, but taking a nr",,,f"h bucks him With a nurse's back on 

counter. the fit commences. She bowlegged, contorted 

about to clap to ears and her torso thrashing as was being 

shaken. breath, but murderously at floor, her ,",U""·V'''''' 

brow a wakened ", ... v .. ", ... for her. She VLV'vn . .., his ann for the OaIJLlfOIDm. 

slamming and locking door. 

glanC(~S around The white is 

same white as counter's and The cupboards, all finnly closed, 

wear same unifonn, with white The stove a black The 

polished sink "",,,,,.uuo like a UL"" ..... - empty pool. floor tiles cover in beige 

kettle on 

counter sweats in a shallow pool, two baby-blue cups nearby, one of them ste.nmng. A thin 

an area that extends beyond the room causes disorientation. 

line dribbles a cupboard there are trailing 

stepped. It comes to him that should make it seem that IS 

away at this moment. He opens a rlT'<'"'''''' stepping wet 

spots, takes out a green-striped washrag, and up the water on counter. 

into cupboard door. He is attentive, 

finding the water on the door's ....,,"" .. uu. .. the doorknob. wrings out 

about on hands and knees and empties the one teacup, 

and puts other away. stands in his clean kitchen his mind without 

order through a of ideas for one that inspire him to the SDGlCe--S;O that 

Gayle come upon a testimony r"'Tn .... ',."'''' that will her reproachful air, which is 

blowing on hot direction bathroom. all he can of is a 
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flower, a a vase, on the where the 

retreats to living room, on the television, "'cu."'...., .• " 

stood, and 

sound, 

Piety 

no good. He 

the 

unconnected images news. astlem-bllr01IJeatniandscapes over the screen. fast-

blooming 

People 

a flower on a 

with a blanket. 

into "' .. " ... ,,.,. .. 

should rest 

Piety doesn't ever first-

aid. Perhaps un."''' ...... "" which utp,ertc)rm the of 

during emergencies. Gayle should sugar water or that orange 

Brief water 

burn should 

cause pain but not damage. Steam would have been worse. Gayle's 

In the finds sugar pours a 

water and mixes two tablespoons of sugar it and pours a 

trayful a dry dishtoweL walks ..... "' ............ to bathroom taps. 

it like a boy accidentally crushed his sister's 

a 

shudders. says. sounds as if played on a faulty 

tape. should it, I've got some There is a Then the 

clicks and a reacn(~s out. her the ice. 

on the A wet face cloth bathtub. 

And you drink thrusts through the water. She 

door is closed. wanders back the television with orange 

The juice "' ..... "",. 1 goes warm hands. 

Images of wheat plains alternate with ranme:rs ruddy faces. tractor unlike 

seen marauds fescue. want to sleep with me '~".'I::>"'.' If 

he was would want a SDElCHlms. which to Shock 

often sleep once they feel he does not move from his chair. can 

the dark ,n",",.",,_juice. The tanmelrs have flicked replaced by a woman skating 
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low over a track ahead a Then a triumphant .lU",uUJ. an 

unfamiliar is hoisted. Dislocated commercials follow, a vampish woman talking 

about Hollywood. Gayle not 

juice on the coffee table. He plods to 

He on the sofa. It's 

He's losing 

bedroom he F, .... , .. "'.,,,, .. "', ....... u'''' 

decides 

the orange 

and a pillow. 

creeps from bathroom as ..... ""~nLLuJ as a thief, not sparing a m()m~em 

syndrome's eccentricity, but hears He waits. light clicks. ........,,,.v.'" rustle. 

sound of weight ona 

guesses that ten minutes 

Another 

before Gayle '''''~'U'"'''' 

to V ..... ..,L'-L.""..,.." Goodnight. 

off wondering 

how often destined to TPF"PH,'P. 

dawn without 

will not act as ifhe inhabits 

on the road. stirs, 

V."', .. "',,,£-, of her 

outside of normal circumstances. wakes before 

momlIlghe stares at the carpet for a moment. 

He take care ne(~eS~5anles, bathroom, 

them with his pillow a neat 

square on the couch cushion, pulls on yesterday's clothing, praises himself for 

suit jacket on the of a chair, proceeds, a silhouette accreting substance, 

to the Fo, ... , ... Fo,''"'. Gayle surely hears the ...,.",VUJ,'" ofthe 

half-covered Dre:asrS--DU 

door-he can imagine 

will know what's .... "." ..... ,LAFo, up to listen, can ...... 15".'" 

happening and rudely and return to disappointed with men. 

door shuts a block away, past Given three and a up and 

back should return dinner, with anlJHU\,![leS and chagrin, which will be 

rational acceptance. 

Nite Stop for dawn a placid it up? the 

That's right, says Piety. uses the clammy room. He drops coins into 

the automatic and tea machine buys a banana muffin. Then m 
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deep oaC:K-~mDDOlrt1n car for chewing and cruising one-handed down a 

and private as a hotel room. freeway carves a wide yaw 

city and tJ"",AUfo"'" on a quay, to a sea 

that swells and his car suddenly a yacht doggedly tracing the oil left by a 

nUT"'''''',. the hills, as water, are companion ship. With dawn, 

The car caroms between Two years Piety did .;)v'ln ... ,UUJl!; time, 

went "'''>,!LV'''!;' Not true camping, not a tent. He a camper to a national 

jangling of impulse-bought stayed three "'l:>""~' leaving the 

meshed open as The birds saw to it that at 

o'clock-in not more twelve hours 

until he was a 

But never better. 

The air see:me:d to unfold in breathing as a 

""QU''''''', the manifold and "-U"'LAvi:> dressed in cool atmosphere. a 

window. 

he knows 

Drcmoses a lavish toast to 

Williams' and directions 

cars pass 

feeling. is the same. 

lJu.,,,'"',Ul". .... , seat. No one is 

however. remembers 

about his car, what if it "Huun .. break down. it won't. A 

of regular to hedge even uunH,'«U de(;rel)lUld a tank a company 

that will travel with of the nation's and ifthere's an accident, a 

seatbelt, an and a ,",V>""""UL towing 

like a bullet. It will seem to 

faultless 

Williams and 

to 

what it would 

car of a man of consequence, a man to be reCK011ed 

the "'HI" .. HJll" .. :U .. '-• ...,,,, he would liked his 1Y'Ir.'tI''''r to know Samuel. Samuel would 

"',"'",,,'"',.. her greatly. 

often 

remams so 

if you want to 

mother, even now. But as 

God ""'I.<,&1"U5 tell him your 

silently, at an even speed. Barbed-wire ....... "''''''' along Their 
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jerky motion reminds him somewhat and he a raised of shiny 

around waist, the scalded. Several plants grow front yard. 

should have 

sure 

a 

knows 

Aloe is good for skin bums. 

too. probably nursing herself the kitchen 

the spotless tea and open glistening rinds of aloe, cursing without 

discrimination. stand as ifin postholes in wet yellow and 

crests a high hill and an yellow hills 

lofted like a lumpy quilt to horizon, the Trp,P.Ul'''' a black '7'n .... p1" ""'"'~ .. UJ'U5 

together. should call at next stop. She'll call a fool this fill 

with reassurance. 

But at eight 0' clock, a 24-hour .... ..." ..... ,,''"' heaves into Piety's first concern 

is the accuracy 

stops. 

turnoff is about 

Williams's instructions. 

'-UI.L'-\;;,U by an _.,.., ....... 

should be near her 

the attendant to 

counter says, the 

minutes from here. 

Which way, Piety to be sure. 

kid him a look. That He thumb the 

now. 

it. Inside the 

The 

Piety'S 

Perhaps ten minutes a faded signboard points to Suffolk without the 

distance. 

long At the 

the freeway a two-lane county that not attention 

tufts of grass through tar. 

a 

potholes and passes a sign of a ",u"""",. 

thumps over welts 

"H\;;''''~. he thinks. slows 

but it's just as '"''' ... ''"' must two more ,",PT,nr» he 

road passes Mrs. Williams's home, and doesn't want to miss should have 

known-naturally rural np,n.nIP don't on land with access to anything but a road 
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that leads to a network of other rural roads. 

His own road does its best among the hills, fighting inclines and declines, privileging 

the common and level contour, and he isn't allowed another all-encompassing view. His 

mother died oftyphoid fever. One day after a torts lecture he reached home just as the phone 

stopped ringing, which induced a vague premonition. After his first drink he called his 

mother. He was away from school for a week. She survived only a day after his arrival and 

the bulk of his time he spent with hospital and crematorium administrators, a burial society, 

auctioneers, and in awkward, panicky safari for booze. His mother's death delivered an 

ultimatum to his childhood. Never more can for this young man, he won't heed. But the 

past, it seems, merely crochets patiently in its comer like an unconcerned spider, confident 

that the place it has picked will yield up a soft wriggling body at some point. Piety adjusts 

his mirror. A small truck closes in, then passes. The two white men in the truck study him 

nonchalantly. The truck speeds up the road. 

For no reason, Piety says-Shit, like a man who has been duped. 

Up ahead, the shoulder widens and aprons into a turnoff. Piety checks his map. This 

could be it. He thinks of the tourist maps hanging folded above the teenager at the Supaline. 

Shit, he says again, and takes the tum. The new road is gravel and not wide enough for two 

cars. It winds for fifteen minutes, at which point a low, whitewashed house with triangular 

gables appears, a silo like a gigantic barre~ lowering behind it. He has been driving down a 

driveway. When he reaches the main road again it's lOam. 

Around noon, Gayle is eating lunch with no pants or panties on, reading in the all

purpose cookbook about salves and poultices and wondering ifhe's fool enough to stay away 

for the whole day without calling. Piety'S cellphone has long lost contact with any 

transmitters. He is sweating and praying that this road, at last, will be the right road for the 

second tum, because unlike the half-dozen driveways he's explored, some with great 
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tUVAV,",'i".UU,",,,'''. this one is paved. Should this be the correct road the turnoff he must 

is to the left. squints and he's North? South? East? 

Toward or away the CUTlTl<'rC by, first seen 

amlouncllng a guest house in several .<Ul"' ...... "''-'.,. He nearly this 

gravel to the 

nearly asks of them, first, is 

of course. 

does not 

plunging with 

volition has 

he 

his car with to the 

second, may I use your phone, I'll 

stunned recalcitrant his foot 

and 

,,"'''',.'''Jl .... A 

doesn't even slow, contemptuous by now of dirt that pretend be 

left, but he 

but 

does something rare. He turns the radio on loudly, to his 

than the monotonous 

vu.uu, .... then turns 

when down in 

Static 

through the 

like mad nn".'tv,'n1 the car. His 

frequencies. Nothing. He 

the 

fine-tunes, gnmaces. a or cattle 

he 

public. 

and 

behind 

on gentle slopes 

He it, 

want to 

you like a gritty 

eyes ..... .aUJl"" 

a woman, one who 

a of hands down 

his windows or I Want to be Your Man. It is not 

kind so played for 

the more 

like a red-hot brand against smokes 

a UAUJLU.V In blood 

happened beton::-th you into the 

sprayed perfume '''''''''',LL'~ knees, which are going as 

OJ ... ,,, ..... ,t"''''Jl .. Piety wouldn't say him 

to a place, as Gayle, of her syndrome. would use, a S-COITme11lIlg demurral, 
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just-It to me. What can I 

practically "''''''''U'''F'>'<V 

radio 

He 

it tome. The is currently IS 

the energy to fumble his CDs. He turns 

Some have found their through holes in They graze by 

roadside, ., ...... "'''Jl'''''" with their proofthat is truly must drive even more 

slowly. have to mushroom and he antlcllJatces 

moment of the will falter, the ... " .. "'''''' will end, the road 

taper to two brown ruts tunnelling grass, and he will nose his car toward the 

place the a frontier but for 

reacnf~S the fork 

natives already a pf()O(;:r name. 

At 2:00 sees a car a toy in the distance. 

Behind it a monstrous horribly felled. drives up, squinting. tree is actually 

lower trunk, thick as a shack, having ruptured a splintery "'£1'''A--

left fork of the hanrmH~red and 

empty parking 

__ ,., __ , near the tree's 

"'''''''''0 distance. The men are 

fork in the He snatches 

the freeway to road, the first one to 

now, and this one to one he's looking Not a trace of 

fork. Three right It is possible that the 

the behemoth tree over it, thick IJ'-<O .... "'J"",,,, OJ"" ....... down like 

tree-probably true reason for the road's improbable 

To the road, a farmer's cannot 
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cannot take left fork. In Piety's suddenly kirilian mood disbelief at the 

cohabits 

stalks toward 

thickening 

One 

powerlessness. He climbs from his car 

.... u>.u""E> amiably toward him. The 

man a triangular 

Terrible "uu".U'''' about the tree it? 

It wouldn't do to ... ""!-'AV .... '" at the small "'A .. 'W"' .... plate of three 

white men a wrecked tree. speaks with as little ontennes.s and nausea as possible. 

happened. 

Well, night's storm. lightning. Storm passed by, break, but 

plenty of f'h,u'o'p In got 

gmnmcg to hit 

a sigh. 

that way. points across fields. 

that tree. It's lucky to have this long. 

cut it his to conceal curiosity Tr''''''''T"n 

discrete elements the car, black and 

VU'4VU.LE; a sum as unequal to known surrounding Which way 

were he asks. 

Suffolk, says To to you take fork? 

one right through Suffolk. you to a road that 

will take you there. man pauses, then with some courage a",,_,,-- you at 

It is testing a qypothesis about the vocabulary of 

says far up the fork until the road to 

About easy to find. It's the second road. You tum right. 

until the road? 

Well, a half-hour. It connects some way Road. 

you tum left on to this road? 

apology seems to flutter about man's face, as ifhe ..... ,uv'cuvU Piety's errand 
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and feels sorry 

Thank you, 

afraid we'll 

Sure, 

with the tree. 

to cut 

plods back to his car. Mrs. Williams, Jeanne 

wouldn't reach them before J.llE,llUUU, """UnLHi"" 

as as a star. 

could find them 

tired, resigned. 

Piety 

.... ,. ... "" the fork. 

men are moving Gayle 

out ofthe tree. It was a truly 

It must have stood taller 

a pme some sort with 

the hill behind it bristled to 

both of the fork. tree to "'V'cUJ.ii<.UllU m 

proportion, 

underworld and 

itself in of domain over the fields's mtlrO£!emms 

full up to 

the crash, even if the branches took some of the HHf.ll4'-". news of the calamity 

milk truck UU4."""''' a detour. Someone calls Last night's llgJrun:mg 

mayor away from breakfast. 

late They'll 

tracks down deputies. 

nothing done today, 

the 

the tree 

completely to the ground. deadline they're working "S""""O however, is Tuesday 

morning, when work not motorists the 

the fork. Urgent-as a couple hauling timber 

tree is like a behind a hill his as Piety 

the came. 

At 4:00 he passes <un;Ui''-'J. sign for the guesthouse. Cottages 

"""'VHiV Welkommen Bienvenue. understands in 1'1>1'1''''''" man's question, which 

becomes, his state of weariness, a su!~ge:stlcm won't reach uU,,,UUSUl at 

earliest. better to name a more 

time his J.VUcJ.H\J'H with noon tomorrow. He will ask how IS 
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... "'''' .... LUJ", regale the exasperations, comment on Williams and other 

leave without III to take to 

be doing right now? Lying a lukewarm bath, a red snake coiled 

around 

The driveway is shallow compared to the others charted. It around a hill 

collects a 

thatched roof. 

foot a long, 

behind 

side a H.U'H-.H .... ~.'"' stream which 

pasturage. The house 

three 

dining-hall shaped house a 

""-1',"". also thatched, cluster on 

a footbridge and ___ ._,.-,.-

name 

shape ofthe 

emIe111-Clemlury glory. rer're~;enIea in unbroken 

moment the door's upper half parts 

with mute alarm. 

the After a 

its lower. A small, fat-faced black woman regards 

she 

Hello. I would like a room the you have a '~I"'''nr'u 

and the door. He her call out. HU.U .... "'''' later, 

upper half of the A heavy-boned white woman with a tight mouth says, in 

an accent How I you. 

I would like to rent a room for the,evening. 

have T>'r<' ..... n ro()m:s. she 

are occupied. We had a group cancel 

not It's like a 

Piety is not sure this means no. 

you have space? 

and 

we 

I a 

in the cottages. None 

the deposit so 

Yes, of 

fine. 

One is not a problem so much. It is expensive, she 
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Come in. She " .. u ........... u ..... "" lower half of the door. maid, who was 

of the spectacle behind scuttles around a comer. woman 

My name is Tienappel, j2;es.turmj2; to a table. 

book. Piety name and address. Well, You don't need a 

one night. He chuckle. No. We will you the Black 

oreruuasl, and does not 

test. His hand 

Well, she 

room. Then she names an for dinner, bed, 

refrain licking her lips as she to see whether he 

once VU.I"'V~'" his wallet and LUI.lI.U",,, .. 1", ..... ""' .. ,, a card, gold, 

says. card and makes an charge it at the of your stay, she 

to his room. 

It, too, its name in brass. FOREST. The room is not as he 

expects, in upholstered like a SmOKllllj2; A large 

back, V~~jFr'H'VU" 

and <"rn.rpT""'" 

~u ..... ·.~v~ unflatteringly. 

white 

lamps, a .Llo.""","" a basket of teabags. 

lenlaOloel ...,..., ...... " . ...,." a brief tour. it. Mrs. 

Phone, she points, a table under the window. 

requirements? come and as 

item ».L"VHi:;' 

on unrelieved forest 

capitals and In the fuming 

second world, a of tree shade and 

represented by a "'TrlT"·ur'rlr.v candy window. It 

ahead 

beds, as of white bread 

are separated by a with two 

.:"n',,»o as if the kettle humidifying 

points. Tea points. 

seven. 

I-'n", ... "",_ we will see you at seven. sole 

LI.LUH.L .... 'U--U framed map a square of 

is inhabited by names black 

" .. ..L.uu·...,O.:> the map is a portal to a 

mushrooms, 

shower-he 

Black 

After driving n ... 1JlTP1rc: are like a massage, "' ...... " .. "" ....... 
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You give way to loosening of your 

no reason at all, as the showerhead 

patter his cheeks, he remembers an 

which featured He 

planted near The water steams 

Piety the most told journalist that during his 

were testicles were when he was 

he told ..... ,,'"'''''''' that this was not the worst, worst was "''''CUB.'"", 

strategy each body 

was status quo. was is now a relatively 

day's troubles melt. 

warm water to 

he Gayle sat 

and stares down at 

scalp. The man 

when his fingers 

wrists for hours, 

state 

politician. 

The water 

face for 

the tile in beads. contemplates the man's 

un ...... """, without thinking U,UVUA .. , thought. Then with a jolt that 

he is on the 

leaves his VH.)'UA'"" 

further uu,.,,....,,,.,,,,, 

dials, u"'''~no. 

WIres. The is 

He lounges on 

and Death in 

drive by ""''''AU'"''''' 

the diningroom, 

us, he says. Would 

shrugs. Ja, blacks, ,,,,,",,ic.,,, 

came here first as a 

He turns off the 

dinner, and 

It is to call 

WeH()ot(~a to the phone. 

steaLmiIlg at 

what the workman at 

edges, shows 

tree said. We'll 

<,1'11"""'" has 

to cut 

bed with the .I.'\,""UV.L The Magic iVluumam 

one volume, 'VUU.L}; H.LH.L"''-''U., 

universe when 

literally buttonholes 

out with it. It is not 

a Schiedamer-an aperitif! 

to me the same. He has /,\urnpn 

saw how 
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Tienappel asks 

husband "".t>.""U"'AF,V glances. 

I was talking of our 

Oh Do you know 

to drink. Just water. 

Tienappel 

ofthe tree? 

and her 

Our guest was COltnnlerltl Please continue. look inquiringly over 

I was asking what 

Ah, yes. Well. Why 

Piety says, The tree-. 

Yes? 

are t9 do now. 

stops, sick with " .... ' .... IH.1"1 

Don't you phone lines are 

No, Mr. Tienappel .. >AU.""'''' 

Why did ......... LU"' ... not says Mrs. n",u.GU'''''''i. IVVJ.\.UJlj::;, sharply for the 
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You have a sooty suitcaseless devil, to consummate all the 

expectations of "'U!uu.'u), to stoke Herr Tienappel immolation, and to souls 

of this place. 

What matter with the tree, Mr. "'''''H'''''''''''' with sudden «"' .. ,LAU. 

Last by lightning. It .. a",~. on a telephone pole. 

They sit in their chairs as if and gagged by a 

Mr. Tienappel jumps up. is not much taUer, "' ... J" .... "I5. What? He shouts. His 

at wife. Then-I'm shouts, and room. She 

mouth begins to work. first under aloud-Wait, then 

»U.l,J.V""" it-Wait! runs out the opposite door. after, she is flying 

the dining room, German now and with camera equipment. 

motor roars. Wheels tear at The sound quickly to a drone and fades. 

feast in front assumes the rankness not eaten or 

even a real breakfast. a seems shored against 

VAJ,LUU''''UV,U, paying hunger no indeed been ........ ,Hub a marathon, measured out 

celestial bureaucrat. All your life, he tells UHJ,,,,,",,U, Marathoners run 

inside marathons. Today a hill, a steep climb downward 

only you get back home tomorrow. even after that you to run and 

run. your night-black will across hiked to . 
your pinned behind your lips alive with a You 

will crowd out from of your polychrome satisfaction 

of will indescribable. He returns to his room without the table, 

lies on his bed and tries to rest. 

unlike in the shower, vigil against rest as 

total enclosure of the he to be found still at the bright 
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watching his thoughts like flotsam a stream. The curtains remain Chill 

.... A"UU'.U in from window. ae(;lGt~S he wouldn't watching that it 

wouldn't an ae}mOlwlettl>!erneIlt to Tree receipt of hospitality to 

wanders down the abandoned hall, I-'U~'''UJL5 as he ""'''',vU'_'' 

and mistress The maid is sitting where 

her up,her the 

He finds news, watches in 

diningroom 

under busy 

winks violently. 

master 

dark. The window behind the 

television seems a stained of dark He remembers night, the AU" ....... "" .. .:, 

soundless and presses 

Cuseo, Peru. white students an LHY'U'o.U whose crumDlea 

reads, 

obscures his 

Then-Ollantaytanbo, and a panned shot of an archaeological A 

Politicians o.UUUUJ'5 and The lower purple flashes. 

Piety squints. London. A billboard announcing Slate in Milton's Isle. A scene 

play. The window U"',"H~"" alflaln--anlO stonn like the 

one that felled the tree. Arles, painting a in which a A"'''''''.l''''''''' scarecrow 

inclines his toward a ne,vsplap(~r A man the scene 

mountains. 

float on a 

window 

The of the 

of water which pours over its u ... \J. ... "tal. Low 

glows moments 

leOlaDl0els. Piety by the curtains 

is not enough to illuminate the room-they will not see him. it is not the 

Tienappeis. door in the map glow. A ",anrnr_ 

haired man who was driving, a black man in the 1.1"""'"',"",,"'_' seat. The two men alight. 

puts ann around man's on, .. I. ....... "'. which is clearly a poor shoulder, 

dressed shabbily and exhibiting deference country poor. the pa1;sengc;,r 

thumps the light is ':>UU,LL'-"~. and all can make out a lump hulking toward the 
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gloom pasture. He strains to keep up, '-'''''''AU,,", on the and when it t'><l1"\ ... & ..... it 

",a.t"'U~,';;) them just "PTOTP round comer, and his is burned with the .... ':"""'Tn' ... 

of two toppling men, their anns tight other camaraderie. 

has been a fool. should never stopped. strides back to bedroom, 

past deserted carcass of dinner, collects his wallet. Nothing matters 

but Gayle. bumps Forest's rlnt'\rh'grn out, 

stumbling escape. Gayle represents aratncms, whatever 

only hastens 

may befall 

he is the first Gayle races end. car v ..... 'vn""''' down the Tienappel driveway, 

then hums along the road, It begun to sprinkle. He is elated with humiliation. To 

that never the to say it in words before. Nothing matters, UUI.HU1;::'--' 

run it well your race my boy. laughs aloud at prospect, near dawn he 

.",,,;ftV,,",_ of rushing into the bedroom ajoyful supplicant, an supplicant if the 

combination possible, a man bursting at heart to himself. 

If 

you 

pleasures. sees his 

and 

now as were """,1-.. "<,1-,,,,/1 to extract a single moment 

!w()oness III 

months ago. 

freeway is near. 

momentary It 

""""U'""5 at He "'UVLUU 

a Slgn 

another night obj ect, 

a boy, light, hUI1nplIlg 

asked her 

in his headlights. The 

the into 

ofthe The 

boy is instantly back the waterspout like a swann of 

moths, a Uln,l1"f"ITl screen at the end u>",'vU •. UH,,, .. >. The 

stormc:lolUdE:d face comes to He pictures the most recent Imlpre:SSlon, a of 

dwindling pinprick taillights. Something pulls his own to a source of the lime-

note on faintly, by the dials. black 

which has on it seems to until it has the of the 
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Motor is motor oil I praise in -..",tv",'"", one locked 

stepladder, other leg a dog's over roaring ,"U,,<./I./',I£ 

torso down into 

on 

and his 

Ronnie cannot ever one of them new bottle sure is 

fine if I say so myself. product. 

well of the it that he is a conversationalist. The 

a moment, two. Then the man His arms push, torso 

and jowls look 

bands of greased He gazes 

down at Motor is motor I me stuff. 

",,,,",un,, ... speculates about the overalls. It me each 

soft, my name on top. They 

A washerwoman must have toiled and 

stains from to brown. I my 

same A mirror reflected 

in the down to brealcjast, 

knew, then, I was sure. That was 

am But the man, back in the 

appealing, from a of view, as 

nrt"<:<:t:'n into them, a 

a mirror, a thousand pictures ofa man, 

as was hungry. I 

sun is an 

grunts that an 

You have 

like I 

is as 

you have out there on Your forearms, 

JallclCK:teS are pressed on by slick steel is cooling down. play 

over delicate moment, engine it is a 

proclamation of unity. The same way eyes roll over a of land. Flick them briefly 

from to a hill, or to a hawk hanging in and you find in a 

continuous and Urt.:>t::/;Ul both cases you are and 

torso 

am 

over 

is motor 

cannot ever 

I so 

to I 

A 

to 

I was sure. was 

to a hill, or to a 

a over 

one 

a 

-..",t.-..",'"", one on 

new sure is 

is a 

torso 

me 

a a man, 

was I 

I 

an is as 

a 

cases you are 
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The memories surface unforced, you're twiddling a loose milk tooth when you're jive. The 

tip of your tongue returns to the old spot with exploratory satisfaction and you watch a 

childhood scene. 

Ronnie does not walk jitrther down this road. He drifts back to the garage. 

A brown sedanjourneys to the pump and its motor is cut like a sigh should be taken 

for one reason only, compulsion of duty. To travel in self-interest the two rear doors burst 

open, a child flying out of each, a girl on the near side of the pump, a boy on the far side. 

The boy careens around the sedan taunting his sister I'm going to beat you, I'm going to beat 

you. She ignores him, running headlong for the door of the Mini Mart, but he skips ahead 

and blocks her way. She dances and feints like a doe separated from the herd. A woman 

shouts from the car don't forget to shut the doors Stafford and Sarah come back right now 

and shut the doors, while the man speaks to the attendant, fifty bucks chief it may look like 

all the others but it has its own individuality, I mean, even though it's brand-new it has a 

long, long history. Do you follow? It's a goddamn miracle. Here's my goddamn miracle. 

After I made the decision, and the next day it's in my garage, I'd go and stare at it for hours. 

Get up a midnight and go down and sit until two or three. Just looking. This is your history, 

your dad and mom, your work, all your work, and soon you see that it's your jitture too, the 

roads you've been down and the roads you will be down, no joke, and thinking about your 

history and your jitture in that garage is almost like prayer while make sure he knows you're 

not nervous yessir. 

The woman heaves out of the sedan, slams Sarah's door, stalks to Stafford's, slams it, 

and fucking insolent and insipidly stupid people 1 could murder him for his face the Mini 

Mart. 

When she does not immediately emerge the man here we go the hom it debilitates 

physically, though, by excess, for what man will deny himself his desire, be it for food, or 

drink, or sweet dark passion, when he is in foreign parts, beyond the frown of disapproval he 

might encounter at home? As far as your soul is concerned, the certain consequences of 

travel are far more with her head down as if pulling something heavy. The children follow, 

eating chocolate, quiet and we are the Watusi we're elevenfeet tall, wefight the Nairobi 
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're no at all. The man starts engine. woman holds door 

and who crawl She the door and says, as slides into front I 

you didn't that man a truth, then, is self-love encourages thefalse belief that 

individuality The obvious, but still is that adopt 

We can the result must be an attitude of its us versus halts to allow a 

to .HUUU'''~ and is nr,,'nnrvn to claim contempt are 

andjust? 

attendant waltchc~s the then if he has gone to men's room I'm prepared 

advancing querulously around the side station. 

vu.'JU"'U with a can in each The man, tinkering in engine, 

doesn't see Ronnie a few 

although I'm not personally in the of attending church, my wife goes 

likes to that men are interchangeable. They into the during 

the lAJP,?/r?>lni1<:' and only surface-like worms-Monday afternoons. is for a laugh at my 

I am not 'YJt,OYD'C'tD,rl in But I who go to 

my wife, none are bothersome, and I I can spy a reason or two for man 

up from engme, throat 

Another pulls up to 

says your 

pump and 

up, wipes his on his and Ronnie. 

man Put them down will you? 

The man engine 

~"-UUH!'" proffers cans. 

the foot 

to rear 

himself 

Ronnie 

the cans gravel, then the situation, squinting professionally. 

No, no trouble, 

sedan is 

Can I you with 

a ofa mess. 

oil? 

attendant comes running from behind 

's at work face to the 

The man on scans pump, 
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I'll need it just a sec. 

But as he is into lurches out of the 

I thank my and the Lord ten daily that none ever hatched, it's 

OYlI',Ic.rl1 to twelve hours from till a that never 

grew can you absolute damnation of twenty-four seven, three-sixty-five? 

t::.lttJU:C'/L I'd kick them out after look, man, 

age of majority there is the 

shall find. And you can the house that I'd nm like in the old-timey days too. Men, 

women, these all 's coming to if they '( their 

over here! man points at the ground index 

His into his head over shoulder. 

Ronnie ':H1.'-''',H' __ ' to the man the Mini 

I told 

bitch she as 

,'Or"l"f"O is veOIDte want. Well 

who 

was 

tell you 

to 

the look that 

it into their 

and your complaint behind with a tanlifull too don't you do 

Or do I have to say it again? 

Ronnie I am a man, 1 am a man his 

the man Then he cap, 

back into Mart. 

the >J'''''.nu'~~'''. the man over reclaims 

the and toward the pumps, where other attendant, 

however, to he in when 

the little I}fJ.',IfIF'lJ v,,,.u, ..... before eyes of what's about to happen. he 

will allow me to scoop a tame rabbit, and I'll have the or 

will bolt a wild rabbit, to turn on call out him 

out. So what he think is him? 

man laboriously 
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his oil, 

down to lll"'IJ"'~l the 

dangling a 

and then sees 

when he uv' .. """.., something, crouches 

the I admit I thought you weren '( 

a that you were an ape, a dog, at 

Ifathomed what you are, a small near side of my Oy,",oV"O'f',<,o 

"H .... ."."')U".,,"" and peering the high man 

looks over his for a the same 

manager, then and their 1 read a lot. On and of an 

insomniac, that coffee. works out to one book per trip, 's a one-way 

every time. on my night off, up in new trip, long 

new book. I traffic for a book 

heard or one the "'·Oflor/ikes. I cut 

clothes, to hide my hair, fingers all holding a fresh I get in 

of reading a Two or trip, you can through most of a book 

two or days, and 's the night off to polish it off. books, and trips, 

are like little compartments, a wall and in some 

a others are waitingfor is a hand into a 

cubbyhole and brining out a book, to book is or 

blurred, when vve trips, the ones I do two or 

a month, bleached in is different I don't 

have the way or friends, but yet 1 feel I to a certain brotherhood, 

people are essentially same. I key to this a 

of plenty then you not part of it. Now 

I a brother I 

city says ;::)ell,;UllUU 

entreat you. I'll ,,,,r.'or'nl.'·,o 

in a low where you "",." .. <-.. ..... son. 

't entertain any fancifitl notions I 

",'Y'J--,-.·M1V should not a thought for 

when tnlth is 

What is 

but clear. 's best to begin by howa man 

based upon? are two sources 

imagination. now, what are if not a combination of words 

And what are imprints our 
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eyes, our noses, our ears and fingers and tongues. It that whether of 

imagination or of reality, occurs by touch of the world upon us. What we 

OY",:>1"'10>"""O is no more than what we see, taste and feel, immediately or once-

and in fact our definition of the concept should ron, is smell, 

hearing, taste 1 been by that has 1 touch 

what you touch. 1 was greased on every side in mother's sack. 

reached forth and my own and static cavern with the mother 

heart, two echoes, antlike of the blood. last longfingersfelt their way 

around my prodded and pinched soft air stung 

ULUCHTI-'''. scratched it raw. Mother's never to my own terror. 

Time's triumph ceaselessly summoned my own high expectations. We are inseparable as 

lat.ter-IS of a as a woman her son, like to 

LUrt''-,""UL of family. nn.,:rn,:,rthefamily. A family is <'0.,'01"1"'1 individuals who confirm 

senses with one of the reality 

family proves rn~rnf}~r.\' of the family see in their family 

slightly 

brotherhood. 

And the family is on 

1 are Don't acknowledge such a thing on any other, 

terms but past the man. 

The man softly, want a lift. 

nrrlTn,orM'nnn must not 

man stands. on over he calls 

The about to tum the comer obstroction to 

is he calling after me. Secondo stands. a moment they 

Secondo 

glued to the 

man by the the .... " . .,"u,u.u fixed out in as 

He looks between Secondo and man. 

not you man 

a triangle, 

were 

attendant it's that I've been years and never seen, well, what's 

your secret 's I want to Secondo moves tojoin man. The starts 

of no business 
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man mounts stepladder. up the oil 

out of mental attraction, 

circumstances or identity HIV'V"",'''' or the UU{,'H..l-t 

You will vanish, will forget who are. You smarted 

,nurn£,'rJ reaching back alongside 

jammed in _u .... u_. I'll take 

palm 

Secondo 

""P'TPri with a 

into the ,",Up;;'LU'..,. 

can. 

can of oil into 

and sweat, watches the 

I call for it 

appeal, familiarity 

obtains. 

musty light, lay in the 

looking, his 

backoffered a fat 

arm crane 

There man after a moment. Now for two. The hand "U';L"'~,," back. 

eccmOlO sacrifice and duty are the holiest forms of work, they 

between and soulful and if you are to award with your 

energy you must sure that it <:;<:IOVlf attention 

Brotherhood, true hV'lthcn,v,r.nri betters the worth of anyone it closed fastens 

He ae~;cellas 

name is Gil. 

What? 

Secondo. 

stepladder UlnPTP Secondo The man 't lived a day unlike 

Say Condo. headed to cities. But to one of them is a long trip. 

You sure want to tell me how a is 

when he recommends a 

same 

the will tires, body submits, 

Well up are standing on 

and seats himself on U,",''-V.LUV climbs two 

enjoying bounce. 

the window right back 

smell there are two """ror! codes in 
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violate. 

attraction in 

when 're working until your lungs out. I don't find 

My truck and L though, consume our weight other 

quantities and if you're peculiarly can tell what just the dashboard 

sharp report of petroleum and varnish. 

Gil hauls himself up to the 

to turns the key, the eng;me a 

aboard 

moment in the 

soup into your pot, put it on the stove to warm set the burner on say 3. Then 're 

maybe slicing some all your thoughts are washed 

suddenly as clean as a sunny hill after rain. only comes a few moments that 's a 

yoC'rW1f'o in kitchen, its business, the soup steam and 

the true beloved rolls, wheels crackling and internal hooting, to the brink of the 

there's must through a the 

strait is narrow as a Something of that sea wind blowing in my face too when 

I set in that you'll come 

along. You'll be at over a ten'ain of indefinites, bumping and 

rolling in current, which then and finally 

thunders without prejudice right for her What Come, enduring the blows, preparing for 

who knows, 

monsters to the 

even knockout punch. It is a feeling, in roadtrain, hell and 

hell monsters to and 

smashed to so where do you come from. 

Well you on the road long. Nice 

I have 

You do have never ng{JT"1J'Fl were you with 

My corruption. 

place. You are already what you are not. 

lived with brother. 

easy 

at all, really, to stop you from 

Why you moving on. 

't possible in 

contorted 

where you 

I to tnlth, which is the case with all travellers, they are 

half truth and halflies so what's your pleasure. 
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Excuse me. 

I 

Oh. 

You've 

can I take you. 

anywhere, or is this the 

Secondo 

of a life, I'm canying an 

I it the moment that time is an People who more 

time to the land they travel through. as their sense of place more 

more to depend what is and fails to uncover what in vast and 

subtler patterns, then their sense of self grows monolithic their unfamiliarity? When 

little to else, you on comparison, not reflection. 

Similarities and enforce a of the place, and of yourself, which 

is mere fancy when you return home. Home becomes, too, a shadow, a container for the 

The moment 

brings with it two consequences, it t:fl'tUH~S in bands as brothers across 

space, as recklessly as invention and it utterly prh,(}{}ri of 

man. consequences are not contradictory. The brotherhood of man, paradise, is 

only when man does not that he lives paradise, which impossible once 

men travel. is why time must never allowed to beyond the call of certain 

why 

you want me to drop you particular when we 

WelL then. a bunk up 

Good place I 

never miss 

yourself at 

soon for 

goon if you take in the a 

a of the 

perch isn't 

When I was a we used to run those hills descendants of dogs generations 

I 

ago theirfences, like we were on all fours, and tall grasses whistled 

our senses to houndish joy, our noses Vt-:L,fllJ'Y at smells 

our bounding into so that for moments we divided in two 

and O;:;.At':HO;:;U in ecstatic forms, which split as we up and were left 
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our ears the land with our hills and as 

we along, a river, our lolling stung by water, how we ran and 

played, a wild pack, Jo-Ann. She then on the 

'~l:'b"'''b it furiously her mouth. can draw no more breath and she panting. 

I when I was How old are you? Want to it a try? She 

'-<AvAu,,' .... it flashes in the sun. Maybe then, says, and pockets Show 

me you live. 

eCC)ll(JlO glides away from like a noiseless plane. Jo-Ann ............ u .... " until she is a 

tiny watching him inscrutably. He flies over dusty yard, over Mama Kosi's house, 

which is transparent, he can see through it, sitting her watching TV. He 

flies over the children, who are looking for him but don't know where An 

force, more pull than describes an arc that he follows, helpless to resist. He 

above shacks and stable over the graveyard. He a wailing but 

cannot identifY source. It seems to come from the because blotchy land below is 

mute. Suffolk a grows louder a thin 

stream, which bends in to trajectory, it is not water he 

it is a road, and being it he now that the wailing is coming from road. 

drifts with until he is a man. Soon he is an man, 

brown of the faded, the gone white. The road is a pattern of narrow 

he knows by some sixth sense, and by sound. He accustomed himselfto the 

as all old men must accustom U1 .... H."' ..... to whistling in drifts above the 

road, no a plane, but a dropsical is 

ears. 

with 

me lying as attentive as a doll while and mother 

rest at last, I am as quiet as a stone, but busy in my J can tell you that the 

in will behind, when as tme twin brothers we shall meet which is 

the stops. 

truck halted. The long window above bunk 

glows through it, aware of his swollen tongue. 

cramped room is like an oven. outside, has parked a set 
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down like toys on a plot, without arrangement, 

torsos at haphazard ~ ... ,,~..., with the monstrous U,",<l'''''..:o. 

Hey, 

Yes, 

You awake. 

Do you want a hamburger? 

OK. 

What 

Secondo 

a It take a Stretch your 

want. There's a at the back .... Ul.,uU.i". too. 

OK. 

Just discretion the operative word short squat 

it the 

gentle 

Secondo 

truth. 

door open 

struts stiffly to lln"""'t'V"In 

and sits behind 

and disappears. 

<:!TPpnnO" wheel with that he might O(C/V1n,o 

You may to imagine. Men imagine that 

The rr"·r'lrL;'n earth 

approach. thin ribbon 

their senses at this display 

scarcely 

ror,loo;m wrath. They 

event. lvfountains are driven under, lakes are parted, 

of an thoughts we 

were to 

and remain 

driver of the 

in the minds 

door to close it. 

are drivers 

Animals lose 

cndses with 

But if you 

nearest is a in (JP51Ppr:nJ11.Plfll changes 

every few days. Just the prayers change. The fact of the praying does not 

never stop praying. What types of prayer know? The that you 

of prayer pray. These two types enfold all the possibilities. And 

can at Is it not case that you are always participating in a 
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prayer? Either as respectfitl observer or as the actual pray-er, nrr .. "LJ'" but still you have 

come to a an which you show that you with of 

prayer, if not the precise words If you come to the prayer, then, in whatever 

of the conventions On one hand all cows a field 

herded into a crate and hitched to gigantic ..,U/.,UAV. 

Moo, Secondo. The cow nearest him its nervously. 

cattle anxiety and a trembling through the body of the cattle 

stamp their hooves on grating. At the top of the fourth column a cow facing Secondo 

lows stamps and a shimmer of sifts to the row below. 

Secondo. A cow in the middle of the other of the rig all it 

would this down, a the would loosen, the 

would fall a scramble on top another and then off, up the 

out and yellow manure down one ofthe struts and pools near hind 

hooves a cow on the bottom row. 

o t>mnt>l"'rJr why arms a 

moo he shouts at the cattle. A hooves and hide ..... 5"" .. " a clatter 

which the np'~rn" cattle given to 

birds to carry off and sprinkle down spread the alarm, the land is fraught, put 

to flight runs to the other ng "U~J"""lU'" moo, moo, a cow the row butts its 

against the herself would show submission, trees would 

creatures which 

away, some to be cut down, all to beware 

shaking transmits to the cab, which rocks gently as 

their obstinacy and 

and spring 

the kine 

the rows of obscuring and their all the cattle, 

some facing others are stamping and butting and lowingfreedom freedom freedom 

a cathedral toppling in a storm. 

Moo shouts Secondo, 

with a roar, 

gleaming tooth, 

for the 

his arms devil that feeds on fear rounded truck 

of my 's sorrows, J can count one for 

toe, and hundreds and hundreds in those 
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disgusting of hair is and pinned 

What the man ",,,,jUt,,,. shaking ':)e(;onao. fuck. who 

dashed out with the man, skirt on periphery always 

been the most sanctimonious of liars, about to ,'r'nuor a lofty <nn.nnl"'rpr 

thin as an eggshell, it will fall on you in <;'l1fl'rn<;l 

with It that you want 

Whoa, a VOIce. It is Gil, a paper has stelDDe~d 

irregular made by onlookers. 

What 

that. a kid. 

Why don't you fuck the fuck are you 

taking him to his 

I to teach with Then can 

his relatives a school soon there won't be one of them around 

that know 

didn't mean harm. 

Fuck you didn't mean harm. could've one cows. 

could 

probably never seen it before. just a boy. 

Goddammit. 

of I'll you number. can me up. I'll 

cOlnp,ens:ate one hundred .... "'.· ..... "".,r 

But the man swivels on leg, boot """.UIJl"- round catching 

Secondo the HUUU.l1. stopping up. He cannot breathe. man 

shoulders L<"'l~.lUj::, one hundred np'· ..... p'rn he carries on out of 

but The 

rolls rear, not by sign a lfro m fPnrlPl"<;I' S, 

for the lPnnPlr'<;I lead and continue to run. are the to 

skittish, gains and up 
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helps IJ\"\ ... VH\,LU up. You he Secondo cannot answer. In 

the You got the wind knocked out of you. only thing is to walk it 

Secondo on Gill while in a where were it would 

wholly proper to you as a passionate man. You see your as beyond 

conventional. In moments when you are not displaying grip of your passion you are still 

reminded, it pleases you, that you become unconscious unconscious 

audience, unconscious even of yourself, you you his 

hands on and ~v~."" .. ...,. 

How are you doing. 

you OK? 

He 

Now you understand that that was stupid. stupid. 

I'm not you to be !'I.,\..fi..v'U, but don't ever screw with a ng, 

get back on road. 

On hand, when 

that has to be 

on to the truck. 

the 

been on 

worst. I never run 

bolt 

o-nrlrp" that Your 

train, see, 

are the together, a haul is a haul, I know 

Did it once. took morning to load them 

but can only go so fast, according to 

to at boudoir a day a half 

you break law drive like a 

maniac or you don't have that sort ability whatsoever. Your in 

what might decency, as opposed to a cultivated cali, though it's doubtful wn,"lnl'r 

two are different. that is to to pay It's ridiculous. 

too risk. A haul is a can 

Gill paper bag, out Secondo two nlra ........ "'rI sandwiches and 

two containers cold drink. 

for each You look could use it. something a weary day 
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for you, I rec:kOlll. Oh! see that? 

is pointing low and to the in own sort of 

but is understood as relWe;-Sen!tat of the million 7 ..... "'''01,.<-

men perched on it rapidly ap~)rOllcnmg 

That's a says Gil, ten to one that's a bird ua,,,u\,,., past the spying 

for a beyond even most tenuous of intercourse, it touches not is 

touched by 

to Milly's, says his hamburger on the 

Nice woman too. meat, which is why have a her 

when I come this way won't I always got a story. Sometimes over 

as as an hour. atone I'd if I 

of my happiest times. Just talking. We find our bench and there the 

weren't some 

since we last 

met. 

don't 

time she said she would just like to tmth. tnlth of what. I hope you 

I've out on you Milly. She said no. Just tmth about men 

women. secrets you She said I know it now, I 

know it like I know back of my That hill over there, that's called Round 

to a great on built in a a wagon lying flat. 

said it was owned a star. They even made a once. I 

was back it burned down. one was in it and they never determined what 

mother. You and and as 

so when it comes time for you to leave the on your own, instance to 

pray, are not left unsure prepare bathe 

shave, you don formal clothing. It's quite possible that you are a complete when it 

comes to praying, how to a movie stars are all 

you out You come a farm? 

you ever 

No. 

Keep 

have to harvest anything? 
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just 

do it 

four goats. 

attracts you and me, for instance, 

why it is that we should meet, and 

when every day of the year I meet men 

but to whom I've not said over two dozen 

Secondo 

not 

we 

same route as as 

it 

and sony we're out of that brand you come 

and I hand things over to Honey and have I 

wheat. You see that? He points to a bright on the 

That is full to the brim with wheat 

time in ten years or so. But you can also see to His bounty,for 

the fowl and the stock of the sea on which has set us afloat 

in our off the and us in anchorless in his 

our table you like that? 

thank you. 

r should have bought another. I could 

No. 

OK. Here's our plan. We'll at 

intricacy differences of quality or 

the highest order, different from the 

Though there may be fewer 

achieving the invested consummation of a 

striven for? You can see that a l1ittor,"rI'·'" 

pretty familiar with I can hardly 

we must are differences in 

r>p'nunp' which is of 

nrflllyr which may still be 

UP:J7(J(.lnr'p: of church than in 

contract aren't ideals in each case being 

Flo.7r,,'0 work, gathering firewood but r bet 

I was happy once. It is an emotion. It comes 

I was a child too. It is almost not a memory. 

me sometimes as regularly as I place a 

in my 

that my back 

gather as swiftly as 

and slows me down. 

back safely. I 

it 

I 

U""",'-<I,<;' and set 

I in the bleak day, I am aware 

I must hurry. I search and 

an easy step, it catches at my legs 

is usually still light. I will make it 

,::ml:laGIW8 are There are meals to 
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cooked, to put and then it comes, world has breathed on me, and I 

must breathe it in, I have no choice, the emotion I was once a too. How I tremble 

inside. asks a of my but my head cannot answer I don't 

do. Work is work. its be 

making more money have to worry about the 

and to to there'd be ua'~"uB"', all 

I want to m I'd rather with an impossibility. I can't 

makes me enjoy a conversation with . Ijust know I do. Maybe you 

can't the truth. the truth can't talked about, to that 

you know 

't take 

I like you, Milly, I know that. questions She I you too but 

as an insult I'm about why I you. Is it you're I 

don't you well to honest. Or or kind, the same 

What know I didn't what to I I h.710W I like 

She is that what we end with I don't know but I know I you had a job? 

No. 

Yes. 

Ok, so 

fact. The 

ata 

hearken 

been to school 

know .:>VI."""UUJ,,,- about it. pain and m a 

is, you can choose your pains You can 

are two types of pray-ers, those who pelform the prayer and 

it's prayed. So happens after? Does man who 

out? Does retreat home, and sit until the 

you man who the prayer most likely day. Hewill 

meet with observe social conventions, I think you will 

that he is doing nothing is not praying. 

the intent skilfully and with 

even dim ones, 

independent. I 

haul but that's just on contract. 1-"-<lUll,S, you won't 

amazmg, think how haul I'm at full-weight, also I'm just 

one """",","lL" V\'OrJKlD,g for them of 
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call me with extra them all the Now what 

so important that a cornmmv year as often as not with 

contract me. u,a .. ",,,n,,,,,,, call are 

birthday party trimmings. Load that 

you back with gloomy talk. But 1 didn't 

she 

She looked depressed, 

1 shouldn't hold 

she was old all of 

a ',",Hlfl"'YJ 'f like what she all luu/(,eu down. said, 

hey you a lot of time to think. 1 said sure. She said, maybe could you think about 

me then. about what it is two who don Jt know 

they like other. Is it Is it the devil. Is it we're or stupid, or 

desperate, or are you good am 1 good and do good people wear party light candles, 

the that lit kind blowout one set 

with sorts of toys, soldiers can little trucks trains, jelly candies 

marshmallow building blocks. they have to serve cake on party 

plastic forks spoons, which come shades, and the got to be 

streamers to a with best cartoon 

on it and tablecloth was made by She to sell them at the roadside. It 

was no to sew together for a 1 drift out sure 

Lamb. I say to the nesting bird, fear not, and to the field mouse, fear not. IO-VffHJ"., 

of my I will never a bird. I never a mouse 

my fist. I will fast, and I will not hate the land for me. I will not hate long wet 

I will not the hills, I not abhor the hawks, I 

blight my eyes without fear of my curse. If 1 lie my shawl at and look 

stars I will of evil I've 

judged figures are I could literally drive into a town, park 

birthdays a TJrt'IUP'r still 

fundamentally a n .. n1l.o .. conclusion is easy to see. who prays. 

true 

beautifidly. 

one, at 

that everyone a pray-er ,s What is dream? 

do you praybeautifitlly? 1 can hear your answer, and it is correct 

nrrnw.,·, by praying day the on this particle 
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with a no('t",,, in a room I a high room he this like it 

comes into being away and comes /JU,.}.)!:;.) away 

we've seen dozens 

behind 

what's 

the 

away this out of the 

that a look at that particle with a rio"'Tnn a restaurant 

of negation fended 0.// by what's this a with a that grows a tree 

one ahead tonight a hotel room this family this particle with 

a destiny to negate the moment of this I but I'll 't it more 

than a 's thought the is given that you're best place 

to pray, is with the most LJ.1\.":LLU' urge will into 

art of understanding the see what I'm 

I'm a with a at moment are in other 

and we never have a of approaching anything like perfection anywhere but 

home. 

prayer 

out the 

But it 

rate I 

because. 

dome 

roaming 

proper 

the sun 

national 

else but can you the of others a way 

Where home will your artistic instincts flourish visions 

pursue adequate At 

corner of intuition. abroad you 

may 

I know 

on road, not at they start looking 

crazy. strike me as a contradiction is it the 

or the path I take a guy a would probably speed up now,just 

life more that's a little. No use a 

another car came up, it 

my 

are 

my head is a my 

"",<LE,'I.' but everything under the changes rapidly. Ages are 

grasses eagles cattle 

my dome and flickering away an instant. wind roars. I don't 

to do of thinking that she wants. My rn()U2'n are the of 

strike you as too. 

point to point B on 

you can come with. 
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us. If there's a strike the 

It means and 

Can see that? we, the 

eye of storm. Now isn't 

Secondo 

are blocked it comes back to us. word is 

national vicissitudes come 

we don't change one bit a fact 

to us. 

are 

have "'''''<1nrt You 

left home. Doomed yourself to the shamble peculiar prayer but you'll never 

meet my sister, 'll have before get chance, her 

cooking washing raising children are a different eighty 

in a matter of seconds, which long me to travel another length 

on my her to an egg watch into now we 

dead, our lives are lived, we ghosts who've lost our attachments to land, our 

70"'7",,01"<' into the have since the and we are 

vacuum you displace well course can but even ghosts 

will be when we will find nothing in 
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Jarvis, this is Jarvis, the man chants under his breath, like a prayer, and eyes the girl's 

reflection in the window. The whistle blows and the train rolls. The yellow platform sign 

slides by like a goldfish. JARVIS. It has conjured and fixed the girl as ifby photographic 

process on the plate of the window. She is looking down at the magazine in her lap. Her 

blonde hair, modishly cut, hangs like silk to her delicate jawbone and frames her face, which 

he has not yet dared to visit with a direct glance, but which appears best suited to the lighter 

expressions, as though polite conversation has tested her hunger for life, and little else. She 

is wearing an admirably-fitted white blouse and a casual, creme suit. She is perhaps twenty

four? But the yellow block which sustains her is left behind by the train and she becomes as 

clear and ageless as a stream, pouring inscrutably and cold over the city fayades. 

Jarvis, this is Jarvis, he mutters to himself, leaning over until his forehead touches the 

window. His lips are there, too, in the glass, murmuring like a penitent's. From this vantage, 

he feels, he is safe from discovery should he look directly at the girl. His eyes lower. The 

hemline of her skirt stops short of her knees. Her legs, milk, bare, are crossed. Were she to 

swing the top leg it would brush playfully into his space, graze the crease of his pants, but it 

remains sealed to its twin as if glued. She has taken the universal defensive posture of 

females, which, of course, does not detract from her allure. Or-the warm, gently-rocking 

train occasions a second possibility-it may be that her pent deportment is a ruse, that her 

eyes are glossing unfocused over the pictures and, as happens during a period of enforced 

idleness, a small flame has kindled at the back of her mind. It illuminates the recesses of a 

certain cavern. Designs on the walls dance in the light, mesmerical. Her legs squeeze 

around a notion which thrives in moments of exemption from seriousness, thrives inside her. 

His eyes drop to her feet. A single strap on each tethers her shoes, which match her suit, to 

her ankles. Her feet descend gracefully from the heels into snub-nosed caps. The top shoe is 
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IS 

over 
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u ••• ".;'''' ....... tightly to calf as indeed, she is rapture down a of 

is young and beautiful and, without indicating precisely her state of mind-of 

aelemnV(;:ne:ss or private paralysis, or even preoccupation with 

posture implies that her diverged from the The source of her annoyance is 

easily identified. She boarded train at Claremont. bears unmistakable mark of a 

from Claremont, where endorse which reflect upon their 

wealth. of is desirable, but so too is an acknowledgement of terms of 

intimacy with couture. Not a hair out of place, not an unruly thread. about for a seat 

one which difficulties, a booth or, better, where an 

old woman smiled up at her beatifically, charmed by the of youth. She sat. 

composed U"",""LJ. produced her magazine assiduously ignored her booth 

companion, whose stop arrived a minutes later. The old woman to 

with a kindly but unrewarded glance hobbled to taking cookies to 

gramaSOft'{ A to a friend in a nursing home?) The booth was blissfully empty, 

uncounted moments, until an athletic-looking sport with a large briefcase boarded and 

marched down the on lookout. The wished with ferocity that 

biddy had It is incontrovertible truth that men near women on trains to and 

was completely vulnerable. Out of man sat right next to 

imagined his odious voice 

to harvest your 

his intentions. 

off the scent 

better to smell, my dear, and to 

clasp with 

the arms of mind. Loathing coursed 

In he was not unhandsome. didn't glance her magazme-s 

closed around it with ever more concentration-but the process of montage, working in her 

peripheral vision, delivered his figure whole. broad shoulders to "VLj'" .... "", 

strength. From them hung a dark pinstripe suitcoat-not as it should, transforming 

into the baseline of a powerful triangle pointing but unrefinedly. 

The jacket was too big. The corners of the triangle drooped. Though suit was 

cut by a not by of a bespoke Nouveau parted 
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callously, V"'>J'uu,,,,u big under the 

that had IJ"'L'.U"~/" worn a 

urge to ..... I-" ... a .. '''' them overcame him. 

and nelmetea 

chin, while 

black-and-white 

eyes in their "'V.I., ..... ". 

specimens, lent I..u",.".""'" 

thought. I 

Jarvis 

pants, .... ulJ."' .... a1~nl1l"H1 a pair 

perhaps last or five more, until a 

stockbroker-short, ou."'''' ......... black and wavy 

insouciance. His and close-shaven 

to a displeasing 

out ofa 

Her COlmp,oslltlc,n lacked an ,.,.",un.,u" nn'J[lP'iTPr and the mistake was 

rectified was given its The tie, a flat, rested its 

head near the crotch and radiated against his chest. It was a living, exotic 

tie, and though was not LULI.UUJlUi>'''.U.V, as she had often 

opined that a man who did not look at ..... " .... "'u. mirror he was not worth the 

trouble, and the 

himself before a 

in the 

appetite. 

sm;oecre;Q she could "''''''OU .. '-' man, unclothed, inspecting 

-J."';LJ.~I.H mirror-yet him completely was-it was 

... F-., ....... ,. his hairy lizard, a snake, with cold 

They sat several stops, as as if they were ..,v • .;u ..... The 

units of time slipped down the scale-minutes ",,,, .. ,uu."'.:J, hours UUH"'."''', Thoughshe 

insisted to herself 

the Beginning, 

of her church, which 

stuffy mass-but 

"'''''<'1.<1.1(" .... ' to reject 

U<.l ............ inwardly at his body's prickly "'.v.., ........... .,.,. 

Forever-the words, each Sunday by the 

did not fail to heed so much as to hear, along with 

God-were then like a prophecy. 

with body and .... "-."' •. n of 

are:m()m to town. tie of her thoughts, 

nu}'PT"'" into 

"'<1 .. 0""" with 

"'''''''''''.. and amid 

she woke. 

'"'V •. .u. .... ",.v"' of her inner revolt it beaconed an alternative to 

was planted. The 

woman sat next to the man on slow heat 

Green 

Uilt)ear'aDle. A pleasant 

She crossed 

all nOIleSI:y was 
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nearness had softened, although the sheer fact of his pre:seIlce had not 

VUAU""." of the booth Green Tie prevailed as the ......... "' ... 

element. 

delivering 

calm while a 

ears. It half-seemed that the train was a private "" ..... tAUF"" 

in this figment. Her face settled into mendacious 

in her imagination. Caressing 

Green Tie sat unmoved upon first choosing seat. 

1:A1"In"'A "UJLVHF. her thoughts, No sooner had 

achievement thrleat,ene:C1 down the twin bench until 

he faced the girl. 

automatic gesture 

ruptured 

by voiceless ImpmlltU)ns 

than when had uv.,uu.vu.. 

the event. He flicked his eyes once, an 

pleasure of the girl's daydream 

to lot life-vexed at every tum 

newcomer. train was more crowded now 

this heightened or lessened the 

design in his choice of a motivation was dark to her. Part of him, 

doubtless, craved her, her female ess1ence. which was washing the booth bright waves. 

She knew the pathetic desperation wanted to and enjoy the 

rushing vista. Her trip would proceed more ..,'-"U<I.'.I> his purposes. He was 

staring out the window. If Green had stepped 

fashion, the newcomer seemed to have been COlno,ose:C1 

might flip through the back of her magazine or scan 

perfectly good, two-sentence description of him. 

from nightclubs, likes red wine at home. 

The sentences flitted from her mind and 

he to imperfectly redrawn from 'rlC'lC<l"f" to msltant but no 

City clerk with extensive experience of municipal courts. 

enjoys restaurants. An MA, computer won't 

assessments led quickly to an unexpected, violent conclusion-but who was to 

which came to her before she looked down again carried truth 
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peeping Tom, a masturbator, a dork. A man who masturbates about the women at work. 

She snorted, astonished at her own imagination. 

She returned to her hadn't kept of the stations. Where had 

newcomer boarded? Somewhere in Iblllfb~:;-·KC)seltlarlk or J..JU.l"",-,jl<. "h'~V'''''' rr ...... ~r"',., 

to the city, susceptible to the metastasis -0"'--- break-ins, horrible urchins. Claremont 

was nearly countryside. of land, immaculate, the mansions back into .. :aU4 .... ""'-

removes. The title to a property in Claremont-to hold the In 

probably constituted A a well-born and perhaps 

one child would him closer to this dream. wife and child could had quite quickly, 

booth. 

space. 

her along 

of him. strip in the 

morass which had circulated slowly and thickly Tie had chosen 

the newcomer splayed his In manner of his rival, further crampIng 

hiss. was true that the newcomer was watching 

surveillance had nothing of the other's implacable proximity, 

which to the outrageous terms of 

patience and urgency which assumed an inevitable event. She wanted to 

both, with a swc~enInQ 

could not lift eyes agaIn. The two usurping barbarians, had laid 

claim to the booth, a claim could not challenge. She perfectly still, to 

breathing. on her lap lost their of significance. She at them but 

they blank. First had pushed her into a silent now 

newcomer time her though pictured both men, alone, 

on, in the executive bathroom, sweating out through some automatic ritual of 

Their disquieted her. an odd to her 

place, nourish them with her closeness, and she began to dread But at the same 

the chaste and chided 

herself. plight was not so She was on in the bright sunshine, en route to 

cosmopolitan pleasures. At some point, soon, train would reach the ofthe 
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leave her companions "'A.-H ..... " .. "" worlds. She 

own sensibilities by a new se::LI--WJtl1 would require 

Events would provide. two men. She should 

Jarvis 

slight her 

to step over 

discomfort eased. Beyond a certain point the men were as as kittens. The 

lap returned to the which pierced Her 

wove welcome over the glossy Growing playful, she 

to flip the page. It wavered, upright, then fell theatrically 

"' ...... r" .... ''''' with herself The two men were nTT'~Tln a choice, were not 

it It be fun. Behind one 

to cajole 

and halt. The 

""AA""""jl~""'" like a fairy. 

It but remained to reconsider the men. 

without palpable 

d.lsmtl~re1;t. J-J',",U.'Uu. newly coy 

would most willingly court the 

two men and 

or()[eICI herself against 

adroitly delivered to 

She would step through 

.... n."',..·vu~. The 

withdrew into an accms1tonled. Dm)e--m~r 

momentarily rropre:gnabJle 

the judging 

struggle ensued, 

supervision until, as 

a 

children, one, for ineffable 

sarne--enc()urag(~a a measure of bias, and then, 

"'_.TroT children really are all the 

typical expansions of 

stepped into 

into the shelter 

away. 

luxuriant ... """1"1"",,,, 

changed. 

a proud, 

wraithlike. 

themselves like 

a 

Ofe)IelTIUmt. In that choice. She moved willingly 

<uU.&VAJl<. Swift currents which had "'"f'nl1nt",,..,,,rI resistance swept 

lap and, 

function. 

patted her hair. The 

senses of the men sharpened. The girl had 

secrecy. 

hopes approached wild joy. 

lesson of men. 

..., ..... " .... JlO"', to handled, paid for 
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the are ... uu'"',.... Endowed with life, women step 

beckoning. men, ""' .. ,,., ..... lament 

always at the of their (le~mt:s to be chosen. 

evidence of her ........ ""' ... v ... ,, 

bec:arr:te sensitive to her 

men more 

They waited 

Jarvis 

their pointing and 

admit, that it 

companions strained to detect 

than They 

master. But 

hair-pat the indulgence of her newfound She arrived at an 

equilibrium She sat as placid and impenetrable as a doll. 

The slipped and out Street station. new taxonomy-streets, 

not suburbs-indicated verge of the long which was like a hundred to 

the of its polluted The was ten minutes late. booth, the 

graciousness of competitors, the men lived a were 

destinies guttered. girl them was fixed, to her 

III at the pith but destiny was dilating light. Too soon the men would 

corrupt, fade, 

she would 

be ungraciously discarded, like her magazine 

even slightest their 

the new arrived. 

the comer lips, a covert 

might ease-an 

vu.""u",,,, in posture 

which dismantled into a nudge-but she could not 

Ull;COnS(Hat:eness and over the Sp(;:eCll1e~ss The COIllil1len(;ea one 

of its ... v,u"" ...... 

They 

of the line. 

birth 

one 

The booth hurtled, a locked box. 

through of the toward Brown, 

Brown! The name was as fresh and as a sharp which 

out on the water. Great would cover her shuffle and deal 

into the arms expectant, would her jealously close 

against any prying by I',h'7"'," brothers and particular, the girl was to 

keep a date her who had she 

would perhaps shop, for a new bag, before retuming to Claremont. would be more 

then, to avoid a war on two As it this had 

lathery daydream, to which the though complicit, had no access, her as if in 
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not flutter or Beyond the of her entrancement 

adrift in wretchedness, clenched their jaws. anticipated end of the line with 

cold despair. Brown would declare of their ineffectual jockeying a which was a 

loss. girl would without cause to her journey as anything but 

unremarkable. 

Tie, at last, displayed the wherewithal to disrupt what must have 

impotence. clip slackened and he straightened from 

his slouch. gathered his briefcase from floor and placed it across his bracing 

arms his His did not alter He showed, 

as throughout, barest sneer, a suggestion of contempt an uninteresting situation. It 

was now clear that he would alight at next stop, not Brown. The game 

tenlterho()ks the had was up. had what was better for could 

have it. But would rob her of her precious counterpoise. carapace would a 

violent wrench. The which she nurtured would tum on in croupous inutility. The 

crel:;sarlt, would brook no delay first 

much time. Train and ... I".H-,., .......... were on synchronicity and "''''-,.u .. , .... .F.'''. 

hadn't 

Signs iterated 

m window. He was leaving. girl turned to 

broad and OJ.I. .. ,'''''''''' back. apprehended escape in the same moment 

sweetness of her voice checked hint 

continued, an lilllocemc- stop is this? 

Tie did not whirl, precisely, to address the girl, who had 

him, but his for the 

He showed his 

uttered it. 

temerity. She 

expectantly 

with 

surprise, but configured into ugly shape of triumph. Green glowed with triumph. 

up him with ,uu.,,",u,,,, 

its momentary duration, would bind 

beatific all but proposing a 

For portion ofa 

second which met 

of excitement. Then it was over. Tie studiously ,,..,,,r·T""" his attention to 

newcomer, face a sort of smmTIaermg defiance. was by 
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imperious contempt, in the corners Green mouth. had 

her n .. ,'t"',r",n lingered to the of 

" ...... Ui"'. Then he to the discharged iLAViHU code, 

the start, which newcomer now perceived grouped Green 

pervading their senses of affecting public so that in their and 

modes where empty a 

likeness which in its relmements mantled Tie and girl with .... "".,., .. ""',, auras--a 

and his <.H"""'UJ'U5 newcomer to a caste so far that 

wallowed 

Green replied, this is 

The girl shuddered with pleasure upon conclusion little She 

over it, it hardly maltte:reO now 

look at the newcomer was to at nothing. Humiliation 

in his place. was might read, or watch the .... """U'"'. or 

the scented room from which she had been called by 

not lightly train, 

his soul-but on the other hand had not 

inly drop a handkerchief. thoughts 

departure. 

partiality 

left. was available to 

course until 

she did 

delivered to Great Brown from Jarvis station, paramour passed on, 

so to to the next of incarnation. 

That city Green spoken Jarvis, 

associated the girl's deliverance, would never be cherished in her album of important 

From to for rest of her life would flashbacks 

block-and-chisel face audacious but the name would u<we,-,-,",,, 

quickly, of a her for the How could it to 

which, with 'lr1r.,..."n 

Insinuated manifold 

"'''' .. ,''-'u ......... '5 vibration, 

girl would 

a name like 

kneel? 

of the """",V", calling for 
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utterance. Brown, so many things to so many people that notion in itself trumps 

individual tellings as the supreme Great Brown, buzz, hub, pump, 

multitudinous thoroughfare of the multitudes! is lamentably not be thought 

F>Vr'PT'H as a nondescript place where 

of their commute. 

bound Great Brown another un ....... ' .... 

IS is as sour as own 

mocking him another's mouth. A the girl's reflection for an 

instant, is pushed from by the city towers, which spring up stack higher and 

higher on either of the stop Brown. the buildings the light 

IS through at a new It strobes across the window, his He 

?"n". . .,,,,, ... to set aside chagrin, engage girl on problems of the comfort 

her with friendliness. But the time in which he could her diminishes. Only an 

...... ,_ ......... vv or two remains possible, and now, next to his natural impulse to show 

,",V'U!-,"""HVU, he deny sits in cool T"" .... nC!P 

Green helped pick out. Her him, to 

Brown is seconds away. might magazine, she be 

holding with herself, or she might be blank, mind in hiatus. 

scenarios become less important. Soon, railway passivity end. 

she waltz of her journey's pre:Olc:arrlenlS 

outstripped this certainty, that doors will part and will 

side-stepping of molestation, be it only the molestation of light talk with am(en!-lS that 

much to begrudge a the doubt that was threatened at His last 

inclination impart to her an about disquieting train is drained utterly-

the observation perversion mark a people who live 

an era, that the recent past an era abdicated, the its 

covenant, a new era has to ascend to the that the consequence for men and 

women is the of a sense of communion. He and the girl and suck 

soundlessly fish out of water. In only available to during 
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interregnum, silence and patience. Brown will ... ", ... ","~,.., her soon, but only to 

further extractions .:>iJ.,,,,U\.,,.,, and is The that await 

been her since she blithely, to her lunch 

IvaJ.Ua.}:;""'-'i:)I-":>'lli:) of ground covered by the train have accumulated in pretty body to the 

point though about her can be said to have In 

shoulders there a peculiar discomfort, as 

unaccountably pinched in some quarter, and, unaccountably, as has pinched 

this before. It is interregnum which pinches her. is pinched by which 

enwreathes and her. She is pinched by roaring inarticulately at the base of her 

imagination. IS cupidity, its craven whines, petty 

constitution is fastened upon, from by the pinches-they will in 

her health, cripple her essences. Her spirit, when she will have pinched to 

riddlings. It is obvious that himself, Jarvis, is one of the pinchers, crabsidling for a 

good She the blow, but that in itself has left pinched. And once 

IS of the of his pinch, go on pinching the 

pinches will inevitably telL 

He The the he could ....... "'"""1'\/''''" would 

no good. What could he that would interest conspiratorial 

to last words, were he summon the 

In composition a purest a that chimed as to 

extinguish his the birthing of the would see it, as he pitched forward, 

iron at her feet. would fall on it HULL.:!"""". a fallen of the fell 

on sword, his 

himself. 

She is already 

pumpIng 

says, 

automatic all y 

leaves 

IS 

alone. He nothing to whispers to 

commuters lunge the doors seethe around turnstiles. 

Slo.e-SlepIPlIlg the slower, competing with the quicker, 

assuredness a dancer on stage. Perhaps is a 

in skipping feinting. Jarvis can offer better of two 
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hypotheses. Joy was restored to the upon release the It is genume 

joy that an illusory full esc,aoe 

dull mundus commuters. It the turnstile. On the other 

a magical curtain will veil her those hearts. feels, 

suddenly, keenly, a to to her, her. on tiptoes and her 

blonde the shoulders suit. There is no magic, wants to her. 

hurry follow at a until a 

moment nrp<::pl1,t~ , chat 

discards 

the train, point about the mterregIlUrn, 

people, him, her. plan immediately. wouldn't Weariness 

to day. But a moment heartache 

an unusual day. twists through the turnstile and is 

lost. all to 

It is an unusual To with, it is a off work. Normally, takes a 

much train and the buses which shuttle in an oblong loop 

city, stop is the comer of 

the loop. Untrammelled, latitudinal of boulevard dominate the metropolitan 

cityfolk water at the end deep channel. summer, 

when and the are held at bay the water is a bright 

of tinfoil laid at the bottom of the street. turns into building a and a 

with picks his security, 

At his own, which he has nr",.t;:'rr",rl with very little-a calendar mother, a 

sprouting an ".n>LU'''~ rainbow and corltlnues """~'t""rt1 for 

corporation that him owns a supermarket-cum-c1othier stores. 

Internal supermarket, group two (of two }-thus designation. His 

project is to cold and ob:seSSlve 

of events. An apple is plucked by an into a and is never 

again subj ected to handling or natural Ur<1rrnlrn light until it is chosen by a customer and 
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home. 

marketing. 

that cold 

a force in He ersltamls the psychology internal 

the shop-floor IJ"'V'OJ'''' small talk customers, the 

fruit is """ ...... '('\ .. the customers will experience 

superiority. You are what you that a 

1J~'~"ULySe~eSasann""~-I1 wholesome ""Ulun,,,,.,..,.. It is the Im(;hpm 

of their All memoranda, circulars, nlytu',,.,, "","",,,,,,,u,,,v,,uu posters appearing 

emlueror IJ"'L.l;::;'UUL':> toddling down comer a of 

an iceberg. 

corporation's is housed within people, 

people, quality-control people, the and the bluebloods, the suits, 

dictators policy, of respect mISSIon the men who 

quarterly reports for the papers. are arrayed over deep, spacious 

according to a mimicry which nearer approaches perfection than behemoth 

archetype. head office is a within a Work-space is according to a 

formula of weighted Industrial zones. The two ""(:tL ... J; .. nl .... », 

arn'''''T'1"pn by ordinances, distinct J ~is in Retail 

Borough 6, borders a shipping borough and a borough-the typical 

Residential pattern throughout the head the Industrial zones, laboratories 

Intent scientists and quality-control men about in shoes. 

boroughs are phlegmatic, The putter cubicles, 

obligingly one another, against walls for a Someone a 

The executives retire to a may be found on located. 

make to the cafes on at least see one 

another don't actually speak. On level a boutique 

products, specially priced, at noon. that the can 

escape to the An artificially-turfed ball was laid some back for 

leagues, and next door is a cl"lr\I"\Tllt'HT 

signed a contract, when was hired, which stipulated his respo:nSlblllltleS, 
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pay and a promotion schedule, and bound loyalty to the uu..,..,.vu statement During 

perfunctory followed, he lscOV~~re(l--or rather a 

suddenly like the ... U!l1".<J.u\" ... .." the ..,.v,,,,,,,,.. a of 

grinning men who had just oec:omLe his oo~;ses--tn;at illimitable further constraints also 

vv ....... ,'''"''''. down the roots of his was now. He as the initiate 

should, as others blandly, considerately. His face responded with suspicion or 

JOCUlarity when his colleagues exciting his sense oftaboo. His 

limned the corpus interpret. the 

source of these broad 

interregnum. A 

subtle l'l\t"nl\r'~TP manners. His fellow executives were "'H,~a'.U15 

mC:.Ke!rea through circulated air head The men 

and women VUl."'p;, in their cubicles were primed the of a of 

zornng. 

lift 

paid 

being across the sonorous spreads of Residential Industrial 

thousand people felt belonged together in the office, reaped the 

has 

well-liked, 

His ... v •• "' ...... u, .. ", were united by a , ..... ~.I-'u .. "'''' .... patriotism. 

for another job signed contract 

against his to be IlWIlDl;;n;;( 

is well-

"'L_h_~'U, as his colleagues ~~"'.LWl'>"""'U are np,('\nl'p who are withdrawing in body 

people on the 

want a roost urn",.,.."" 

for unclaimed ground. quickly pioneers. They 

futures can be made as it was the 

"'~~, .... __ u. Jarvis's colleagues are 

,",uLl..,.n, adopts status h""i'nr", it applies 

COIlJo:ratlon IS Jarvis is a prodigy the camp, one the 

executives. Everyone sees things him. will lead them one day. In less ten 

the bluebloods will echelon. when head 

office moves, he'll directorial TU"'M ... ,r" The adjacent to a 

town an hour's from has settled on. No one is The of 

the bivouac, two or three years IS anticipated, the subject of 

much talk the It is subject time 
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drawing 

. . 
IS a swam interregnum, no of sanctuary. Great Brown he 

through of one fit for gross the The 

city has always invigorated He plans which do not 1:it;;~Jl;U,i:1lt;; from it-which evolve 

m imagination, sloughing ....... ,,"" .. "' .. like the attachments of childhood, but never 

from idea at npOlrT __ He is by lovely 

of aggrandizement <.UUJlU'" the heaped shapes, as radiance, long 

ushered past half-life by the interregnum, fattened him on decay. His 

from plan of the office. is a shark au.JlVH.p<, the meek cubicle fishes. He 

not remove rest when comes. He will decamp from decampers 

is due at a job at City m under two It is merely a F. ....... ..., .. 

which may him to his steadfast metropolitan fixity. it is, the probably 

much playfulness. all, can say to the department 

officials who, review of his education and 1-''''" ........ '''''', will straightaway D ... Cl'U""..,' him of 

charlatanry? They a hardhead to the position, not a youth fled commerce. 

a man a bruiser's physique plaints 

which bombard assessors daily. is unsure of of the job. 

The ""''',UJ.'-,H was vague. .I. ","UU'AH~'U",Uvu plus accounting on site, 

computer helpfuL It seems that ..... u,""'u is required trade-

skills. sees himself pacing up and down scorched asphalt during summer rush hour, 

into a two-way It will be task, o'clock, 

to convince the duly-appointed panel of his for such work, notwithstanding unusual 

circumstances. must stymie interlocutors with the novelty 

who wants less pay more and ~~!!" .. ~_~ toiL Your servant, sirs. Ifhe 

the roll. 

,,"""AUV"'. the interview, anyone who it 

Jarvis to leave head VA..A.'''''''. to city. 
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It seems to him that he responds to the hubris, its ceaseless broadcast. 

is to twin hr.,·t"'.... acmes of joy defiance when he spends period 

boulevarding its L\.I"5U1.:>. change as soon as steps into the chamber 

Great Brown, where stimuli--colporteurs's cant, vendors swearing billingsgate, malingering 

squabble and raving of 

dailybread earners-provoke near lycanthropy in 

his temperament. He be(~OnleS as happy as a savage. An ache for self-expression across 

landscape sets the city with his vitality whipped up, senses 

hunting. 

walks "T __ "'" lopes-to bistro he loves most dearly 

opportunities to frequent. It is a long walk. could have "' .... ~I!'r .. bus, but bus is for 

meek, those in submission to the workaday routine. city without immediate 

obligations is to oppose routine. but 1-'\'w . .,UJ.UF. 

nothing more than the of his happiness. smgs lake. 

buildings sunlight. Part heavenward, " ... "'..,.,,vl and mothy. 

arrives at bistro with a mighty appetite. to see him. Breakfast, 

served. He is shown to a table a view, and the plates 

bowl of eggs, a fagot's of sausage, all 

the and sauces requisite-he is caught the dilemma of having to '"'LA''"''''''''''' 

between The him to The water 

display no But food requires a abandon that oro OKS 

no delay. Thus with a peculiar mix of regret and gusto he begins to eat does glance 

up until coffee is 

Too the time interview is at finishes third cup-

truly for the leaves table-why should not plenty be 

shared when one had had a flirtatiously the 

emerges to wind I-'L'"''''''''""''' stunned """' .... LA.,,' ... It will work 

corner at a brisk the walk to City Once more disdains the He 
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and turns inland. nul ....... "" entrusted to follow him would how moves. 

charges down overtaking left and 

into alleyways, where he advances with more direct dogs 

cunnmg 

accelerates 

according to clear is known to him as an Immemon design, in 

constitutes a adept delineation. 

mounts Hall at '"'v.'A." ..... , from a 

woman at the information and cormnues to mount, ..,U"".LUAHE> flights, 

presents himself at an labelled TRAFFIC. with ", ...... ",",u."" 

He imbued and noble. He told to wait. The director behind After 

mlllutl~s he is lasts as as a The 

director, a man nanled which is unexpected. Llwellyn 

that is only a a stage if liked, if you didn't make 

it to two you were a particularly abject specimen of weed. is joking, of course. 

needs to record a addenda to credentials, sent in weeks ago, some 

small on a point or and Jarvis can be off. almost by 

a precarious moment nearly VLJ.'J-."'U, losing everything. 

mastering he chooses instead to warm to being who appears, him, to 

in the interregnum. Llwellyn winking, to by this account of 

file, on which scribbled nm,es--v,re see you again at twice. 

we're 

director 

when 

departs. 

come twice. takes compliment. thanks the 

There are another hours of ganlbolling city. wanders widely, 

exploring with a child's enthusiasm delight. 

He the commuter eddy to him and pawn him 

secret remains and, like 

mopping 

the the truth is simply the city 

a savage chatteL 

others must think he ran 

the point of feverishness. exultant, as might obliterate the 
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him with the force of a terrible thought. Across the booth, a small, effeminate man and a 

woman with plump on have fallen conversation. his man 

unfolds had carefully preserved in IS 

himself wedged by the window again. has a rest of the carriage. 

stops the people pour in, until only stanOlln$; room is available. It is an 

anthropological a jumble bilious the 

Their blood is denuded of heritage. father's and gifts for taming the 

city-biting into the pavement with brogues, smashing glass and steel 
G.Y(L 

lost to them. alights at his stop happy to been by the dull herd. 

his front door about-it is dim inside. sun lingers its last 

quadrant, being purloined, though not hastily. Light enough remains sharp 

TTPY'pn('p n'~'UIPpn 0...,1"0. .... ,.'''' and ..,1''''1'"11' ... and, once are av\"U3LU1,LJ,\A.1. to stay resort to 

electricity. He lets the image of his rooms come to him. to think ofthem as rooms, 

ImTltuc,usraess and Impiemlan(mCe He a amount 

on rent. in a cheaper his rooms fare for furniture, but he would 

not the same peace. He appreciates a fine room, its expensiveness. front room 

his bedroom are wainscoted mano'e:arlv and al11JaUien::a in a patterned with 

The UU;"H.:I,'VU in which rooms-which had quarters-

are manor house of an extensive country residence, when the 

uv< • .:1, ........ two c:T .. ~>PTc: and the country a stone's throw from It has 

been extensively renovated. The floors are of gleaming parquet The study walls have been 

as inlaid Oo()KSJnerVes in them only other object of his 

attention, library. tastes. They comes 

way city arcana. He keeps ",,lUJ'V.:>' every volume. He likes to barefoot through 

rooms at He pauses ~"''''''''~'UJ his study. The lamp overhead in the 

polished parquetry, 

In his bedroom Jarvis removes his suit shirt and tie, his shoes, dons 

a comfortably to He on of 
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his bed rubbing his scalp. looks forward to the evening. 

supper, rice, a salad of eat slowly, set contemplation 

the plates, a book library (a biography of a 

caudillo in time) and bow over it half the night, fingering a modest glass 

m the window cra.CKc~a--u VAL.""""'" to be 

Jarvis 

his .tUU/H"' ... 

then push 

He will 

city 

vaporous. In the morning PTn,rp __ ", comfortable man, 

lacks, 

tramps 

kitchen doorway, replaced 

bedroom to 

and 

kitchen. The 

which lend 

cast. .... ",-tArt> he crosses threshold he u,-,,>!'U'L'-''''_ prey, 

a cniml':e--pl;:rn his 

ends at 

loiters 

doorway until, at last, preternaturally, infers the of a second person, waiting for 

him Jarvis not own a gun. thoughts to 

on desk the he is at combat-nor is he particularly strong. 

with effort, an to crash into kitchen a cry. It plain 

that he lacks the creativity to resolve predicament, and the sec:onu uresenc:e 

lurks. The moments to dizzy 

whirring the stove's other's breathing, serene. 

hovers over him, preparing to settle. own breathing has ragged. shrewd, 

steady creature which he always hoped would stir in his at first whiff of 

failed him to a course of action, to which 

yields, a man and dangerously out of balance, he 

steps softly into the drawing for light 

It the from the train. He blinks. Relief temporarily drains Christ, 

"' ...... ,...,. and blows out an store the 

him as he meets the Pink returns to 

cheeks. up through and his brow. He 

perceptibly-in the frightened girl's eyes, at least-as a truly, in 
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city's long While had cavorting in the heart of downtown, 

swift processes had at work, beyond the scope of his conceiving. all 

devotion to a trail occurrences that lies unwound 

yarn now all over ofms rooms, prompting him, even as he girl-wholly 

nU,'H/,.,., with a painter studying a dish of follow with another part mind 

extremes. He """,,-,"n.'" So too to 

in several different moments places, briefly each, llI(~kenn 

a through scenes until he and arrived 

back where started, in his kitchen, having switched on 

u\,.<_,\,.<\,.<\,.<n,,,,,, him wordlessly, doubled over in the pillory, raising against the of 

neck paIr wmch been tucked on 

are planted her hair atop her brow. hands, at the wrists, hang limp and white. 

knows the train. Terror and hope for expression 

strength, she drops her then hangs head. rolls in 

swinging freely. 

The OIn,ers:-:me men and women who pierce city uu,eUH'"" with "UJ.uU,U'5 

clarity, and sojourn the alnnelnts and of their nelrcennon--rla disappeared, 

Tie, 

ae~;e1JrnOn--Dllt Green Tie 

his V,Lt",,,,,,,. It is unthinkable that 

leapt back into the shadows, For an instant 

memory 

was exactly appeared to a dull drone nei;l.ae:a 

he be involved. was not meant to was involved. corner 

kitchen where, sculptors, bent world to their wills, wrought their work, the 

intruders, kidnappers, have left unmarked. notes his breakfast plate, 

vv.l.'l.,lvU with near the n!h", .. ", he set it down half a ago, untouched. He 

not moved from the lightswitch. high starry night, cinematic, 

at his silver clouds, the the of set 

into the murky ............ 0.4,"_'" below. own building looms close, is penetrated, 

through. light the kitchen widens, 
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panorama. His body alert but of his casting 

shadows on face. His charcoal pants, beltless, ride low on to 

maroon around them. the and white mosaic floor 

spreads to the a smooth, luminous sheet. strikes the room. The cupboards 

and shiny and white oven with The and device into 

which been locked swoop Her clothes not changed. Her 

curved Her legs, to shoulder-width at are straight taut, as 

braced at and white as ivory. pillory which her has 

sloughed medieval for an elegant black frame, wider her 

body, which reaches to the ceiling and glowers down with severe stateliness. identifies 

the symbol at once. pillory pays to the but already cast 

from world's advancement, the venerable skyscrapers of the city. 

anCl-me girl's groomed body"'"'''''''' 

expression in the half-living sculpture. wonders, briefly, whether died the after 

emerging from Brown. A of youth beauty, asShe crosse:a one of the 

wide avenues, flung horribly to perhaps, in a place, 

cold panic, to <:'r",u"'1"I", ... ';s ...... '" anonymous hands, and submitted to on"",LL"'!; of 

her life. now aor)earea to him, a ghostly moral. The is a black VViUU. Its 

shadow crosses souls without warning. the room withdraws from surreality. Vertigo 

slows and ceases, Normal light and nPt'cn,>('Tl are girl and the ,... ••. ,~~3 

'"'Ui' ... "' ... ", breathing. shivering oUI;S>U.L:J is solidly fixed in place. He 

real, anything but a ~~l"">""-" his home, unlooked 

sta~~ea, he can 

but somehow read as a 

necessity within the weave asa 

of fortune capnce In city. 

has not nor since switched on light. Jarvis, this is 

sound of his slippers Jarvis, he chants quietly, and moves toward She flinches at 

_U"UUF. over the but not lift face. aarnm~sher 

pressure to surrender, which she have felt different circumstances, been 
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along with any urge on part to aspire to power over 

quarrel with future. It is finding its way now to meet 

There will be no 

Que sera, sera. He 

stands Within lies a novel to his v ... ,., ..... 'AVA 

hair, weighted water, her and skirt, .... '.Hi"'""'" 

slippery and eggshell-thin, her skin, almonds, 

would 

he refrains from 

It is of the utmost 

importance that 

over girl 

tortoiseshell 

think clearly. rests a moment. his he bends 

with care, her disturbing a 

He unfolds ...... F, .... "''''''''' and holds them 

to the them, nestles them in his palm. He is overcome by sheer 

seems fall forward, with IJV"""''''''·VH. Heat 

body curls around him like incense. own to bum. 

closed so leisurely near to yet waits for the remaining between 

them to be with final hand her glamorous, 

token, his mind fumes with sensations of infinity. 

like connect the ofa 

he familiar, persistent tapping at front door. It is Wednesday, he remembers. 

Wednesday front room vestigial organ to the 

city's vast circulation, one-pea's-worth ofthe The 

young man?-began appearing at door more a year ago. has attached 

.l"''''UH~''''' to the mercurial the boy, supper, 

friend. Their pares to basic economics-the boy has nothing, and has 

succeeded in to who lives in it is too, that when the 

boy their weekly to his downcast, 

concerned. He for a moment that, on this city had kept boy 

packed girl's body tenses she is to scream. Three 

of clouded set the door allow the the boy's eyes. will 

know that Jarvis is home. what harm the boy do? never beyond 
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petitions for use of the toilet, and not always 

curious but 

boy will 

for 

and the boy will co-produce their usual encounter. 

which escapes from the kitchen, and the boy will nod 

'"''', ..... "1''.,,. the bond he enjoys with his benefactor. Then 

will be alone again. He delights himse1fwith a ",", .. u,-.u 

ensuring her silence. The boy calls himself Matthew. 

Jarvis suspects this name is that it appears only when the public is to 

its and it out-the name reverberates 

through the cupboards, down sink drain-

Matthew! Hold on! I'm ,",,,,UU"F. ' __ "Tln tosses the "' ..... ,.5".""'JO across the counter 

involving her and to nOltlQ(~r 

keeper's rendezvous with another man. 

At the door Matthew is a "'".v-... ;;,'" ""JUU,'''' 

puckishly 

invited you in? 1Vl,mn,ew 

night, "", .... J,",VL 

them both that 

second might at 

separates them on each night 

Jarvis asks finally. Can I make you 

The smell of the boy soon 

pungency untainted by corruption or boy 

He has slung the canvas bag which Jarvis gave him 

with a gush, gracelessly dropped into a chair at the 

resting butterfly's wings. Jarvis is just old ~u,'_ .... ~. 

boy grow measurably in the past year-thriving on 

ugliest abuse, day upon day. His chest has 

wild hair gleams with oil. It has occurred to 
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make work imperfect patron-angel, is subtracted by 

J.aL,uu,5. somewhat, of the heart. remams Violence never once 

clouded boy's 

How'you? boy. ~~Y'''a~' probes him, a Promethean binding face 

grief. But prefers the initiative. boy to wait what is 

well, thank How are 

OK. frowns at 

Can I you a cheese sandwich? 

please. 

Would you drink? 

How was 

and extra 

Yes. 

and a of water? 

Wait won't 

week? 

her strained to kitchen 

"'L~'~H~H with Matthew, quickly resumed pose of submissiveness. 

contemplates an egg, '''''''-'U''£'> the yolk it wobbled the skein. He 

TP£1'_lT would as would .Lv ...... '" and TorK--nunctnre it. 

had punctured the ''''.LA,''''''''' between himself and not trust himself with 

an in his state prays make the 

one of stood, the pillory girl, IS ,;;oC<UU.U.L1f5 

now. Surely their were motivated by the same sense ofthe interregnum as own! 

out of bread. the he a tomato, butter, 

and specially """''''"U''-' frying 

kitchen to steam. Jarvis 

girl, for suspense hours to be a torment, into 

spiritlessness. In the outside room the boy's thoughts ............ ,,'''' over the scant events of the 
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idea shambles them, at boy lives his 

on luck he rouses a few minutes floats his to 

ear. In the kitchen sighs, his shoulders He has failed to 

the as the most of his to boy. The boy 

mustn't ask to use still the question 

breasts, like a bald VLU .. U,"'UF,V. And despite un",. .. , • .u protest-even 

On when he does gloom congests 

bolts his food out the door, I suppose, Jarvis 

struggle a struggle SOlne1tll11leS, unaccountably, 

also wins. ahead. A city the boy 

Yet after has set the pine, clothed 

fabric from admits to an delight in the 

out. He riddle girl, and 

with the boy. Was of the 

the boy's sweet mingle, fill his sits down to 

city's heady closes his The second hand 

kitchen bathroom the runs warmer under 

hailing 

of heavy, 

rooms have .u,""" .. ",'u. 

seen the riddle 

girl's perfume and 

over the 

tap. Epiphany 

perhaps DfC)mlt)te,a. three evenly across his household-he, 

Jarvis, 

boy, 

III the girl-they rp1"'Irp<1pnt an instant the -M'A-"'" Their 

this crystalline moment are equal. is waiting. like a 

Washed into gutters, ";,",".1""'''''"''"'', picked up but then ""."' .......... ,>ro again-dropped by the 

Jarvises, v.",,,,,,,u weekly and dropped-menaced by the "..."',,+"',,+ calamities, "'.LL""",,11"'-"" 

into dross, the ....... ," ....... into sewers. girl is 

Blush-rose, helpless to tn,..,.,rrl the heights, 

glinting suburbs, unprotected ..... , ... u.;,. the quick slit, "'1"\'"'''' 

what the wants. To be free, to 

upon Jarvis, who is 

open to boundless ........ ".F,. ... 
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The boy at the table. washed and dampened 

The towel bathroom will a dark stain. boy remains 

unapologetic about his encroachment, leaving to surmise the of his 

L"''''UU~:;<> of peace escape during ablution. all matters the boy is as 

courteous as could expected. 

Jarvis self-satisfaction, how Green eVf:mIJlgs. At the 

droplets windows he the boy 

the boy. VOIce across a wide rendering a 

abstractions which elude grasp. he replies. 

says the boy. prevIous their 

a view of the life a fraction. Whether 

corlCf(~Ie. travelling with washing a car. 

what he has seen on his long foot-bound journeys across 

It's 

flat swathe 

sandwich? 

drapes v."·v.,,., ...... 

helping to 

he has 

The 

will sleep, 

father and 

mother are claims. wants to work as a seaman. senses the time to 

make "'v ... "" .... ,' .... of himself spilling an ocean promIse. He seen the 

filthy, orbit VarIOUS sources liquor. And 

also seen. Jarvis, rounding a corner took sight ofthe boy's figure at some 

distance. hid, watched. boy peered the window a motorcycle 

temples. Then started, looked Jarvis 

strolled to and boy. A 

past her mascara shop. 

to the wind snouts Her .".au."",,,,,,, bikini revealed ",,",,,.,,,,," nubs. He 

backed away. boy's hologram replaced him at window, 

years-a vagrant, .,,"" ........ crazily, as 

The boy's aesoeratlcm 

whenever they close, on ofthe At the 

Jarvis 

They finish gulps his water. Thanks, eh? he nodding 
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at 

IS as 

courteous 
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across 

as a seaman. to 

at some 

snouts 

on 

water. 
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I think he thinks I'm like a tune spoiled by over-whistling. I was sweet and airy for a 

time. When people heard me they felt innocent again. But I was too popular for my own 

good. I seemed never to vary and the repetitions became tiresome. I jaded. I was forgotten 

on the whole. Now I am here, summoned inexplicably from the afterworld of tunes and 

melodies. I am a gangly, plaintive thing. I strain for the applause which once met me at 

every turn. But the emotions which I engender are awkward and wan, jar no one matches my 

efforts. I am deemed boring or frivolous. People simply don't care to listen anymore, 

though it costs them little. People take happiness most seriously in the pettiest moments. 

I cut the shape of a true creature, at any rate, I am sure. It has been my goal from the 

start to project a certain sunniness, but the clouds have closed over me with the speed of 

weather in these hills. Today Ifound the cook after brea"-fast-he was washing dishes-and 

asked if it would be much trouble to put squash on the dinner menu. I am not grossly 

insensitive when it comes to a church's relationship with its bank account, so I ojj(;?red a few 

bills for the purchase of the squash. It is plentifitl this time of year and I presume he visits a 

market once every few days or so. I gave him enough for a cartload of the shiff, he can eke it 

out over the next several weeks. Immediately, however, there was a problem. His arms, up 

to his elbows, were wallowing in the dishtub. He couldn't take the money. We jerked and 

stalled in the space between us. Finally 1 anchored the notes under a saucer. He fixed them, 

and then me, with a dark stare. I might say that he bristled at my presumption. Who does 

she think she is, telling me what to cook, loading on more work? But I sense that he was 

more upset than angry. Perhaps I committed a breach of protocol. I should have 

approached him in the general terms of mankind before strapping on blinkers and perceiving 

only a cook, a servant. What a difficult woman he must consider me to be. Fortunately I am 

also harmless, and so is my request. I will eat my squash, tomorrow most likely, the day after 

at the latest. At the cost of a lighter purse and a heavier reputation. I can hear it now. This 

1 he I a tune I was sweet a 

time. my own 

I t-:f~,"''''U. never to 

on whole. Now I am 

lama once met me at 

every turn. wan, no one 

I am noolWl·on 

moments. 

I cut shape of a true creature, at any 1 am sure. It has 

start to a certain over me of 

weather in these hills. Today the cook after breaAfast-he was washing 

ifit 

when it comes to a 

bills for 

out over next 

to in 

stalled in between us. 

stare. I 

she think me what to 

more I 

him 

a servant. 

and so is my 

at cost ofa 

on 

a 

menu. I am not 

I 

on blinkers 

me to 

a few 

visits a 

can it 

was 

lam 

tomorrow most likely, the after 

I can it now. 
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woman, squash-eater, what a drag. she the ('nl'U~IIlSI'{/n I have 

nlvnn,,.,, made around. is nothing about woman 

that is harmless. 

* 

I broke Bayley noticed, no one Towards 

of lunch, for a split-second, an inner hold relaxed. My lower lip buckled. Father 

Bayley seen If so he a potentially rfyon .... ' 

embarrassing likely, to the of my lJU'YlVY1/fH 

in 

wouldn't 

ferret out 

Father 

irritability, 

raised 

I was sitting C'T .. 'rt""'''' as a mast while we ate. My was 

I beamed and tugged on loose of conversation, but it 

I was soon 

was a mass ,n""rI"",.i"",.,. into myself, 

who was I'lfHJPr,mofor our plates, remained 

lookingfrom me to was 

makes cries of ah! UJltUtC;U on about ITfNnJOU","FJ<' When 

dead, I they are "nonv, to children. My ostensible was to 

interest he showed in when we 

so mr;'n-JmlJ and abiding can have 

beginning to see, who is 

over someone it's no 

ah! about on his 

and said-Nnh. It was 

each other as names only. 

When 

out of sight as 

onZv to the 

it's fit only to nurse his 

wasfidl 

awfitl sequence jiggled my 

Sudden weaK/less. breathtaking alarm Hft.'fHJrt"'JH collapse, instant ror'rn;,o,", to 

lower 

that this time Father 

looked down too quickly. 

filll <,n'f",1",,,, me that sets me to 

lip myface beneath my like a 

had back to his But 's a memory 
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was a mass 
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's a memory 
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may have seen it, Jane the human, stripped for a moment 

girl 's lone~v already, perhaps floated at 

's not though certainly he has hoisted sail 

I saw of him since Sunday mass. He did not stay 

Jane 

a 

was 

but 

is an excuse I a desk positively buckling with correspondence (his 

rnn£JlY'V I'll hear again, with variations. And certainly on 

can't think of what to call them, the inmates, the 

E'flULIl.' low. We hardly interact. We one 

my status among 

the womenl 

then 

return to 

that. 

worlds the moment I begin to I am isolated, I can confirm 

Bayley's sermon, 

of other people. I have been nn",,''''FJ 

sower's hand, the women's 

new girl's at school. I will figure on 

will appear on the horizon 

happens in all societies. 

No~it was tenderness, I 

that nearly ushered me from 

the 

through the weeds of the old r~pYnpl,prv I 

than a few minutes when I to 

puzzlement, for the discoveries I was 

Tombstones, crosses, names, 

I am not a seed cast in 

inevitably take account 

's 

than the 

Father Bayley 

is what 

OJ!>'''''''''''"''' is an 

the world. Yesterday after 

{,rflf'On with emotions. It had not 

among the graves, This a 

are the lightest details on the green Earth. 

, judged by general rer.rzer,'1fJl'a 

more 

are no paths to the plot. I had to out. It lies over the mission's western hill, a 

depression near 

professionalism. 

mentions a 

one 

nUj'llJ/:;:Ll at me. 

I the as much as from a sense 

LUI,'UI::,Lt down 

survey which Father Bayley 

corner. Three, four tombstones at 

grass and dandelion (which kept 

area) an impression ofextent 

Cemetery is enormous. Fifteen to twenty 

169 
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return to 

new 
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will UUL,,",ur 

No~it was tlnuitn-YlO<;'<;' 

that nearly 

than 

crosses, names, 

are no to I 

one 

nUlllJl:::l.l at me. 

a moment 
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is enormous. 
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to bodies fJP',If',' the 

weeds 14m"",,, which I was 

IL"'L.~tI,curnem,~n/eS~Jmlet 

tickled the roots my little scene. 

absurdly, I brown sea lolling 

thought mind I was about to haunted. My at 

aloud, which made worse, because the sound startled me, 

so putting on a or rationality I 

cannot say. The bodies, underfoot. I was trembling. I in. I hurried 

to the almost ankle a 's 1 

I was out I was ready to flop convert fear welcome relief. I would sit up 

room. instead I flopped and fell as if I 

had been and my body forced rest to the poison. 1 sweated a all 

night. bedclothes were I up. hours before 

usual time. I was voracious. 1 had slept day. 1 looked out the window to find 

I morning pleasantries the on would I do 

until breakfast, I because I was not at all The slimmest evidence at 

horizon, like glow fi'om moon, ""''';1ft<;:''''' an adequate response. Perhaps I'd 

one of the women, an my immune system 

had more than coped with it in night. blood cycled through me like water. Sickness 

can be a cause I the I 

felt unrelated to the episode now, made uneasy nor mirthfitl by my I simply 

saw shapes that My I saw too, was to 

nourished it I would a state of small exhilaration. I rose and worked. I 

until would a I my 

tiny the top down, as one dusts. Then I sat to about this the overdue 

directions One of my anthropological names, observations, notes on 

for I lA1n'-""'rJ until had begun. I wanted to stave off eating 

The spiritual filel, a low warbling inside me, would fall like a ate. I couldn't 

day. beyond room, where sun was now shining 

and where was a to and fro, vacuum that it was, me out. I went and ate. 
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at 
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cannot 

to a 

I was out 

room. 

rest to all 

until I was not at at 

moon, 

one 

it in 

can a cause I I 

nor 

saw that to 

itl I 

my 

.VIA.'H<:-L. to stave 

a ate. 't 

sun was now 

was a to vacuum it was, f:1lt'I<""fl me out. I went ate. 
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Ifound. I any HtLNStl,Ul(:e as a thing. I 

Ut:i:;UIISt: I was probingfor a connection spatial relationships. lunchtime I was 

ilL". 'HUlI."'LL by I beamed at way 

through. I attempted conversation with Father Bayley, an interest 

solve two problems cemetery on an me, and then I 

at once. speech had no however, in his imagination, 

when 

chortled-Ah! 

to :tU,r.""",l~' them, are unrivalled of human merely 

chewing, said-Nnh. at 

that mClmj~nl'--,'lUlf1( avera moustache 

on me a 's lAJY""'O bark is worse than its His face is l)O£~Ke,a. ofscalp are 

rn,~H£"rI in his full black hair. I should been jilriolls, to have such scandal, this 

pUlply-faced figure of me. during the flash of eye it 

not have been more than a everything changed. The constituents 

room the .<,'Q,me-jmVSel the two long plastic 

chairs, sunlight Fom windows, a But the had 

a tennis ball ll n.'r:nlJ'PP:7Pfi 

through me. I was in a realm of angels for that angel-love 

my The was pain in the 

arrested my was a source of pain, me 

their sons. I saw 

glmy of humanity in poor, twitched, my buckled. heart 

seemed my stomach wrenched. The moment passed. I automatically probed myself to 

~'<4""U,"'v,found none. Had Father Bayley I was to The room 
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was again old room and I was myoId self, my the f'Pl'11PTPy'"l) the 

person I am now. 

* 

* 

nnrp?'", his is a of it on 

like a cloud. At a point during I can it no longer. I 

busying a self-punishment, putting off the first 

bite. I eat the meat and greens and drink my milk. I never quite finish 

of the the of me. My fork hooks a strand It 

off on my tongue, a sweet filament. The rest of dinner is done. I fill my mouth 

withf,quash and hold it there a moment. The juices down I don't what 

he uses-sugar, salt, cinnamon, clove, perhaps black pepper, and something 

tropics, cardamom. I chew slow(v, swallow deliberation. 

food always here, this squash is 

I am one in dining room. Some women will 

they all turn out for dinner. the meal commences, after 

brealifast or 

blessing (which 

Bayley as often as not is to is a most 

elaborately religious and clearly aware of her importance), the room resounds with day 

by. has their moment. like 

four winds. Chronic tribulations get airing out. One the news of 

simple the One talk 

LU":>Ho.<ttL men. The conversation "YO"'f'£1YJ falters, I am not excluded 
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was room I was 

I am now. 

* 

me, out name a 

new, 

.)o,mennles now I am 

* 

is a on 

It 

a moment. 

I am one 

turn commences, 

is a nvnnlAJr most 

room rp'~n1IYU1~ 

LU..JLUIH men. conversation ,'r,,,",'f'UYJ I am not OY,r"!7"f10I1 
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1 seldom 

woman Flu,rnc::.u Ruth 

as but a listener. 1 

me but she 

taken to sitting by a 

when accused 

1 about her day, about mine. Occasionally a booms 

my benefit-So 's new, Doctor? is a lull 1 """rna'v 

l/f/I'" 111 1'HP cackles. 

Our meal asserts We settle into it. Chatter drops-words are pushed from 

the 1 that Ruth smiles to 

possessed of some secret at this moment. room tables, viewed from 

nnUV_-,J great fflt;'UHUH of reaching is no ,"",'LU1,'"" our "'{L',LTl',", 

The food may be ,',H'YIn,'rro'" to good manual work on the 

creamed spinach, 

victualing with 

an altogether 

breaths, 

girl. 1 see 

the window. 

chicken, new potatoes, 

to 

rolls apace, 

steam alongside 

and the squash. 

delectable question 

lose sight of 

1 am not unreceptive to other states of 

1 to moments. a humble 

I'm to 

tlA'o-dozen 

there, 

In 

room, quite faraway, meanwhile, an agitated young is drawing 

composure upon There is nothing that is not pure sensation to 

I 1 am eating. against the sill of 

surges with e,X(,-·tH~rrt,~rll window the hard brown 

trunk of a in grass, is a wild 

girl feeling? 

the 

scintillates with painfitl intensity. What is knows. 

presses her 

mania 

to her breasts and push es firm ly down to if in the grip 

motion. Then her slide with cup her buttocks. 

that own hands. walks her fingers until 

on her girl! I 

She is 

they 

to a £''''',I£'V1 

She stands 

at the table. is not a soul ,1>'f)1/>1'11 me, even Ruth, who is not 

ignoring me, it would not do to attract attention. now, because 

a of squash mouth-and the act is as secret as the girl I 
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now 

an 

they 

to 

I 

a 

as 

'snew, 

it 
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on 

is not a 

to attract attention. 
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girl, with the 

1 have 

WeJ'JU{;lS humble me. I recover my tongue. Ally 

women. We are all there-the girl and I and 

many a transports by a new doll, a girl at fifteen, no£)'nl1} 

of her parents, a 

a thirty-five-year-old, 

a 

restless, LltHI-ttt::.).), never particularly in me, 

at the table next to 

1 to my eyes, 

waves of silk. 

a scandal. 

to To give 

of us in the spice of the squash mouth. 

I would see patterns like flowers into <'lIf11,..,rllr'l1"/"_ 

1 know the consolings of memory. 1 want to 

a 

to yourself in a 

I want to call 

(even ifinduced by your tongue and an 

contact with lJ{n/r";~1 

acts of inner m{Jln~nnv 

swallow) is a tnle 

of 

But 

1 don't close 

appreciation for 

watch the faces as 

rooms. My aim is 

over there, who 

comes natural, 

direction. Thefood 

or shout. 1 sit blinking with the others. 1 am as as 

halfway through a 

A sense 

The meal is like any 

as possible without 

meal nor the glutton who stays 

room, with 

it may pass comment. 1 

as we 

to see whether anyone is watching mine. 1 can't help imagining 

some people when they is Peaches 

it is a fine squash. 's doing what 

to herself. But I a raised in my 

cook's skill taken for granted. 

* 

were I'm told. It was out 's mouth 

tome after 1 entered his The words our relationship at once. 

a captain to a 

They left 

I should 

on deck. 

said. He 

it left a 

curtly, both a piece 

impression, as 

174 
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A cntde 

point B in the middle, 

drawn on 

lower-left. Lines 

Jane 

Da;Ue}'-DOlnl A in corner, 

point A as if it were sun. 

C is Suffolk, our A the prison, up 

road an Last night a mass vW'FTTl'''' Those show how far 

one made it until he was 

was a question my throat. 

them all, though, he Two are still on nm. 

The which U'A."LU/r;U together 

it appears one gang fled north, away from us, and the south, toward us 

Suffolk. two who not caught are "L";HLI""' of the second gang. might 

easily have reached us now, or lflU'!::!::IU. might have 

where are. The 

it to Suffolk. There is no 

new scents. 

sat in his rrl/',,,,,,,,,, wore an expression 

np'Wlff1P,rm,p,nt I'm sure, could not have 

is another factor, he said. the officer with whom 

he now for all the like a 

often out women. One two at is 

connection with a woman 

in any I 

seem to think we are all in he Then 

tones I 'I before. 

apprehend it with the men, he 

in out. two they are 

with a 

more plain. 

spoken 

a 

leaned toward me 

to search a 

have 

a 

area 

convicted of violence. It could mean the worst don't protect ourselves. I have 

and it's make <'01,'0>",71 right now. 

and inhaled deeply his nostrils, playing our path 

the crisis. an ofbreath, contact, We were a 

of the women's relationship with the convicts. We were 

isolated. were a bevy of women and only two men. we had access to 
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new scents. 

two at 

in 

't 

out. two 

mean 

two men. 
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resources, 

own. 

water, clothing, And (here were two cars at the 

thing to do was remove these from would need 

my 

cook 

both sets of cars in the old Afterwards he, Bayley, would 

keys in hand and I immediately, my butterfingers 

as 1 "n,.,,,.,,..,,, my pocketbook in the 

air between my thumb and forefinger and then sight. 't stopped 

the exchange. next thing to do was to make security No 

one until the had passed. resolved that including 

cook, dormitory, which fortunately housed the kitchen. We 

would there and eat leave, a 

window. would telephone the police every hour. would use 0 

1 lift up my soul, 25, if there was an emergency. meals and at 

lAJlT.lln conduct roll the TV were to lock our bedroom doors at 

to the toilet in twos. 

land is SWOOjrllrliP with late summer. world nn'I'1P'fl on 

but the heat of the days not diminished. It is d!fficult to think without concentration, 

our senses stammer to render sound. and torpid 

the women. heat are not felt in 

Bayley's 1Y111'1'n •• rp nor 

creeping up ULJ, VU'')"J I:::.)".)" me the chill suggestion 

room, using the logic it is nearest the toilet to be cordoned off for men's use. is 

on 

my journal and 

I find myself in 

the duration. 

cook most likely to my floor. I only just had time to 

articles I can come back for anything if necessary, 

lise's room, a at to 1 am 

will tell, but 1 an ominous feeling. I am afraid 

but I am more disconcerted by the ease with which has erected a 

to confine might just as have been advised to leave, drive off in my 

valuable car, when And I, woman, sat 

silently! I saw >1P,th<>1' the policeman nor vehicle. I will have to with the L{U'~->£I,UH 
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water, 
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summer. 
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was an on10~'ao 
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nor I to 
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priest honesty, about 

a I know nothing about the man. J have 

straws (J to and the floor 

* 

Bayley enters the room, the is 

Now we hearing 

the of Suffolk not merit national attention. 

on the screen. My reflects, 

Jane 

I have lived 

made an inmate. Ruth, Jlse 

than 

Jdrew 

off. o 'clock-the news hour. 

's own. the in 

of our predicament 

at my Beyond 

that, J admit that J taste a case of nerves. Where has my gone? I would stalk to 

priest 

have 

now demand burning in me I 

moments from confronting rYI __ 1AJ,"'rv it not I with 

the long 

might hidden 

stable, is out and wurnLl~U in tall grass. Anything 

to pounce. 

Bayley tells us a sigh that the 

He 

have failed to recapture 

thanks that this, evening roll 

call, He to attention off, childishly 

trekking room. J want nothing to with this man 

would away from anything so as true power, 

more, J than 'J glance at his to see 

the names. My jaundiced imagination the scene most recent, venal 

mortification rlrr,?YlAlrf event, and 

At the of the room where I two normally women slouch in 

chairs, 

women answer to names. 

them Jam 

want to and UlC}"l{ lLlTlC'lC 

""'"0'U drones on, VU.L<.HIl>' to <:;ALHftj'IH;; 

two with me are insufferably bored. 

a child. wants which 

crash tall grass, 

I want, with a 's 

177 

it. 

f want to 

J 

enry, to included 

The New 
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straws 

on 

the names. 

event, 

to 

enters room, 

I taste a case 

room. Iwant 

women answer to names. 

lam 

want to 

* 

is 

I a 

177 
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than 

I 

a fll'/T __ Tf/lO news 
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in the 

maintain an 

slouch down and set 

to women 

Uuu.VU women, who are penned and prodded 

reserve. I want to be as the two sitting near me. I 

remorselessly distant. A sign to Father rr,rf'''fO'U 

Solidarity! But how unbearably comic. A 

an anthropologist. I must remain plain Jane, funny 

tale about this repository for women. I 

the evening to end. 

Jane 

's 

in the window at my elbow. I have not 

balanced the fan on the sill, then 

it hpt,nYP 

window firmly down 

on space pelfectly. My sarcasm, my final preservation, wearily 

a ground-level window to The 

I mean merely to that 

and JO_nrrOL'>'1 paint cakes the fan. I recall that 

coat which predominates in most over our 

LfL>-'-'" the same green as SnllCI(,[ea 

over walls and ceiling. Here and 

my eyes 

on a contour 

map, reveal powder-blue and bone-white coats UYfrIv,rYl£.'Ej 

window was painted frozen shut over it 

publicly shamed. 

The fan's cord was clipped indeterminable 

's paint, The propeller spins listlesslYin one rii,'ol"'til'1 

nauseous, as 

a hump under the 

air enters the room, and in 

opposite direction when air passes back into My name floats casually over 

of the seated women. A test of my I am more identified, more 

than anyone, He needn't out. I do not respond. Jane, Father Bayley 

rel}'ealS. looking at me. I 

I am here, he continues, and cook is 

utters 

Sf, says the cook. 

Everyone is f"'/'l-"rJ 

I 

is he mutters, marking his ledger. 

who is standing like a guard by the 

I 't 

forgetting my disrespect. 
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you can to bed. He bows head. women do likewise. us pray and 

my I fear would to me out should I 

become by I stare at the fan the prayer, thinking with 

are these men, the priest, the cook? words in my head like 

one the a moment I am susceptible to the 

impression that the is breathing. 

* 

a nest "/u'10,,,'(' we start, as lookout has cried ofa 

The fiaure narrows into a tenuous blind tunnel. Unfamiliar, 

outside dining room. watch our 

Bayley to rise the its frame. 

Hell, , I thought you had deserted L-tU,OIltu a Weare 

momentarily too weak to exhibit reaction. booms 

dawn. 

Show's over we 

an nUlces. he adds, 

the word 

I 

is travelling to the farms in 

I thought you uc.'JU'e;. at us, as one nvr,nror" a policeman 

to as if he were OU1'cto.ors No cars, no sign of life, and your front 

That our Father about. what 

news, 'clid you catch them? 

with jollity like food. hear from 

policeman that one man was ,-,u""""" , the other following railroad 

both hours' 

the damned dogs, the policeman. We couldn't sniff the one 

river, so him with ears. there 

invites him to stay for breakfast, but to cover 

this He his f?lQ'aness weare VVL,1,rH:;.' us a good 

Bedlam, bedlam, 
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after them when they leave a room. Not so our policeman, who is fairly tumbled out by the 

rising ruckus. I alone of the group am not stretching, embracing, kissing, clasping hands 

across the table, ululating a hosanna. In two days of captivity, I have become envenomed, 

quick to recriminate, given any chance. I boil at the priest's enthusiasm. He waves down the 

table to those he cannot reach, calling, Sarah, Rachel, Orpah, We made it, We're free again. 

Ifix him balefitlly. I prepare to open my mouth. But I haven't learned my lesson. Priests 

are the mortal voices of God. We stand wholly fathomed before them. He has his answer 

ready, foreknowledge of my question or not. Before I can speak he reads my intent from the 

corner of his eye and pauses from the celebration to snap, almost woundedly, I'll return your 

keys to you right after brea{fast, Jane. I am silenced. The party flourishes, superintended by 

the priest. 

Later in the morning my keys are plunked down (I am sitting in the TV lounge, 

thinking faraway thoughts) and I set off to my car. To my car first, I have resolved, then to 

my room. I must face a prime anxiety-that the car has broken down, that the engine will 

mystijiably fail to turn over. The trip will give the men ample time to move out of my room. 

As I pass the dormitOlY 's threshold the air offers a roasted pungency to my nose. The green 

in these hills seems blessed by the heat. My shoes crunch over the driveway's gravel, 

menacing nearby insects. I hear them laboriously reachieve their pitch once I'm safely past. 

I turn on to the disused track which used to service the stable. The grass bows ha(fWay to the 

earth in twin swaths, created by the cars when the cook turned them off the road. The stable 

lies beyond a long hump of meadow. Sweat springs to my brow on the slight uphill-my body 

under pressure. I press the pace. It is not merely that my arms and legs take pleasure in 

once more swinging under the sun, but I sense by instinct that, deep within, an electro

generative reserve is filling to capacity and will oveljlow. It happens. By the time I reach 

the stable I'm happy. I laugh aloud at the poor structure-a compassionate laugh, like that 

of a woman who has seen a child fall on its mmp. This stable is no stable. It is a fine 

attempt at a stable, just like the child's was a fine attempt at standing. The low roof, 

supported by six posts, sags but will take the seasons' punishment for several more years. 

The back wall, however, has slumped away at one corner, so that I can see right through. 
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The front gates stand fixedly open. Grass has invaded and grown to a good height. Even 

when new this stable was rough-made for goats, perhaps, not horses. 

The cook parked the cars front-first. Their tail ends jut out into the sunshine. I am 

reminded of an outing to the circus when I was a girl. A skit was run continuously in a side 

tent. The Bashful Elephants. Two old elephants, brought for introduction to the audience, 

would break away and try to hide in a corner. Their huge backsides loomed uproariously. 

Now the cars are hiding, side-by-side, like the elephants. The fugitives would have snorted at 

the sight. I nearly wish Father Bayley had accompanied me, to by nettled by the oafish 

outcome of his plan. 

My car is parked tightly against a post, 1 must enter on the passenger side. 1 rend a 

web in doing so, and look briefly for the spider, but it has scuttled off. The Lord giveth and 

the Lord taketh away, I mutter. Laughter sprouts up from my stomach. I cannot smother it. 

I have never uttered that phrase in my l([e and I am beside myself with the absurdity of it. 

The image of the displaced spider, grimly sheltering, spurs me to laugh the harder. I sob 

against the wheel. I throw my head back and gasp. I see my wrinkled, happy face in the 

mirror. I am an old woman retrieving her car ji-om a shack, where it was chmiffeured at the 

will of a possibly guilefit! priest. The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away. I have been 

visited by the muse of this place. She is a muse of ironies. I press the heels of my palms to 

my eyes, blot tears of laughter. Through the glass I face the dank portion of the stable wall 

which remains erect. My rearview mirror is ablaze with the meadow behind me. I could stay 

here for some time, in this haven between' the wall and the meadow. Until the mirror turns 

dark with night. When I have laughed alone I feel most commensurate with myself But I 

deserve reproval for foolhardy optimism. The sun's rays would slither back through the 

weeds. Dejection would catch me, cage me, a bar of doubt for evelY minute of light lost. I 

see the chief peril of immobility out here. It tempts the way death tempts. It wears the guise 

of rest. I pat my car's dashboard and pray. Just start, that's all I ask. }.1oments later, how 

pleasing to note the sureness of my motherly touch. I steadily back down the grass to the 

gravel. I strain into the rearview mirror,judging, correcting. My carfinally jounces 

through the slight roadside ditch and on to the driveway. I take a few breaths, let the engine 
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sky has never than when I in sunbathed 

lam caron empty road. the private resiful feeling is 

WGl'cnj,;a~-l am of it. I think 

Or perhaps cop. I twist in my to bring the 1AJr1l'F"n£'r in sight. The low hills 

are an Nothing stirs. I only my 

car insects. It is tme that nelnel'll has me on edge. I to reacquaint 

myself with freedom, as its equal. I slouch the car seat. From a height 

a vision 

together 

to me. The oddly-shaped of the lfH~ •• H"'H "",olf,,, .. 

multitude of hills. 

to ants and ""n.on<' 

outcast stable 

On the 

the old 

which connects 

mission with the paved road a car, polished the sun, and puffi I know 

a amount 

I have no 

(for I 

asphalt, turn left 

esta Jane? I am in car. I sit. dawns on me 

to return to the dormitory. What would it cost me 

away from mission) and to 

at the of some clothing to 

the car 

neglected 

lam 

But already a above, me to note 

fond 

human 

to see 

I recall the of my 

I know it with firmness now. I 

I will do. will I do? I am nervous, 

the wheel. I giddi~v 

indifferent fields hide no of 

myself all I watch 

before 

speeds which car is capable of matter is decided. 

attaining. I offences alongside to 

I am waiting for the divine hand to 

which has 

to present 

I 

reverse. I am nearly 

I 

hold of me 

it. I curse and scream, 

as I escort myself back to 
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I confront before breakfast. It is the morning since 

appeared his tidings of freedom. word mark. We were simp~v 

rOrllYYlnn to shadowy state upon the policeman's news. What's more, 

if life here is in something other than freedom, then something 

death. 1 not the 

intervening 

lamely. 

sees the papers I am 

are OfJ',nna US, 

1 't 

lVfy vuc.n"o 

Thompson? 

through 

gambit 

I 

It's says, a things 't work out, I to his 

tone. is 

have him 

is telling himself a sophisticated joke. 

a cone. already 

with sarcasm. 

over the 

black 

moment, our last fruitless contact 1 vanish down 

which 1 have not 

a fresh impulse of impetuousness pinches me. I speak 

sound voice. 

regret could not 

golem of a man. 

glitters in the vertex 

this 

of time. Perhaps he is 

of my near nOrlfH",r71 

to taint the 's memory 

the I say, it is the thing your mission 

came to I cannot role a new armfitl would play 

after of work and presented a 

like so much loanto'/1 to "'Gr.rr, ..... ' of 

",mno>'" somewhere. In 

thick, on 

represents best 

A woman came to the I 

discovered with which to myself She received 

LUHLlL,.." wills and photographs. given 

FVhatever I have come up with would 
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priest nods, then SD('!mrs slowly. Your C011VlIClUJnS,-.2resevereiy 

says. I'm sony you not been happy Please feel free to 

didn't work out. 

onfora 

to 

Thank you, I say. 

1 his office. I to on the dormitory The sun 

is pouring through. 

an 

a moment cloud and I my eyes for the light 

that the day has a success fill one, though I haven't I am prepared to 

my stomach 

last recourse, employed 

tastes in my 

waters had nl't'pn,nl <;,,"nl1wnrpn us. A 

was his 

my 

shore I see perfectly where I stand. 

are drifting 

* 

and his mission 

eve of my It is seven-thirty. Everything is UUI:";\,t::Lc~ small case 

at of the stairs, there by an inmate-tumed-maid), the tract 

has (I am no an enigmatic figure 

on strange 'sfinal (I ate but the 

squash) and the time come for a last hills here are I 

will them. 1 apath which me into their skirting the 

arriving at a where, I presume, a fencepost makes a corner. From there a 

top of a modestly-high 

I would like to take in 

My 

have been 

at 

a 

I have seen 

view from its far 

I begin 

shall grow into coming years. 

so the told me) to reach 

on my 

trek to much to 

will have proved good for me in the nm. I 

here. it is the sort of life which I 

me. Iwill 
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the !;;Utflttltt.:J oj my past, them, 

memoirist's 

atmosphere 

She is 

are the pangs which 

she steadily has 

bya 

Jane 

them. my spirit I will live 

caught me off guard in weeks. 

me at times the gentle ,'nn'fur,,,, oj a 

love of a mother 

whose has left home. enumerates mistakes and son'ows, successes and joys. She 

gradient I am up for 

my final, superfluous act-are down to join bottom sediments. They will in 

own of time will cover them. I am 

in the memoirist'sJrozen chariot, of no except to their remembrance. I remember 

days. I the ground of this and cooling swirls 

my head. to sensations, as if I have 

sipping It tJel;On'1eS clear to me I have about On the question 

Aly 

after a 

is so much to take account. I remember ULt~<L."JLtL·UlJJ',", 

and I have 

dumbly to 10».,.,0 .. 

oj hard work, still in my 

them at the behest 

I 

Ut::I-U"I.1,I~ absurdly, 

I 

hands, 

sharing exhaustion. I and been 

spurned. cheeks flush with hearty feelings oj shame and I swish through 

my mountaintop. the is in When you come to 

know, at last, that you have known love, an ordeal of doubt is over. Love is the 

I it hands a muscularjish. It is impossible that I have not 

I will 

nearly secures my happiness. 

I htif{ and puff up to 

risk a topple, or to part 

and I to 

them 

myoid OY110rTl 

such as 

in Jailing 

run',nfj,nv,nl thing. It therefore, most infinite 

I in moments oflove 

blocked the to a fairy tale 

never deserted me, I stand 
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moment 

's and brush myself off. I have 

love. It may not be enough 

hard and unbreakable 

I will go to my grave 

rest of my to count moments 

is plainly seen in the 

but so difficult to recover once 

with them. But some inevitab~v 

Jane 

I 

and /)rtlrp'{pl."--1.I11!fl 

moments 

I"YH-ri.'"",'(J tightly in my breast 

I reach the top and look 

where I go. As I 

me during 

the hill I 

will not 

is of the 

set. I out the priest's residence watery eyes. A single 

at his desk. I have heard ncmqro that a priest should never of 

's mischief I have an allegiance with idleness, 

moment. moves even tempo. Breath comes and goes like the 

days. 1 turn from It is The day 

to contemplate the hill's west. 

scene is wondrous. The land to the place lMnu}"o seem 

to float, buoyed by f'r.'V.t, .. l"M a tntth in their sJ1l1ae~S--tnl'11 

stealthi(v into all my days, that distinct blue and is bruised with a 

moment of it. I watch TI1F'trOt
A and change, deepen I have arrived at 

that sense I will be abroad Mo,-ro,'1 time. I am rpn'1pnl/)p'rzn it now even as it passes. 

on of my love. hill forever, 

As it is, 

before my path is 

to strength I must descend 

strike out west 

knows 

I take the first steps 

instead. How to oneself in the 

adventures might befall me. I in for a moment then laugh myself free 

down the hill, an I am the maiden of the homestead who 

I 

chores. My HtUc;;./J<OltU is a scandal. In my bosom a treasure which all parties, no 

matter 

hill full of hope. 

stride. Tomorrow I 

eye with jealous 
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indeed has over In minutes the darkest blues will 

disappear from the sky, and the stars will burn coldly. "o/Jy never wavers. the 

the dormitory comes I it no no will own. I 

reach it in no and tromp my room's and the chance to 

up with the wonderfitl 

A man's voice stops me. I peer into darkness to my It is the cook, 

sitting on [UJlJrtJ'-" slouched house. 

You look 

Good I the second time by this man's language. He is 

HULULI,'''' a bottle. A .:lHt;;UHt of plastic 

So you are saying 

ungenerous. 

Yes, I 

Have you 

Do 

tomorrow 

No. 

In Suffolk? 

in this 

A 

's tnte. 

Did you up 

he murmurs. I the filmes his voice. 

him. But on this night anything 

says, toward me, that I was born 

He the siding. Before it was converted. 

us. He watches me. I 't so long that 

Me? chuckles, staring out into inky dark. I was a 

's 

unsaid (.,1"","' ..... ' • ..,,, 

I would could say them for me. 

it is not I suddenly feel 

great sorrow, like a rescued sailor for drowned crew. There is anger, too. 
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Does know 

Bayley not want to 

I with 

about the cook 

Jane 

me. a 

Again in from washing at I mentally erase 

which I accused I have cook to thank for this. 

What is name, I 

He pronounces the syllables as if he is used to 

I miss your <vv<.nHf"" 

Thank you. 

Good 

luck. 

ntining them. 

which me down hill springs back to my breast. I push 

and skip to be I should 

the trip tomorrow but I wonder, so e-r;;cited, a child her 

birthday, well I will 

Now, at this 

I was years 

kinds, 

underbrush 

* 

moment, I too am 

beautijltl 

each summer. 

my the soil a 

I have roses, of course, of many 

I monkey in the 

Nfy lacks only a tree. fwould 

to see a great All routes to fortune have closed to me, 

however, cheap at will never bear fntit time for 

me to eat it. I must be content. I am. I live in my Even come cold 

chair, with a blanket and study my green patch. 

with it. is the are 

myself, ages when I was to tndy, truly old. I am tnlly, old. Iwill at 

Perhaps my rUll'-nO'YI I do not ",.,."rtJf"~' at shnmken, 
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sweet-smelling on her under a fern, like who find me will shudder. 

thinks F"nY'OT?J about it, is understood as sun. It will a 
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Now to out these notes-

byv/Ord still is not 

a shield in town square, to 

then debt is owed folk which turned 

turned the words entered land's cycle 

be put to use: included 

Suffolk number riches. 

is speculations 

a quaintism 

and sneerers 

as it 

supple 

uttered at 

"'UL.Lll"",~" utterance 

abound. the lettered sorcerers who meaning into of antiquity it is 

to credit an imaginary source-a people who lived in Be, in a bountiful, 

land, who the words them during of migration. popular 

doctrine, at as credible, more The locals proverb 

rendered unto '-'(l,"";:',:u 

immortality of a 

then 

potsherds we 

of pioneers ",.".,,,,,,'1'1 

down into 

the 

seasons. The 

people 

a wide territory. 

their society 

guards 

a thousand 

'l"r.r,rrpl'1 through the 

H.''''''''",,' by later, more cunning 

queen is to be rightful nearly snippet 

men of God connected to of prosperity, from notes on parchment by 

a 

to out notes-

is not a 

as it 

"''''''CUi''''''''' utterance 

on,,, ... ,,.r1 sorcerers who it is 

rpln .. ,~rp·n unto ,-,,,,,,,;:,,;u 

seasons. 

is to 
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to the songs and celebrations videotaped nowadays by the bright young things from the 

university. Where she is not regally present as the terrible, fathomless progenitor of action, 

she is the indignant bider-of-time, voracious for tribute, who swats aside unrelated tales, 

usurping them with the primacy of her own. The town saying cannot, strictly speaking, be 

credited to her-the disyllable s~ifJolk was never pronounced in her time-but the phrase is 

chorused at her every appearance in the songs, and it is difficult to imagine a more propitious 

conjunction of personality and circumstance for the coining of its essence. 

The queen's power, which derived from her first husband the king and a certain talent 

for prophecy, waxed until, the king unexpectedly dying without heir, she forced his 

inexperienced successor to betroth her as chief wife. Then, presumably, she raped him. (Or, 

at the very least, after their first tussle she left his bedchamber stinking of her strength; he 

slept that night with her smell robust in his nostrils.) For a month she would not leave his 

side, a relentless harridan by day, a relentless succubus by night. Even she could not avoid 

the customary hiatus of women, however, and she retreated from the king and his court to 

bleed in silent fury. She had not conceived. The king had failed to plant his seed oflife 

within her. He was still reeling from her nuptial onslaught when she returned from seclusion. 

She cruelly exposed his impotence dUling the first council, detailing, in tones which had 

everyone roaring (an entire poem extant on this speech) each of the 30-or-so acts of coitus, 

aping his virginal naivete, probing between his imaginary legs for a penis. She called him a 

woman, a worse-than-woman, a eunuch. She demanded to know whether the council would 

be ruled by a sexless effete boy. She herself was her people's vitality incarnate at that 

moment-proud, painted & feathered, theatrical, indignant, mighty. Her command broke 

upon them like thunder: Find me another husband! 

The weakling king never had a chance. He was deposed by the whipped-up council. 

His successor (sounding possibly the most tragic note in the roulade of the queen's reign) 

fared little better. Five "moons" after his induction the young nobleman-a dashing 

specimen; the nation's pearl; smooth and perfect as a god; celebrated wrestler; precocious 

hunter; cocksure and eager to rule-was out, humiliated, on his duff (By all accounts this 

man a thoroughbred-the queen must have delectated over him. Infinite delights possible, 
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be therefore could not be king. The future promised splintering, realignment, 

war. 

nell--a miracle. over the YUI.U.U • ., in last

does 

uU~'A>~ or show; his stout 

Bible, he 

duty by his 

descends, enters and 

wife. After a 

without 

in it and it and, in the 

sweat is worked up destiny-child 

IS cOllce:lvt~O 

strain, .HUe,"U!';" 

army of days 

second army 

stands between 

meanwhile, is 

uterus makes new 

mystics 

immortality 

She misses 

so 

before the approach of another time of 

the 

care all at once the 

.u"' .......... u"-' men, the witch have in their 

as the world fields & 

a of omens to .... t~' .. f"''''nt and rituals to 

glistens with stars on the first night' 

her 

circle's 

midwives-and 

"HUH .. ,,_ and the 

performers of 

for joy_ 

and accurate 

In her "'H'-"!><.I,"," 

in the virility 

icy grandeur 

calls a 

bellows like a ""' .... .5!" .... animal when 

a tottering 

The moon 

as expected 

the 

There is no public word yet, 

high 

king, the 

wife. 

select women

nnlDCraU-JlaS everyone 

man to pierced, 

It is placed """,t',,,,,,,,,,,, teeth and held 

squat. 

",,,,.,,v.!,, come: a a 
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turns holding by annpits spreading thighs. """e'L'" and 

laugh, several unctuous men and contort 

themselves, competing "'U'VHL. The munnurs salutations of 

outside flap unheeded around room. The 

of waves n __ In+" queen's consciousness 

She the darkness is stripped of time. Her chamber suddenly 

crowds ancestors. on. foot her Recovering 

the shock, a forward yanks The 

The baby is a boy, midnight-blue, AU .... ,U" ... '..." 

",LI.,eHp'.,,,,,, it nPTnrp it is bundled and whisked off. She initiates no of 

H"'JLAvAiL for "!La",,,,, her With 

Suffolk riches. 

moment "<"'LA,"," j;::,H<UH.'H and it is never forgotten. 

The power of her perverse which had the nation in 

thrall so long, was that most powerful measures were to expel it 

was trussed up, to a left to to the 

drought-which lasted 

life and death. down line shrank to soil to 

wax. Under a drum-tight sky, one looked out across the parched hills 

to (with the type a 

grief, released words up again to the gods: Suffolk all 

break 

supper. 

ampler. 

will be 

the 

he 

two landsleit own 

journalist their 

banks. 

whether is 

written do, 
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Great and ivory nut he at 

seems to ,-,H'-'VUl ,-,-,",::HV'U. It is either a skinny turtle 

or a journalist was charmed by would to know 
rk 

secret. at his job, of The 

southernmost has corne to Suffolk-. 

to 20 zero The 

that '-'"""'''~'4A worshippers, daubs of oil on a serene 

canvas ago. a single great change, Suffolk, 

.... "LH ... L.~ .... his alertness. tongue 

"';:)L1"';:)", unhappy about tomorrow 

fruit on toast. road 

eats everything. asset. consents to 

does not make one, as a is a 

watcher, not a doer. His permeability him awake. offending 

eyes with H~.u~'~LforcolnnlernOJrrul & today, when 

was out driving and strolling, V,",J,nUHF. & tuning sound of 

a quarry, like a 

stern a chrysalis 

a gone 

It is painful to write down. all but """",,,,ro·,.... 

-The district's a narrow space sleepy HU''''''':> 

townsmen women with 

lore of the slumbers a big cat behind the 

it is dearly-held 

in the land." system counting has not proved 

Inpy-un- to the next-

census mayor's about 

the country's most unreliable-then pick 
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firm root in the black 

UvJlHLJ'''' admiration. Stories 

dewy authenticity 

in far-flung clans 

the 

,",,,,",,,,-u-"v with the original hill-dwellers. 

of the district 

soil and 

of 

[errlS--SIIITi::a to 

not 

immigrant shibboleths worm into "'''''UVVLU."V use-

until ,-,,,",,,,au,,,,, a ritual. This is ....... (' .... "' .... 1 

wise to threat 

a a celebration exotica, a token a 

small gold shield, to chief whose subjects could display which was most strange, 

most contrary to sense, most repugnant to local rpr,pM-nll-p of 

The subsequent of outisders (which promised social 

entree; men knew what they were about; politics 

of shook upstart from thousand 

flowed 

inevitably to up 

Festival 

conditions) 

land t'lll'77P'r1 as 

some ,-,v.,.,,,,u}'; 

New evolved 

nn_-.nT'" of 

extravagant raking taboo would suffice' to 

a cataract at the 

off 

cultural 

(rr"",,,,,,,,,, by 

are the 

and 

hour, 

time was understood. 

less 

not human nP<l!T\ptrCltp("j a uv ~JLH,."HA'" 

was 

size of 

kingdom became conceptually "'''''10'''''''''''-''' outlandishness 

king's sat the dance; 

they retired, adjudged, year's taxes. 

population, by head-count, was remote were 

people who the was evident to eyes . 

...... ",LtV'U of import was: how splendidly numberless? Metaphor the census. 

proportions nation were finally to be by vacuum hollowly 
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beyond its UVAA,w"'U ..... by by foreignness of those who '-'~.HU"'"''-' 

(prostituted) at a furnace, the kingdom drew. 

of whites arrived, two men; one woman, & a 

Though slotted for a Thursday-some u,"" ... Ull. ... 

were 

one 3 yielded to what seemed 

a 

should thus desirous of hearing the 

scrupulously conserved wine and local bread. The 

Transubstantiation lacked vim. It hardly aroused 

a rite, took the shield. The taxmen extolled 

the year before. 

tremblings of the slow billowy '"'VJw .... ~J"'" 

overarched the whole 

\.-.. ' .. 1.\ .. 11"' .... that the nation 

it began this struggle, like all 

that vast 

to 

most 

not 

mourn. halcyon tone enters their telling ofthe last 

magnificently through time, and was now becalmed 

to those who remained, that the hills were pm·nn! 

blew offlike smoke), merely that some had 

certain hills altogether, while the names 

the old. The elasticated calendar of 

UU\./U0. pendulous with spectacle but 

away. Those which survived flourished in 

did not count among them. It was 

anni mirabili, when 

It was U'-"UJ.\"U to the mood 

supplanted by 

not 

moons .. Many 

to 

mouths 

the society, 

The Feast of the 

eX1JarlSl(m: it matured during 

disgorged wonders & horrors. 

which was, 

Drought 

dispersed an but 

on ~A"'UHA' which refused to budge. It 

most ."ULU .... J'V Reminiscence lost its 
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place among the were preoccupied the seasons 

& lazy bard, never above 

a pestilence on the "'L.L.''''~ & devoured, 

the 

mouth out an orotund 

'"'''l.,ULLJ more prosperous 

would 

bard into out 

by 

throat channelled it; larynx amplified 

If the 

Hl-vJ",,",,,, enthusiasm for 

and 

they should 

They 

a 

his 

been 

it to 

the uu.:>L-"....,'UIL'-'HU.'" 

and 

Whites bumpkined into stout breed embittered by subconscious contempt 

for nature. They "'r"',f" ..... "'rl "''''''HU"",,,,", to any form it even to a life 

would prosper. They to wilderness roads, forced from the coast by 

yokes oflaw commerce, men who forfeited 

destinies. pitched rolled like 

piloted at last ",..{'"rn to a 

creaking sea captain 

toolbox which 

now Suffolk 

from native 

place) they found it satisfactory. It was a 

were withdrawal was possible here even 

IS 

one important, they In land a secret beauty, 

or a shadow latent 

beliefthat they would a VH,n""Hljo:, 

H-""'UU'U of the pariahs 

them was a 

not 

with a H!<'''L\",' 

to their own. 

and servants: 

the dusts rose. by 

on the 

What land truly offered 

they to a 

land was unbroken; it might nn,n,,,,,'" 

""1v""U"."" them, the of a violent 
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111."n""~'rI down from their "'''''''Uv, unloaded. 

For a period immeasurable to 

heirs to gained AU'Huva","","", 

spawned once more across a stretch of hinterland. A crPl1IPr!:l 

melancholy. goods baked 

in obliteration with 

and 

store appeared at 

with new 

dark 

(Greek? 

man's advent 

at counter. The 

and gaudy 

'51.U",",<'<I'''''-' of this 

srocK,ea. nor in 

the ...... "."T~.,. worth, 

In flowing literacy 

oaCKmosr hills; as, more tellingly, did the 

terms. 

the was folded 

hinged Bibles '-"HUH.,au 

verse, 

twice or thrice a 

At last, to it was .ll".1JIVHUHJIVY01 

The store's had multiplied 

a 

were 

nre:aH~ne:a to 

Iloor--2lfla 10! 

and 

a naLI -(102~en The .auu",. 

ceaselessly. It 

countryside, 

of their secret visions) to the population 

sent nA'''Ur,,.v into the "HJ,aIl"5 

the town and 

1'"\r~''''''''nt is 

There are close accounts, too, of the natives' plight the 

were bound to name, the land was their 

they into 

dun buildings 

prison; trekked nse 

themselves. The 

same as the 

though suspicious, 
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I./U"'"""", for history. But the 
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were H<U" .... 'U. out 

wonn the 

could neither 

IS 

fragrance. The mystery of that 

evidentiary, like empty wire HO'U" ....... an abandoned 

reSDOIlse to story amounts to: a wayward 

What it fails to supply: the animus of a moment hills. In the 

nor testimonial 

which have occurred 

details shimmer and 

wamS--tne5ie are had copiously-but the ligature 

is hauled down the generations, It peters out as it's told, 

a 

after the 

cold. The clouds "n.,.".""u, 

was seen. But the fanners did not indulge 

prepared for the encounter, 

passion, however-genuine, 'nl"t"Q 

close that which engendered 

native dwelt, with tell urian hunger, alone 

occurred alongside separation. as 

to antagonist's contours. A new 

OJn ... ,,,,,,,,u,-,,,,, it had never u,,,,,,.,,,,,,, ... 

m district was 

not a single native 

come, it was 

in their hearts. 

true to passion's it 

impossibly obscure era when L~U,U,",' and 

other, in the hills, entwinement 

strove to push the other away, the 

his speech, which 

light of meaning, into 

11,-,.., .......... "11 softly to 

upon 

district could be 

anonymity-for a man 

Farmers delicately came to pre:onlaUlea 

-rr."Oc'"'ttPrl were lent to them. That the hills 

they afforded 

among these It I"\"r''''IT'''''' 

by the number of strides nearest fann. The 

community's more deeply, its thirst for a ran 
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into In this long-interred 

IS 

superstition has 

are today 

Notes toward 
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to 

to 

of 

times, and 

"'i",,"'''.'''' "the current 

district 

visitors to 

population by m their mileage next to their names-

pleasure 

across a first poem 

which made him a poet. Or nO(--Qt;;CalJSe 

bombast. the comes 

it acC;OmlPl1:snea, s()metmrlg killed Well, ajoumalist must UH."U.., ... "'- with 

the 

after 

& one 

to is to 

must be the sole 

in ~UJlllU, 

of hard word (a monumental ..,U'''-HJ.H slip!-work), 

not key to hills. of 

At window all is quiet. It east. 

is the 

which V"'LVH~~" to at rest. A 

the 

whole world once. Now--how sadly old-fashioned. 

It 

with 

this 

the 

letters. 

The redrawing. The look on old 

Offended for the abruptness, gratified not to be found a course, 

keep it 'til you To the whose ro",."h.+, 

A dictionary's not indispensable. impossible to with one. Reliance on 

is a moment to l'nrn+r.rl of 

HAH'.UH)'1':" a dictionary. 

st. 

of 

so clumsily ,",u,./. ... uuu.<;. themselves. They are the 

of 

him secret 

adolescent joy is found. To a hack. 

on behind his 

who lope in the streets 

& Who printing like 

In No leS--I'ast type. 

luminosity It In own, a 
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Forthcoming in on our 

of Suffolk. Printed with 

you it. 

like a good a habit 

Notes toward a n'WI·nlH of the district 

on fine sewn cotton 

after 

on the 

Circulated to petty 

It's for another-

to been smoky taste of scotch on soft 

palate. the journalist ever trusted himself, But-the notes will 

you re-enter room! Seven days 

material, less two on the days to find stuff And 

work the most part The journalist spend them 

hunting. cornmon truffle, some .:>"' .... 'VB.CL. some truly rare 

to the 

from are in his corner of 

serve UD--s.m with pate to corne. The was 

ac~~--srulIIe~Q with to CU1ate~Jm more so like other 

"' ..... ,"'''".,.. to have here. journalist 

out. is a function mysterious. 

The 

for 

once the 

And, course, 

pale. Young. Nuzzling 

up 

float it as a 

dark 

disappointed 

Their 'v •.• "" ... "'''', later, U1P"~11 

tonight. No there. tastes aren't 

once. Atypical Df()Snects. are quite "-V'JU-~ 

A mildly at back ofthe 

The journalist naked on bed. Thin 

soft white The fellow was marked 

beard who for A 

tapers 

is handsome. 

to jawbone, 

journalist does not hide it so 

man was not to be fooled. 

column 

as 

the journalist 

of for please. 

listeners who pick up 
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mathematical. Not worth it Suffolk. At n01nC--lnUiCmaWJns In 

the courtyard. The joumalist makes a living. whore. 

Good 

-r>.uu the next day the 

UnHUiI-lU. delectable morseaux 

his 

the northern outskirts of town, which was once true countryside 

today quite a museum opens Tuesdays to visitors booked. Old 

"'-"''''CtU'-' ..... by the Rev. Calhoun, whose coming sundered Suffolk 

epochally. 

1:UI1(mg the 

his youth Calhoun saved souls: an idealist, he the Call out from 

natives. disposition He saw the Light: 

There was own people. On cusp of his 

middle he was converted a prospered, new flock 

after regular His fame widened; he grew rich preponderated 

parson, and 

it is the 

Calhoun found 

Within months 

state. ~"V'",,"U'UF, an age at last, as a retired 

conveyed out, 

by turns. 

the V"A,,,,~.'~ 1-1-''-'-'''''-'''' the town on 

Rev.'s presence may also felt legal codes; 

more or his the tells in 

which UUAllU",. and carries it brightly TA,.-n,mrn 

existing 

he acquired what 

U'-'JlU-"~J. for 

deprecated as in 

nor 

village," a 

U'~'_~~.L~ plot which was, his to anchor ship in the 

of town. 

not to 

went up 

stubbornness, of course, by his wealth he 

Calhoun death usual satisfaction: 

Rev. the 
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His \,./UICU",l".u the or it 

towns repeareOl best to 

no matter his charm gold. 

overran of the nave, 

throw, climbed heavenward, at a 

by a 

tall & broad lancet 

forest 

moon) shone 

Cathedral radiated 

Byzantium's arched 

thousand no 

on was to ""y\,,.r.rt the "'''''',UU,," 

the cuspated inverse a pleated pincushion); while 

uv.,u"",,, ,,.,, ...... .,U5 to height, were erected 

of holy space within. A 0L ..... "'I.Il'''' was "'5,;un.;n the 

plinth; it 

height, which turn supported a spire which 

a dial to 

and tolled hour to the last of the 

Its shape, evocative at once of a bam's stolidity & of 

(It seats two filliped disdain at 

it has ever filled. At the time of its consecration it 

was doubtful wither Suffolk could muster 2,000 (white) souls.) For a tall >.L,","""-"'> 

and numerous quickly-maturing trees rer're~;entea an attempt to foist modesty upon the 

«1' .... ,,..,.,,, .. '" but now town lords over 

district obstruction; all roads to it. It to the town's dubious 

. . 
ImpreSSIve 

of Calhoun's were eccentric. changed it 

The that he was with a on 

his liquid estate to establishment near 

and assets were 

his an 

dismemberment torment subsequent owners 

uses old so did the ..... "'"',,,,1'''', museum It is 
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two rooms of the old remodelled is inhabited a 

family four. 

In rooms the Old World ~l""Uil"'. ,-_,aHluueu had a but it was 

by mammon. He surrounded indiscriminately. the 

pendulum (all have stopped) are are floor 

to ", ... " . .uU.F. .,.,HAHF,'" crowd rare on walls; splendid armoires to 

the crystal baubles, ivory decorations, space is too small 

....... ,..,"".u"'" .. " are foiled by an inescapable sense of 1,,;1Ullt:l~~01 

sense museum is correct. is probably felt, to 

's study. A claustrophobe would suffer here. undercurrent ambiguity, COl1ce:rmng 

of esteem covet or from 

a spectral image which, is to be warded r>YT,---·rn HU''''<;v of an 

Morbid stillness '"'''''F.,C>, 

bookcase. It looms .... S' .. lU'JC 

to the museum's most pIece, 

back wall of the room, draped with hallowed 

Rev.'s 

dimension. And the 

cubits, and the 

where 

the Temple of 

thereof was threescore cubits, and 

cubits. 

bens & pomegranates, 

Its IS by 

empty & burdened with 

a model 

it is 

vases 

OQ{)KCase seems as 

Calhoun's trivialities (a dozen 

the 

It 

m 

If, under 

Not, 

the 

a 

temple, crumbling to dust 

the sorrow all museum 

the Hebrews suffered scattering from 

abandoned to desuetude, it is a 

nnr,vC'",,,,,, produced a a conch-then it would be a 

a soughing of dry wind over Moab, nor the 

who slumbered in a to 

of Solomon's The ,-,/S,eB."/S of ar~,<:<:--rl'l<:rlV and dead in ripe and soft 
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ghostly, across parquetry 

columns. The old bookcase .~~uu,',.. with 

arum on to Elysium, and now bright, 

fields, in the window of a small room, over scene its gloaming. 

Cathedral's secret dumbly: 

is an LUVL-

is more to be done the journalist went a 

on this day, to with. 

(The 

his stay at the 

cut. 

past. 

decided not to pack the lizard. It will a memento of 

certain the will keep it) 

took it III once more. 

No matter! 

was cut from 

was spoiling a fight. He 

sun was It OJ'"'" ........ ' .... 

demure mother LLUIVL»U,"",., underfoot. 

(!) in the a at his 

gueridon had 

woman 

give it a Se(;OnlO look--astonishment ,",0""<'UH.'U 

parks over bridges. 

at nver, river winked He hummed and his 

with The No flung 

at them, 

moment. 

a man lashed to the mast of a pitching He braced U.",-';UH"'<. a 

nr"llPrI to broke 

.. LU'UU,",,,,,, which ULUI'-''',",,,,, 

journalist's own. The journalist had 

are "',.u ........... 

closely after. there was no he vnr,,,,,, "U"'''''fT 

on to his notes. 

through lens of fine commercial writing, a 
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for him, his editor is the nictitating, UU'U.UILH"- hours 

Suffolk's HUl;'Ul...,U. per'nal)S IJ ...... ,,'"''''" over. Ultimately sent out 

to landfill with 

that. follows 

work, he 

YUj'''-H • .,. IS all 

in, as now. 

would 

journalist's evanesces, ofa not, Devil him 

out. 

IS VV~<L'''''''-' to a moment so like it must clung and 

When, as a 

His body a 

blue, 

it. 

shower 

he have had more often were hours measured 

man, he stood bedroom, a ''-'1''''1.111V1J.'''' 

lay 

around comer, by her childhood. 

"r"fa.r~'r! a mortal. nabbed 

was a 

array of climb. 

called it hisjirst true blue 

seen up 

hallway on purpose. 

When 

long 

would never 

steIDPt::a from the 

over looked 

and they fell to with u'-''-.au .. ' .... they were both absolutely innocent. 

She hoped this would be like that time. was 

gobbledygook instead. Then then more mellow 

gobbledygook. 

with awe. 

through her 

on the bed, took in the entire conversation. 

For all 

is he just 

cool liquid 

it was French and 

did not cease. The 

ill moment when knew he loved 

bilge 

(who is rorJes-'rne old one, 
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sighed and narrowmg 

at sea brought ashore. from his was a sea, 

hard questions were or hard statements a man not to 

to keep them 

not sparkle with the 

was not so hard, was not 

to deck-lack was equated with c01NaJLmi~e--D 

waves, where the sun 

lULUH.," of the ocean; 

asked to 

spells between 

several moments he 

with the 

over he found that 

that was not 

The hills of 

before the 

helped him to 

measure of the middle 

at all. Why 

came to him which, 

face relaxed. He 

always, from 

on the Hle>1V',"" 

concerned less an answer 

to Suffolk? it 

answered the wrong But 

the Atlantic half a 

or more, the ).H',.Ll""" 

not forgotten 

the once. in his eyes that he had 

Then, as now, no 

reason to disembark, but tracked a few ship 

was docked until next morning. It rrH'!rP'/'1 in the rookery 

of the largest tonnage, 

most 

expreSSIons 

who relied on 

riveted to the 

The mate never 

boots, 

The mate (his 

!m!en1er stained down 

issued threats 

gap between 

the ship, even less 

to hear: a 

man was for nectarous 

aboard as soon as IvAJl1a.c,,,,,eJ,VH proved 

of the sea, even when within of 

others. And it was best to show leniency to a 

unfinished tomorrow. 

quiet. The city lights \,<."'."''- .... the water; 

a dilapidation in 

the native to a man 

to business. were 

mate and the applicant's hA,,,i-C'T"'''-''' widened. 

captain. He heard, in of the departing 

jauntiness which Another 

and would be boots back 

himse1 f, was to the cankers 

But he did not "' ...... ""' .. _"'''' m 

cook,even ' ...... ,UHF. went 
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night before 

u""_'-''-',,",'''' to 

at concrete. cocked his head 

was a 

water slapped 

tenure at sea. ignoring the slinky breeze 

hard, twice, then his left, 

of his skull. This habit had earned 

drain of liquid and 

drank on dry land to 

yu.t .• .tvu staggering around "",Tn".", 

fill with 

lazily, like sooty smoke, AHY,AUA"t;; 

But a sailor 

was lush with 

which it might fail to 

over the words 

naff soothed a child burying 

which never parted his was 

low, and knew him. He 

legal age of work, on 

men's sardonic smiles had assured no one ever 

a soft, nether 

woolly delight in a woman's 

lacked secrets, but an 

child. The city 

quays, before he 

should anyone 

a 

aged relative to the ports. The oceans never va •• "F." .... , they were swells and storms 

and the galley a but the ports and cities reslpectea 

were a reprieve; left the long winding jetty to out 

was different and what city, this night. 

Later, some hours before dawn, a came to this moment, prepared or 

chop and vanishes, and 

at his fierceness, seaweed. He lay in the demimonde of a 

night and £as:neIQ. 

still planted deep inside 

world relumed in his 

her patient heart, and 

soft aimless song began 

with the ten lips of was 

pinned and thoughtful, 

his ear, pressed to 

ceiling placidly, was 

would be heard only once. 
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were for. was love, temporarily. reposed in her ""'~"~~u body as 

,",V\.LU1'-,U with sun. She though 

now over 

a wave. He 0U\,. .... U''"'" 

him, .... "vv .... to lift 

\"uUI""'~ room, & recover 

eyelids. collection 

desolate was 

another and was 

the sorrowful. 

tense 

But 

added, not two 

broad, 

cruciform constant with the wild bird, but 

She <).I.U.u,-·u 

mourning. 

She told mutely, unsure conclusion he had 

the sun, 

had 

shabby, 

behind 

DlCj~ea over 

fell 

so well, lazy vantage 

contentment-or 

sugar run the 

contentment of a word which a 

he had TrvrnAtTDn else 

him a 

was not truly 

he vividly the L ...... '.H .... reverence with which 

nO]meSlCK man pronounced it, the state which it the ran 

slick that night the glow streetlamps; whether dawn 

roseate east before arms; clouds load 

whether tramped hours whether the root an 

& throbbing, a familiar nightmare; or he 

walked whistling and to which rose to faith 

p1" __ n,p. felt sure of his luck, would dull sea cow, 

ship, placidly empty air But had the 

wind sails. A 

account for 

up. 

seamen shipped to 

took 
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a his which, when would "",,"' .... ',u out and 

would flap away overboard, spurred by a perfunctory curse. he was on the road, 

and 

with a 

that moment, accomplishment, 

body on a park 

of the return 

But waters of the sea annealed 

was 

activity in the stirred him. A scrap 

moon high m blue. more was 

confirmation that he was a of ",v" .... ". No, he would not back. 

would be buried here. would the that had 

felt no to bravery the certain 

not immortality. 
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